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This issue has a bumper feature on the best distros 
of 2014, so this month we asked our team: What is 
outright favourite Linux distro of all time?

Who we are

Neil Mohr Editor 
 neil.mohr@futurenet.com 

Linux evolution

What we do
 We support the open source community 

by providing a resource of information, and  
a forum for debate.

 We help all readers get more from Linux with our 
tutorials section – we’ve something for everyone!

 We license all the source code we print in our 
tutorials section under the GNU GPLv3.

 We give you the most accurate, unbiased and  
up-to-date information on all things Linux.

We’re picking our best Linux distributions for 2014. 
It’s always an odd task and this year we’ve decided to 
take the chance to delve into the genus behind the 

distros that we use every day. We’ve been inspired by the GNU/
Linux Distribution Timeline at http://futurist.se/gldt which 
we’ve mentioned before, and decided that we’d explore why the 
major families in the GNU/Linux world sprang up and how 
they’ve evolved over the years.

Thinking of them as part of a ‘Tree of GNU Life’ seems to 
make sense and perhaps the original branches even sprang into 
existence miraculously. Those original branches have then 
seen, thanks to their open source nature, a proliferation of 
mutations and specialisations. While the main trunk evolves 
over time adding to the entire tree’s abilities.

It’s the beauty of the open source nature of GNU/Linux that 
the OS can proliferate so readily and take on specialisations 
that ensure it fits beautifully into specific roles: from dedicated 
server of the Red Hat line to ideal desktop distros, such as Mint 
and Ubuntu, off Debian.

Just as in nature, where the likes of Australian marsupials 
appear to exist on their own, Linux breeds one-off varieties like 
OpenELEC, webOS and Android in its own way. We hope you 
find this year’s Best Distro feature a fascinating delve into the 
evolution of GNU/Linux.

One distro that has spawned a phenomenal number of 
spin-offs is Ubuntu and that’s largely because when it first 
appeared ten years ago, Canonical went to huge lengths to 
make it easy to install and easy to use. Something the GNU 
world appeared to have a hard time getting its head around. 
Based on that ease of use Ubuntu has become the bedrock for 
a teeming number of popular spin-offs that specialise in all 
manner of areas, and as the distro hits it ten year anniversary 
we celebrate everything that’s great about it.

Alongside that we’ve got an amazing mix of tutorials and 
features for you to play with. From alternatives to the Raspberry 
Pi to coding in Gimp. We look at OwnCloud 7, start with Docker 
v1.0 and continue to advance the Nginx server. Dive in. The free 
and open water is lovely!

Welcome

#1 for Free Software

Subscribe today
See p30 for awesome deals

Neil Bothwick
It has to be Gentoo for me. Not because I 
am a l33t user – that’s just a vicious 
rumour albeit one I’m not denied – but 
because it appeals to the control freak in 
me. I like to take things apart to see how 
they work (getting them to work again 
afterwards is optional) so a distro that 
comes in pieces is ideal for me.

Andrew Mallett
My favourite distros is like my favorite cake.  
Something that’s apt to change. Today, it’s 
all about coffee cake, tomorrow it’ll be 
cheese cake; but, if pressed, my choice is 
Ubuntu. Since 12.04 “Precise Pangolin” 
Unity has worked well and this continues 
into “Trusty Tahr”. Any distro that calls their 
first release  “Warty Warthog” wins my vote.

Les Pounder
For me Crunchbang Linux (#!) is easily the 
most flexible distro. Based on the stable 
Debian platform and with the lightweight 
Openbox window manager, #! can be used 
on hardware as low in specification as the 
original Asus Eee Netbook, keeping older 
technology useful and out of landfill, which 
Linux is famous for.

Mayank Sharma
For years I was blinded by such inferior 
distros as Slackware, Arch, Fedora and 
Ubuntu and then I read Jonni’s star-
studded review of Red Star Linux. My eyes 
were opened and I knew that I had to gaze 
upon its heavenly magnificence for myself. 
After trawling the DarkWeb I found a copy 
and it’s…wait there’s somebody at the door. 

Richard Smedley
Debian. Safe, dependable and boring 
Debian Stable powers my servers that never 
fall over. Debian Experimental lets me cut 
myself on bleeding edge software and I use 
Debian Testing for the family PCs. Debian 
rules make for easy package management 
of my software and with the Debian Social 
Contract (and DFSG), Debian rules indeed.
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Talking heads

Benjamin Kerensa on the Firefox OS community p42

We’re always looking for 
people to build new 

open web content for the OS.

Reviews
LG Chromebase ................16 
Chrome OS encased in a base, is it time to 
take your mobile OS to the desktop?

HP Proliant Micro Server .. 17 
The little server that could, HP updates its 
smallest server with a Gen8 makeover and 
it’s a capable little thing.

Android x86 .......................18 
Power up your x86 devices with Android, 
there’s means in this green-man madness.

PCLinuxOS ........................19 
This rolling release one-man band Linux 
distro kicks out another snapshot.

OpenSUSE Factory .......... 20 
The development branch of OpenSUSE 
becomes a distro itself, crazy times? 

Pi2Go Lite ...........................21 
The robot apocalypse is upon us,  
Les Pounder hails our new overlords.

HDD 6TB head-to-head .. 22 
Server-sized storage comes to us all from 
Seagate and HST with 6TB drives.

Games ................................ 23
This month’s Linux gaming picks are: 
Bravada a fun turn-based game and 
Cannons Lasers Rockets, an on-line 
multiplayer space combat game.

 Cannon, Laser, Rockets – not a space 
game about diplomacy. 

“On that tree of which no man knows from where its roots run.” – Odin

 A little server we think you’ll like.

Discover the source of  
your favourite distro as  
we explore the Linux Tree  
of Life on 32p32

Roundup:  
Web browsers p24

Best Distro 2014
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News ............................. 6
Linus still wants the desktop and 

other LinuxCon antics. China is to 

develop its own distro.

Mailserver .................. 10
Pub talk takes centre stage and talk 

about beer, perhaps ale, else bitter or 

cider too, anyone fancy a snifter of 

whiskey or a cheeky port?

User groups ................13
It’s a fine time to be a coder as  

Les Pounder explores Coder Clubs 

and Coder Dojos.

Roundup ....................24
Bored of Firefox and Chromium? 

Try one of these fine alternatives.

Tutorials

Back issues ...............66
Grab them while you can and before 

they all get pulped! No collection is 

complete without LXF182.

Next month ...............98 
We’ll be back! Hacking the Pi, 

dabbling with audio, tweaking GIT, 

using Cython and much more!

Subscriptions ...........30
Grab a six- or twelve-month sub to 

the best magazine called Linux 

Format on the face of the planet. 

Sysadmin ...................56
Dr Chris takes on pesky Generation 

X and separates the user interface 

from its client/server workings, he 

also eyes up your browser.

HotPicks ....................60
Apps so hot they’re off the  

Scoville scale. Included this month  

is the latest version of Guacamole 

remote desktop, CMake build 

manager, Weechat, KPhotoAlbumn, 

QMMP music player and a host of 

other great finds.
 Our subscriptions team is 

waiting for your call.

Data rescue 
Recover with PhotoRec ... 68
Ever lost your entire hard drive? Annoying. 
Get everything back with PhotoRec.

Cloud collaboration 
OwnCloud 7 ...................... 70
Get to grips with the all-new features of the 
stunning OwnCloud 7, we liked it.

Streaming 
Plex server..........................74
The best solution to home video and audio 
streaming is open source, well, almost.

Nginx 
PHP scripting ...................76
Take your Nginx Pi-based server to the next 
level by enabling PHP server-side scripting 
with Andrew Mallett’s on-going guide.

Virtual appliances 
Docker v1.0 .......................80
It’s the next big thing and we’re here with 
lovely Jolyon Brown to guide you through 
using the basics of Docker. Your life will be 
all virtual from this point onwards.

Regulars at a glance

Coding Academy
Gimp snow ............................ 84
Jonni Bidwell shows you how to use Python 
and Gimp to generate fractal snow as part of 
your very own plug-in. And remember – we’re 
all special snowflakes. Even you.

Pi Mathematica 10 ............... 88
Jonni Bidwell returns from exploding Iceland 
to explain how you can cheat at your maths 
homework with a little bit of differentiation and 
the renown Mathematica.

p96

On your 9GB DVD
Mageia 4.1, CentOS 7
Linux Mint Debian Ed,
Trisquel, OpenSUSE,
Salix and Korora 20
PLUS: HotPicks and tutorial code

Treat yourself or a 
loved one to an LXF 
subscription! p30

Ubuntu at 10 ........................... 46
Happy birthday Ubuntu! We celebrate the 
world’s favourite distro and all it’s achieved.

Raspberry Pi killers ............. 50
We love the amazing Pi, but is it the best 
solution for every project?

Don’t miss...

 Learn how to recover your files.
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THIS ISSUE: Desktop Linux  China Linux  PC sales rebound  Slice kickstarted

year old, Zachary DuPon who wrote to 
Linus Torvalds for a school project 
where students were asked to write to 
their heroes. DuPon's letter was sent to 
the Linux Foundation and the 
foundation very kindly contacted 
Zachary, inviting him to LinuxCon so 
that he could meet his hero. A lovely 
story, which also shows that Linux 
continues to capture the imagination of 
young people. As Zachary told linux.
com after the event:“None of the other 
students in my class got invited to meet 
their heroes”.

Other highlights included the Linux 
Foundation announcing the new Linux 
Foundation Certified System 
Administrator (LFCS) and Linux 
Foundation Certified Engineer (LFCE) 
programme for system administrators 
and engineers, including virtual lessons 
and exams that can be taken from 
anywhere in the world with a PC, mic 
and web access. 
http://bit.ly/LXFChicago2014

LINUXCON

Linus hearts desktop 
Torvalds speech at this year's LinuxCon highlights the challenges facing Linux.

 Zachary DuPon 
meets his hero, 
Linus Torvalds. 

Proclaiming 'this is the year of 
Linux!' has now become a well 
worn joke. It used to signify the 

belief that this year would be the year 
that Linux becomes the dominant OS 
on desktop PCs. The funny thing is, 
times have changed and desktop PCs 
have lost significance. Meanwhile, 
mobile devices, 'smart' appliances, 
servers and much more have been 
growing in importance, with Linux often 
being the dominant OS. Nowadays 
most years are in fact 'the year of Linux'.

 That hasn't stopped Linux founder, 
Linus Torvalds at this year's LinuxCon in 
Chicago admitting that “I still want the 
desktop” which got an enthusiastic 
reception from the audience. The 
moderator, Linux kernel developer Greg 
Kroah-Hartman, had asked Torvalds 
where he Linux should go next. He 
continued that “it's the whole 
infrastructure problem” that was 
holding Linux back, but that “I think we'll 
get there one day”. While his declaration 
was met with enthusiasm, elsewhere 
people were a bit more sceptical about 
Torvald’s desktop ambitions. We're sort 
of inclined to agree with them. We'd love 
to see Linux become dominant – or at 
least more popular – on the desktop, 
but as we mentioned earlier the focus 
of technology has shifted and isn’t as 
important as it once was.

The discussion at LinuxCon also 
turned to how difficult it was for testing 
the Linux kernel on such a wide range of 
hardware. Torvalds wants to encourage 
more people to take part in testing the 
kernel, to get a better idea on how the 
software will work on a much wider 
variety of hardware. “That's the only 
way we find the strange hardware 
quirks, said Torvalds. ”Most developers 
have something modern, and the rest 
the rest of the world has older stuff." 

Other issues with maintaining the 
kernel was that some parts of the 
kernel code were only looked after by a 
single maintainer – which meant when 
that maintainer wanted to take some 
time off, or was just generally 
unavailable to work on the code, 
problems could arise. To combat this 
issue, Torvalds wants to see multiple 
maintainers for each area of code – in a 
similar way to how the ARM Linux 

developers are now working. As he 
pointed out:“It's now much less painful 
[to work on ARM merges] and ARM 
developers are picking up the multiple 
maintainer approach."

Elsewhere at LinuxCon, a rather 
heart-warming tale emerged after 12 

“Linux continues to 
capture the imagination 
of young people.”
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Newsbytes

China plans to 
banish Microsoft
Is the People’s Republic of China working to replace western 
operating systems with its own Linux-based OS?

LINUX DISTRIBUTIONS

HARDWARE

It's almost as much a cliché to state that the 
desktop PC is dying as to proclaim whatever 
year you're in to be 'the year of Linux'. As we 

mentioned in our earlier news piece, however, all 
is often not what it seems with these clichés. 

The common assumption has been PC sales 
were waning while mobile – namely tablets – 
were growing at a formidable rate. However, tablet 
sales were never going to maintain that rate of 
growth. For a start, contrary to what most tablet 
manufacturers had hoped, people who buy 
tablets weren't upgrading to a new model every 
two years as with smartphones. It's also now 
clear that traditional PC sales are far more robust 
than many gave them credit for. In the past 

quarter PC sales were up worldwide by 0.1 per 
cent with around 75 million PCs sold. A rise of 0.1 
per cent might not seem like much, but this is 
against a backdrop of çcontinuous drops in the 
PC market. Part of the rise in PC sales could be 
attributed to the end of Windows XP support – 
where many people and businesses are taking 
the opportunity to update their hardware. This 
provides an excellent opportunity for Linux, 
though time will tall how many people buying new 
desktop PCs will put Linux on them, and how long 
the 'death of XP' boost will last. Will 'the death of 
the Tablet PC' now become the inaccurate cliché 
that everyone gets annoyed about? Probably. 
http://bit.ly/LXFpcsales

PC not dead (again)
Or as Mark Twain would say: “Please stop misquoting me”.

No matter how secure an 
operating system or set of tools 

claims to be, you should always be 
careful, as it's rare – if not impossible 
– for something to be 100% secure. 
This was highlighted recently when 
security flaws were found in the I2P 
(Invisible Internet Project), which also 
affected the Tails operating system. 
Thankfully within 48 hours I2P 
developers had created fixes for all the 
vulnerabilities found.

Slice – a media player that's built 
around the Raspberry Pi 

Compute Module should be available 
to buy pretty soon – at the time of 
writing backers had pledged almost 
£179,00 on Kickstarter to help fund 
the device. Pretty impressive since the 
original goal was £90,000 and it has 
two more week to go for the creators, 
FiveNinjas, to raise funding. Not only 
does the Slice use the Pi Compute 
Module, but it also runs a customised 
version of the XBMC media software. 
If you pledge £109 or more you'll 
receive one of the first units when it is 
launched – while pledging £159 gets 
you a model with a 1TB hard drive 
installed. http://bit.ly/LXFslice 

Last year IBM announced that it 
was going to invest a billion 

dollars into the Linux platform, and a 
new announcement at this year's 
LinuxCon has shown that IBM's Linux 
support is no joke. IBM is rolling out 
Linux on Power System servers to 54 
of its IBM Innovation Centers around 
the world. IBM Power Systems are 
open source hardware and software 
solutions used for data analytics and 
cloud computing. Developers will now 
be able to build applications using 
Ubuntu, Red Hat Enterprise and SUSE 
Enterprise Server that take advantage 
of the visualisation and parallel 
processing features of Power Systems 
servers. http://bit.ly/LXFIBMpower

 Slice is a big hit, and it hasn't 
even launched yet. Not hard to 
see why, though as it combines a 
Raspberry Pi-powered server with 
a user-friendly interface.

The history of Microsoft in China is a rather 
unhappy one. Although it’s recently been 
allowed to officially sell five million Xbox 

Ones in the country – though based on current 
interest in Microsoft’s console hitting that number 
may be a struggle even with China's huge 
population – earlier this year Windows 8 was  
banned from government computers. Now, 
Chinese authorities are hoping to expel all 
versions of Windows from the country. 
Microsoft probably shouldn't take it 
too personally, however, as desktop 
and mobile software from its 
compatriots Google and Apple are 
also being targeted. Tensions between 
China and the US over computer 
technology has been heightened with 
the revelations that the NSA had been 
involved in a huge surveillance 
program involving foreign countries 
and world leaders.

The Chinese government is 
planning on forcing the companies off 
its national computers by developing 
its own desktop and mobile software. 

Details on the new software is scarce, though we 
do know that around 13 software companies and 
80 research units are working together to create 
the new operating system, including a bespoke 
app store. It's not entirely clear if the new 
operating system would be based on Linux, 
though China has had form in the past, with Red 
Flag being released in 2000, and Kylin OS – based 
on Ubuntu – having been launched in 2013.

 November 2014 LXF190    7

 Kylin OS was Chinese government’s earlier attempt to 
create a bespoke operating system.

Newsdesk
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UBUNTU 14.10

FREEBSD 10.1

MIDNIGHT COMMANDER 4.8.13

Hitting the mirrors
What’s behind the free software sofa?

Trusty Tahr 14.04 was just a side 
show, 14.10 Utopic Unicorn lands 
on the 16 Oct 2014. It's important 
as it officially releases in-place 
upgrades from the previous LTS 
12.04 version. You've been able to 
force an upgrade but there was no 
guarantee as to the quality or 
stability. It looks like 14.10 will just 
be a stability update of 14.04 rather 
than the convergence release 
people might have hoped for.
http://bit.ly/UbuntuLatest

The next point release for the super-
stable FreeBSD will hit the streets 
towards the end of October. The 
major inclusion for this is support for 
Secure Boot, which will ensure it's 
able to work on the most modern 
UEFI hardware. FreeBSD should be 
relatively stable beyond this, while 
work is well underway on the next 
major v11.0 release
www.freebsd.org

After 6 months of little activity 
Midnight Commander gets a point 
bump to 4.8.13. There’s not much 
to get excited about but the release 
offers a host of bug fixes and a 
better engine for enabling user 
interruption of tasks that are taking 
a very long time. Code clean up and 
new skins help continue to make 
this an excellent manager.
www.midnight-commander.org

Cloudy 
progress 
Michael Meeks

LibreOffice 
had its annual 
gathering in 
Bern this 

month. It was fantastic to have Google, 
Collabora and CloudOn as platinum sponsors 
enabling free food, drink, and other goodies, 
and an extraordinarily well-run event hosted by 
the beautiful Bern University. The depth and 
breadth of talks, and the show-case of progress 
on many fronts was extremely encouraging.

One particularly encouraging gem was 
around CloudOn’s use of LibreOffice for its iOS 
app. CloudOn are a company who have brought 
a richly-featured document-editing app based 
on a remote Microsoft Office to your iPad. That 
has been achieved by a remoting protocol to a 
full instance of MS Office running in the 
Amazon cloud. Recently CloudOn has added 
the capability to run LibreOffice locally on your 
iPad to edit and view your documents offline. 
This has involved a huge amount of work to 
ensure that all Microsoft XML document data is 
preserved even if LibreOffice cannot render 
some corner cases perfectly.

FOSS’s winning ways
The ability to switch between Microsoft Office 
and LibreOffice was recently enabled in the 
app, with around half of users switching to a 
LibreOffice based beta version. At the 
conference it was announced that - despite no 
cost difference – 90% of those users chose not 
to switch back to MS Office.

Another pleasant side-effect of this centrally 
managed service is the ability to measure how 
poeple are using it, and their documents. 
One notable finding is the improved retention of 
people using the native iPad app (based on 
LibreOffice). Such users are more likely to 
continue using CloudOn’s service, than the 
same users that chose to use Office remotely. 
Its great to see results highlighting people’s 
enthusiasm for free software.

Comment

 Michael is a pseudo-engineer, semi-colon lover, 
SUSE LibreOffice hacker and amateur pundit.

 The popular FM gets a bit of polish.

Benny has been released and what 
an update it is! Probably the key 
update that will affect people the 
most is the new editor. It offers far 
more space to type your content 
into and the  controls stay with you. 
Embedded media is now displayed 
in the draft version, so you know 
exactly what it will look like. Better 
plug-in discovery and a new media 
library that’s easier to browse.
https://wordpress.org

WORDPRESS 4.0

Newsdesk
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Write to us at Linux Format, Future Publishing, Quay House, The Ambury, Bath, BA1 1UA or lxf.letters@futurenet.com

 In the dark!
I wonder if the good folk in the 
Linux Format office could point 
me in the right direction to 
uncover the best way to solve a 
particular problem I’m facing 
at present. I’m working on a 
business project where I want 
people to respond on or by a 
certain date in order to: 
complete tasks; or to file reports 
by; or to submit expenses etc.
Therefore, what I would like to 
do via Linux, (especially Mint 
Cinnamon) would to be able to 
use an app or program along the 
following lines: First, enter 
period eg the year 2014, or 1 Jan 
to 30 June 2014, or 1 April 2014 
to 31 March 2015 etc. Second, 
I want it to provide the date of 
the first Tuesday of every month 
in the period specified in the 
first step, or give it a start date 
of, say, 17 January 2014 and have 
it state the date for every 28 day 
period thereafter. Additionally, 
I want to be able to set a variable 
combination of requirements/
periods as outlined in the 
second step.

I don’t know if a Linux app 
along these lines already exists 
(but I’ve not found one to date) 
or I expect it might be possible 
to use a current program, such 
as a spreadsheet, database etc. 
Incidentally, as to the usefulness 
of such an app, more and more 
in business (especially 
government-led business) are 

programming, than yours truly.
Great magazine and essential 
reading each month!
Michael Goddard 
Jonni says: This feels like a 
chargeable question. Please make 
a charitable donation to Bidwell’s 
Bodacious Scripting Service – 
Remember, Dreds are for life not 
just for Didgeridoo buskers. Thank 
you… Hi Michael Goddard, lets see 
if I can help you. I’m not sure 
about suitable calendar or 

Letter of the month

            Linux in Lancs

T
here must be lots of Linux users in 
West Lancashire, and the 
neighbouring areas, who would 
welcome a regular meet-up with 

fellow-enthusiasts. And I assume there must 
also be many people who would simply like to 
know a little bit more about Linux, so I’m 
suggesting that we could easily arrange a 
monthly date in a local pub in Ormskirk – 
without the formality of calling ourselves a 
Linux Users’ Group (LUG). We needn’t even have 
to have an agenda, just an invite to come along 
and chat amiably with each other without 
getting into distro wars. If you’re interested, just 
e-mail me at shokatsu999@gmail.com. 
Maurice George
Matt says: Proposing a meeting of Linux 
enthusiasts in a pub? A place that sells beer? 
Madness! That’ll never work! Sounds great to us, 
Maurice, and we’re happy to print your letter here 

scheduling applications – there 
are plenty out there certainly, 
but many of them are probably 
overkill for this task. Google 
Calendar (shudder) certainly lets 
you set up recurring monthly or 
four-weekly appointments, which 
is close to what you want, but not 
quite there. You’re in luck though 
because I love a calendrical 
challenge at this time of year (plus 
you’ve paid me), and Python’s 
datetime module makes easy 

shane_collinge@yahoo.com

moving away from the calendar 
month orientation to the ‘13 
periods of 28 days equals one 
year’ system and it looks like 
we’ll see it used more and more 
often in future.

Finally, a pointer from your 
good selves would be most 
welcome rather than me wasting 
too much more time and 
research on what is probably a 
simple task for a more computer 
literate person, especially in 

 Have a beer and chat about Linux in lovely 
Lancashire. What could be better?

so that if any of our readers are interested in the 
get together, do drop Maurice a line. Let us know 
how it goes, Maurice, you never know, we might 
even send Les “ The People’s” Pounder down!
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Mailserver

work of such matters. With Mint 
you’ll already have Python 2 
installed, so nothing to worry 
about here. Start it up by typing 
python in the terminal then 
hammer in the following code:
import datetime
def first_weekday_of_
month(weekday, year):
    for month in range(1,13):
        d = datetime.date(year, 
month, 1)
        while d.weekday() != 
weekday:
            d += datetime.timedelta(1)
        print d
def four_weeks_hence(date, 
periods):
    # date a datetime.date() object
    # periods integer specifying 
the number of 28 day periods
    d = date
    four_weeks = datetime.
timedelta(28)
    for j in range(periods):
        d += four_weeks
 print d

The module numbers weekdays 

starting with 0 – Monday, 1 – 
Tuesday, …, 6 – Sunday. So calling 
the first_weekday_of_
month(1,2014) will give you all of 
the first Tuesdays in all the months 
of this year. 

The second function will give 
you the sequence of 28-day 
periods following a given date. 
It requires date to be a special 
object, so for Halloween:
mydate = datetime.date(2014, 10, 
31)

Then call the function like so to 
see the dates of seven subsequent 
28-day periods.
four_weeks_hence(mydate, 7)

I’m sure it’s possible in Libreoffice 
Calc too, but where would be the 
fun in that?

 32-bit vs. 64-bit
Just to weigh in on this matter, 
as one of the main reasons I buy 
Linux Format is the cover DVDs.
I think that the occasions where 
my fellow readers and I might 
see any value in the option of a 

well-priced and offers great 
value for a premium magazine in 
a special interest market, and I 
doubt many of your readers 
would be at a loss for an 
alternative if you didn’t include 
even the 64-bit versions of the 
popular distros. 

However there are 
distributions of great interest 
and Linux software of great 
interest that’s for one reason or 
another, difficult to get hold of. 
New and experimental 
distributions and yes, 
commercial Linux software, too, 
would be a thrill to see more 
regularly and with the sort of 
prominent featuring and 
comment that the big distros 
attract. I love to see the 
Rasperry Pi-related distributions 
when they are featured, and 
enjoy features on more 
specialist types of software once 
in a while.

I despair at  buying four Linux 
magazines to be presented with 
four DVDs of the same Linux 
distro for me to try. Please keep 
reviewing and providing the 
great coverage you do on the big 
distros, we just probably don’t 
need the binary on the CD, 
especially in 32-bit.
Damian Ondore 
Matt says: Damian, you raise 
some interesting points. It’s 
certainly true that a lot of us have 
access to relatively fast broadband 
speeds, so downloading the latest 
version of a popular distro like 
Ubuntu won’t be too much of a 
hardship. However, it would be 
unfair of us to neglect our readers 
who don’t have access to internet 
speeds that make downloading 
4GB or more of data easy. 
Hopefully access to high speed 
broadband will improve in the 
future, but for the moment, sadly, 
the infrastructure just isn’t there. 

We do get your point that it’s 
annoying if you have four Linux 
mags all with the latest version of 
Ubuntu on the disc. This is why 
we’ve been putting together 
specially made mixes of the 
popular distros for our DVDs. 
These include additional tools and 
desktop environments, providing 
more functionality than the 
standard downloads you get from 
the official website – and offering 
more value than the other 

32-bit binary of one distribution 
or another on your cover discs 
are now rare and relatively niche. 
I would wager that most 32-bits 
users are also running 64-bit 
elsewhere and have no problem 
finding the binary they need and 
downloading it themselves.

LXF discs have always been 
useful for obtaining binaries and 
source that might not otherwise 
be easily available, and in the 
past that meant pretty much 
any full-fat distribution, because 
slow internet speeds meant 
downloading them yourself, 
which left a lot to be desired in 
time-efficiency and cost-
effectiveness.

Nowadays most people, at 
least in the developed world 
where I gather most of the LXF 
readership is, have access to a 
reasonably fast broadband 
connection  that means 64-bit 
distributions, such as Ubuntu, 
Mint and Fedora are easily 
obtainable elsewhere. LXF is 

 Would you miss big distros like Linux Mint on our cover disc? Damian Ondore doesn’t think so.
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Mailserver

CAST5 cipher, which with the 
other default hashing options, 
seems somewhat weak.

The first few bytes of a GPG-
encrypted file do show what 
encryption options have been 
applied. If file encryption is left 
as default, knowledgeable 
attackers consider this, and can 
decide whether the encrypted 
file is worth the energy 
investment in brute-forcing/
dictionary-attacking.

I wonder how Peter Clark 
reviewed the GPG codebase? 
It’s huge for one person to wade 
through. Back doors can be 
subtle and easily-missed in C/
C++. Last year, I attempted to 
verify Igor Pavlov’s web claims 
about the security features of 
his 7-Zip. As much as I like 7-Zip, 
I couldn’t substantiate Igor’s 
claims of the v9.20 code, and 
my limited analysis revealed a 
few other problems. I concluded, 
sadly, that I cannot depend on 
7-Zip’s encryption. My dry write-
up is at http://bit.ly/LXFlatter.
Martin Latter
Neil says: It’s sad that as 
subjects (or citizens) we are at a 
point of worrying about whether 
to use high-level encryption to 
stop the random reading of our 
correspondence by the powers 
that be. But at least we have open 
source software, so anyone can 
audit the code for weaknesses 
and back doors. 

Personally, I wouldn’t see the 
header being a weakness as such, 
removing them scuppers things 
and is only going to make life far 
harder, for simple sharing of 
encrypted files. It’s true the 
default GPG cypher is CAST5 for 
symmetric (passphrase) 
encryption, but that’s not the 
usual way you’d use GPG as all 
this would be set through your 
signature and it’s taken you’d 
specify a cypher this way. LXF

magazines’ offerings. We’re also 
very keen on including more 
esoteric distros on the DVDs 
(though it might be a while before 
you see Red Star OS glued to the 
front cover) so don’t worry there. 
Raspberry Pi distros are 
interesting, though you’d still have 
to take the distros from the DVD 
and put them onto a memory 
card, which might not be the most 
convenient of ways to do it!

 Fixed UEFI BIOS
Some months back I wrote and 
you published my message 
about an annoyance in my UEFI 
Bios machine when I installed 
OpenSUSE. The distro left a 
marker in the EFI boot that I 
couldn’t get rid of even when I 
completely reformatted all hard 
drives. I even took out the 
battery to kill anything in the 
BIOS. With no luck and your 
tentative answer didn’t work.
At LinuxBSDOS (http://bit.ly/
DeleteBootMan) I found the 
answer. Looking further, I found 
that there’s a very good man 
page for efibootmgr. The answer 
to deleting excess entries is 
specifically given near the 
bottom of the man page. The 
LinuxBSDOS article mentions 
something about efivars being 
needed but a search didn’t find 
it and I didn’t need it anyway. 
Be sure to use efibootmgr in 
Root mode as I found it doesn’t 
work otherwise.
Jim Black, Texas
Matt says: Great to hear your 
issues with UEFI have been sorted, 
Jim. Thanks for providing the 
solution you found as well, 
hopefully this will help any of our 
readers who are experiencing a 
similar problem. Stray boot 

make sure that the Hyper-V 
hypervisor setting is enabled. 

 Get out of my head
As a long-time reader and 
subscriber I often follow your 
articles and set up projects 
based on them. Tinkering, I 
suspect, is the term here. I have 
found, however, you are 
apparently reading my mind and 
producing articles in ‘next 
month’ which are exactly what I 
was hoping for. While it’s great 
you have such great articles, can 
you stop reading my mind as its 
freaking me out!

Awesome magazine and loving 
it and can’t wait to distribute by 
Pi. Side note though, why is 
online version later than 
advertised as on sale date? 
LXF187 says LXF188 is available 
in shops 11th August but today, 
the 12th August, it’s still issue 
187 that’s online.
Trevor Cushen 
Matt says: It looks like that 
Raspberry Pi-powered mind 
reader that Jonni built over the 
weekend (we don’t let him 
outside) was a success! Always a 
pleasure bringing articles that 
perfectly suit our readers’ needs. 
As for the online version, are you 
talking about when the new issue 
goes up on the archives at www.
linuxformat.com? If so we try our 
best to get the issue put up the 
same date as it goes on sale, 
though as it’s a rather time-
consuming manual process, and 
due to the nature of magazine 
publishing, we’re usually hurtling 
towards the deadline for the next 
issue, which means putting up the 
archive can sometimes be delayed 
by a day. We try our best to avoid 
this, however, but apologies for 
any inconvenience caused! 

 GPG particulars
Your comment on a possible 
GPG article [Letters, LXF188] 
certainly interests me. GPG 
seems one of the few cross-
platform encryption programs 
that offers trustworthy 
encryption and the open code 
needed for verification.

If you do write an article on 
GPG, please cover the file 
encryption strengthening 
options. The default GPG file 
encryption is, bizarrely, the 

loaders are the bane of my 
existence thanks to my hobby of 
installing loads of distros and 
operating systems all over the 
many hard drives I’ve hooked up 
into my computer over the years.

    Boxing Linux
After reading the latest Linux 
Format, I have a question: can 
you please give me some 
instructions for installing Linux 
Ubuntu or Mint in VirtualBox, 
because I am new in this 
matter? I’m running my system 
with Windows 8.1 64-bit in UEFI 
mode and I don’t have a CSM 
boot mode. 
Rob Wolswijk, The Netherlands 
Matt says: Good news, Rob! What 
was once a pretty easy and 
straightforward process has now 
become even easier. You just need 
to download VirtualBox from 
(www.virtualbox.org, other virtual 
machine programs are available) 
to start. In the old days I’d then 
talk you through downloading the 
ISO of Ubuntu or Mint (other 
distros are available), how to 
create a new virtual machine, 
mount the ISO as a disc in the 
virtual machine and then install 
the distro as if you were running a 
physical computer. However, I 
recently discovered the excellent 
http://virtualboximages.com 
site. From here you can download 
already installed and configured 
virtual machines with a huge 
choice of distros preinstalled.

Once downloaded, all you need 
to do is open the virtual machine 
in VirtualBox and hey presto 
(other clichéd sayings are 
available), you’ll have a virtual 
machine up and running. If you 
have trouble running the virtual 
machine, boot into BIOS and 

Write to us
Do you have a burning Linux-
related issue that you want to 
discuss? Want to speculate about 
how we can read your minds? 
Then write to us at Linux Format, 
Future Publishing, Quay House, 
The Ambury, Bath, BA1 1UA or 
alternatively send an email to:
lxf.letters@futurenet.com. 

 Installing Linux in a virtual machine has never been easier.
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A s you read this children around 
the UK will be back at school, 
starting a new 2014 computing 

curriculum in place of the old ICT one. 
The changes made to the curriculum 
have seen a positive reception, with 
schools focusing on teaching computer 
science rather than how to use Office. 
Teachers have a new series of lesson 
plans based on the curriculum, but they 
need your help to add diversity and 
inject extra knowledge and skills into 
lessons. So how can you get involved?

Clubs with code
Code Club is an international 
phenomenon that has helped primary 
schools to introduce coding and 
computing into Key Stage 1 and 2. Code 
Clubs are typically an after school club 
for one hour per week. Teachers can 
work with people like you dear reader to 
deliver interesting course content using 
tools such as Scratch, Raspberry Pi and 
the web. Volunteers for Code Clubs go 
through a full DBS (Disclose and 
Barring Service) check, to ensure that 
they can work with children, and are 
supported via the STEM (Science 
Technology Engineering and Maths) 
network ensuring that they are fully 

Coding: The Next Generation
Les Pounder looks at the new curriculum

 Coding and computing is now an 
essential for children as young as 7.

Community events news

insured for working in schools. If you 
would like to know more about Code 
Club, we interviewed Clare Sutcliffe in 
LXF177 and you can visit the website at 
www.codeclub.org.uk.

Coder Dojo
To become good at anything, you need 
to practice and this is what a Coder 
Dojo is all about. Dojos are where 
children from 7 to 17 can learn new 
skills in various types of languages and 
technologies from those working in 
these areas. It's not uncommon for 
dojos to work with web technologies 
such as Ruby on Rails and NodeJS as 
well as simpler projects using Scratch 
and HTML. Starting a dojo is easy  
and you can find out more from  
http://coderdojo.com. LXF

Find and join a LUG
  Bristol and Bath LUG Meet on the 4th 

Saturday of each month at the Knights Templar  
(near Temple Meads Station) at 12:30pm until 4pm.  
www.bristol.lug.org.uk

  Blackpool Makerspace Meet every Saturday, 
10am to 2pm. At PC Recycler, 29 Ripon Road, FY1 4DY.  
http://blackpool.lug.org.uk

  Edinburgh LUG Meet on the first Thursday of 
the month at the Southsider pub, West Richmond St, 
Edinburgh. www.edlug.org.uk

  Hull LUG  
Meet at 8pm in Hartleys Bar, Newland Ave, 1st Tuesday 
every month. http://hulllug.org

  Lincoln LUG Meet on the third Wednesday of 
the month at 7:00pm, Lincoln Bowl, Washingborough 
Road, Lincoln, LN4 1EF. www.lincoln.lug.org.uk

  Liverpool LUG  
Meet on the first Wednesday of the month from 7pm 
onwards at the Liverpool Social Centre on Bold Street, 
Liverpool. http://liv.lug.org.uk/wiki

  Manchester Hackspace  
Open night every Wednesday at their space at 42 Edge 
St, in the Northern Quarter of Manchester.  
http://hacman.org.uk

  Surrey & Hampshire Hackspace  
Meet weekly each Thursday from 6:30pm at Games 
Galaxy in Farnborough. www.sh-hackspace.org.uk

  Tyneside LUG Meet from 12pm, first Saturday 
of the month at the Discovery Museum, Blandford 
Square, Newcastle. www.tyneside.lug.org.uk

SWAMP Fest
South Wales Makers and 
Programmers (SWAMP) takes 
place at Swansea Hackspace, 
part of Tech Hub Swansea. If you 
are a Welsh maker, hacker, 
tinkerer or digital artist then this 
is the event for you. Taking place 
on 11 October, this free event will 
have workshops hosted by South 
Wales LUG,  Carmarthern Coder 
Dojo and PiCymru the Welsh 
Raspberry Pi group. Learn about 
Arduino, Pi and Sugru Putty. 
http://bit.ly/LXFswamp2014

Croyden Raspberry Jam
The Jam keeps spreading and 
this time Croyden plays host to 
the latest. Croyden Raspberry 
Jam takes place on 25 October 
at the LNK Unit Centrale 
Shopping Centre between 12pm 
and 4pm. In what has become a 
busy schedule the Jam have 
secured two guest speakers from 
the Raspberry Pi Foundation, 
Carrie Anne Philbin and David 
Honess who will be talking about 
the impact of the Pi. There will 
also be a marketplace where you 

can purchase Raspberry Pi kit 
from a number of popular 
Raspberry Pi vendors.
http://bit.ly/1qH6TEy

PiWars
They came from around the UK 
for a battle royale! Using Pi 
powered robots for combat. 
Michael Horne, organiser of 
Cambridge Raspberry Jam has 
put together a great day filled 
with robot powered combat and 
activities for all ages. Taking place 
on 6 December at the Institute of 

Astronomy in Cambridge, this 
one day competition challenges 
hackers of all ages to build robots 
to compete in various tasks. 
From precision parking to robot 
gladiatorial combat your bot 
must be better than the rest to 
claim the top spot. This is THE  
Pi event of 2014!
http://piwars.org

The intrepid Les Pounder brings you the latest community and LUG news.

United Linux!
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Many a desktop Linux user 
have been plagued by 
graphics driver issues at 

some point. Intel now provide only 
open source drivers and AMD uses a 
new strategy which isolates the 
closed-source Catalyst components 
in a single user-space component, 
with a common open source kernel-
space driver. While Nvidia aren’t so 
forthcoming, the reverse engineered 
Nouveau driver is making good 
progress, and the upcoming 
re-clocking support will offer much 
improvement. If you care about 
performance though, then you will 
likely be using the proprietary 
drivers, which will break on kernel 
upgrades without a working DKMS.

Not so simple
Why can’t everything just be open 
source, right? It’s easy to evangelise, 
recanting issues about code quality, 
end-of-life support and big evil 
companies; but equally easy to 
overlook some of the issues at stake.  
It’s bigger than desktop Linux too: 
the graphics architectures used in 
mobile devices are all commercially 
licensed, which severely hampers 
custom ROM development. And, 
contrary to popular belief, a big 
chunk of the Raspberry Pi’s 
Videocore driver remains shrouded 
in binary secrecy. If one company 
were, in a fit of capricious generosity, 
to open-source all their graphics 
gubbins, then their rivals could 
immediately seize upon this treasure 
and incorporate it into their 
products. If everyone open sourced 
everything at the same time, then 
patent trolls would have a field day.
jonni.bidwell@futurenet.com

JONNI BIDWELL 
has been hiding in 
Iceland near the 
geezers and not  
the nuggets.

Our pick of this month’s releases:

 Would you switch to a Chrome OS desktop? 
At this price, you might just consider it.

Alternative web browsers p24

All the latest software and hardware reviewed and rated by our experts

Closed minds

LG Chromebase Android x86 

 Iron

Qupzilla

Konqueror

Rekonq

Midori

Web browsers are such a vital 
component of any distro, but 
are the defaults Firefox or 
Chrome what you need? See 
the alternatives available and 
decide if you should switch.

 Forget a tiger in your tank, put a little green 
man in your netbook. That works, right?

LG Chromebase ....... 16 
Chrome OS encased in a base, is it 
time to take your mobile OS and 
stick it to the desktop?

HP Proliant server ......17 
It’s the little server that could, HP 
update its smallest server with a 
Gen8 makeover and it’s a capable 
little thing.

Android x86 .............. 18 
Power up your old x86 devices with 
Android, there’s method in this 
green-man madness.

PCLinuxOS ............... 19 
The rolling release, one-man band, 
do it all Linux distro, kicks out 
another snapshot.

OpenSUSE  
Factory ...................... 20 
The development branch of 
OpenSUSE becomes a distro itself, 
crazy times? 

Pi2Go Lite .................. 21 
The robot apocalypse is upon us, Les 
Pounder hails our new overlords. 
(FYI that’s a Joan Collins reference.)

6TB HDD shoot out ..22 
Server-sized storage from Seagate 
and HST with 6TB drives.

Games ........................23
This month’s picks are: Bravada a 
fun turn-based game about dwarfs 
and Cannons Lasers Rockets, an 
on-line multiplayer space game.

 Pi2Go Lite: Build and 
control your own easy-to-
make Pi robot.
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Reviews Chromebox

Verdict

In brief...
 A budget 

desktop computer 
that comes with 
Chrome OS pre-
installed. Ideal for 
watching videos, 
web browsing and 
word processing.

but you can't drag website shortcuts to 
it unless they exist as Chrome apps.

To put a Chrome-heavy digital 
lifestyle into perspective, word 
processing and other productivity tasks 
are easily handled by Google Docs. 
Google Hangouts is the video chat app 
of choice, rather than, say, Skype or 
Empathy. Video and music streaming 
are also available, but through web-
based players for the likes of Netflix and 
Spotify. To access your own music you'll 
need to upload your music to your 
Google Music account or you could 
access it via a Plex Media Server (see 
Tutorials, p74). Games are mostly 
limited to in-browser titles and whatever 
you pick up from the Web Store.

The Chrome experience
While there's flexibility in Chrome OS, 
which is bound to grow with computing 
in general trending toward web and 
cloud-based apps, it doesn’t match a 
standard OS. This deficiency can be 
solved by enabling developer mode and 
using Crouton to setup a chroot 
environment to run a host of Linux 
distros, but for reviewing purposes 
we’re considering Chrome OS, and the 
Chromebase by extension, is designed 
for users with fairly basic needs. 

If you're into more intense work that 
requires a good deal of processing 
power or specific software, then you're 
probably better off building or buying a 

T he growing popularity of 
inexpensive Chromebooks has 
had manufacturers asking 

whether Chrome OS can garner the 
same popularity on budget desktops, 
and LG is among the first to test the 
theory with its all-in-one Chromebase.

With a starting price of £280 ($350) 
the LG Chromebase can make for a 
very attractive option as a personal or 
family computer system. For starters, 
it sports a decent enough, 21.5-inch 
1080p IPS display and standard 
features include built-in Bluetooth 4.0, 
Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n, and an Ethernet 
port. There are also three USB 2.0 ports 
in the back, a USB 3.0 port on the side, 
and an HDMI-in for external devices. 
The machine is powered by a 1.4GHz 
Intel Celeron 2955U processor with 
2GB of memory. That doesn't sound 
like much, but it's more than enough to 
power Chrome OS. All of this is topped 
off with a 16GB SSD, which might never 
be filled, since the system relies heavily 
on cloud storage for files. (Google offers 
100GB of Google Drive storage for free 
for two years with the Chromebase.)

Despite its relatively slim hardware 
specs, the Chromebase is fast. It boots 
up in a few seconds, then you can log 
into a Google account and get right into 
using it. Of course, the reason for its 
speed is the minimal nature of Chrome 
OS. It may employ a very Windows-like 
interface, but it's an illusion. Nothing 
can be saved to the desktop – it's just 
there for the wallpaper. You can assign 
different Chrome apps to the toolbar, 

more expensive desktop, but there are 
some excellent Chrome apps out there 
for basic photo and video editing.

We did find that the Chrome OS 
keyboard takes getting used to. There 
are no function keys; the top row of 
keys is replaced by Chrome-specific 
operations and general settings, such 
as brightness and volume. But a big 
plus for the Chromebase is the built-in 
webcam for Hangouts. The picture 
comes in nice and clear, and even works 
well in low-light conditions.

Making the switch  to Chrome OS is 
a significant culture shock. But, aside 
from a few quibbles, the Chromebase 
does exactly what it sets out to do. 
If you can live with that, then it’s 
excellent value.  LXF

All your bases are belong to Google? Steven Wong discovers whether the 
Chrome OS also works its magic on the desktop, too.

LG Chomebase

 LG's Chromebase is excellent value if you’re happy with Google-heavy apps.

Features 7/10
Performance 7/10
Ease of use 8/10
Value 9/10

LG Chromebase

 If you're content with 'googlification' 
of computing life, then this all-in-one 
PC is an exceptional value.

Rating 8/10

Manufacturer: LG Electronics
Web: www.lg.com/uk
Price: £280

Chrome experience
Chrome OS offers good 
performance but an 
interface that’s focused on 
assigning Chrome apps.

Features at a glance

Bespoke keyboard
LG has replaced some 
keys on the standard 
QWERTY keyboard with 
Chrome-specific ones.

Specs
 Celeron 2955U 

1.40GHz, TDP 15W

 Chrome OS

 2GB DDR3 RAM

 16GB SSD

 Wi-Fi 802.11 
a/b/g/n,  
Bluetooth 4.0

 21.5-inch IPS  
(1920 x 1080)
integrated display

 3x USB 2.0,  
1x USB 3.0, 
Ethernet, HDMI

 720p webcam

 Wired keyboard 
and mouse
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Micro server Reviews

In brief...
 A smartly 

designed entry 
level server, which 
only lacks a little 
more memory, the 
ability to hot swap 
drives and full 
6Gbps SATA 
support to be 
perfect. See also: 
Dell PowerEdge 
T20

processor and storage cool. The end 
result is, however, a little too noisy for an 
open plan office.

As with previous models, this server 
has just the one processor socket with 
three dual-core configurations to 
choose from. Ours was the entry model, 
with a 2.3GHz Celeron G1610T (2MB 
cache, 35W TDP), supported by 2GB 
DDR3 memory. This we found online for 
around £306 ex VAT. Error-correcting 
memory is specified across the board 
with just two DIMM slots available, one 
of which will be populated on the 
standard models. The maximum you 
can configure is 16GB, which is more 
than adequate for file-sharing but a little 
limiting if you've virtual servers in mind.

Packed with features
In terms of storage, there are four slots 
to take 3.5in SATA drives cabled to an 
onboard HP Smart Array controller (a 
B120i). Disks aren't included in the 
price, however, and the B120i controller 
only supports RAID 0 striping or RAID 
1/10 mirroring which means plugging 
another card into the single PCIe slot to 
get RAID 5. This is easy to do, but the 
cost plus the lack of hot-swap support 
could rule it out for a lot of buyers.

As well as two front-mounted USB 
2.0 ports, there are two more at the 
back for a keyboard and mouse plus 
two USB 3.0 ports to either expand the 
storage or provide for fast backup. Two 

The baby of HP's ProLiant server 
family has been given a Gen8 
makeover, with a smart new 

look and all-new internals to bring it up 
to current standards.

Intel rather than AMD silicon 
becomes the order of the day here, with 
a choice of processor accompanied by 
up to 16GB of ECC-protected RAM, 
onboard RAID, a couple of Gigabit 
network ports and USB 3.0 support. 
It even gets an integrated HP Lights Out 
(iLO) management controller, further 
enhancing the ProLiant’s SME appeal.

The Gen8 makeover has turned the 
ugly MicroServer duckling into a fully-
fledged swan with a well-designed and 
superbly constructed chassis that 
inspires confidence from the word go. 
Some things, of course, haven't 
changed with the same cube format as 
before and a lift-off casing for ease of 
access secured by two thumbscrews. 
The motherboard nestles in the unit’s 
base with storage above, but the 
memory slots are easily accessible and 
the whole board can be pulled out from 
the back, if needed. Routine access to 
the storage is via a hinged front door, 
which can be locked from the inside to 
prevent tampering, plus there’s space 
for a low-profile DVD drive in the top.

A single power supply with 
integrated fan is built in with another 
larger fan at the rear to keep the 

Gigabit Ethernet ports are also located 
just above and, for neatness, an 
optional fanless 8-port switch with port 
aggregation facilities, which can be 
stacked underneath or on top.

Last but not least, there's HP's iLO 
remote management controller (iLO4) 
with its own dedicated networking 
interface on the back panel, which we 
particularly liked. In fact, there wasn't a 
great deal we didn't like about the Gen8 
MicroServer. The server has to be 
powered off to swap disks and only two 
of the bays are able to run full 6Gbps 
SATA drives, but neither is a major issue 
in the SME market. Support for more 
memory would be nice and we would 
have liked a quieter fan, but that's about 
it as far as the gripes go.  LXF

Alan Stevens puts HP's server through its paces and likes the results.

HP ProLiant 
MicroServer Gen8

 The baby Proliant 
server offers two 
Gigabit ports and an 
optional matching 
network switch.

Verdict

Features 8/10
Performance 7/10
Ease of use 9/10
Value 8/10

HP ProLiant MicroServer

 All in all, a very complete product 
with optional matching network switch, 
needing little more to finish it off.

Rating 9/10

Manufacturer: HP
Web: www.hp.com/uk
Price: £367

Appealing makeover
The new Gen8 design 
offers lots of easy access 
but the fans make it too 
noisy for an open office.

Features at a glance

Manage over LAN
Includes Integrated Lights 
Out remote management 
for monitoring as a 
standard feature.

Specs
 Intel Celeron 

G1610T (dual-core, 
2.3 GHz, 2MB 
cache, 35W TDP)

 2GB DDR3 ECC

 UDIMMUltra 
Micro Tower 

 SATA: HP 
Dynamic Smart 
Array B120i/ZM
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Verdict

In brief...
 A unique and 

user-friendly port 
of the Android OS 
for a traditional 
desktop PC. You 
can emulate 
Android on Linux 
with emulators 
like Genymotion 
and Andy OS.

x86 on your PC. Partitioning is handled 
by the command-line Gparted tool, 
however it will detect any existing 
ext3/4, FAT and NTFS partitions. 

The installer offers to install the 
GRUB boot loader, however you 
shouldn’t install it on a multi-boot 
machine and instead modify the 
existing boot loader to point to the 
Android x86 installation. 

Glad to be of service
On first boot, you’ll have to setup 
Android x86 just like you’d setup a 
normal Android tablet. Once it’s up and 
running, Android x86 looks and behaves 
like regular Android. It uses the 
Trebuchet launcher developed by the 
CyanogenMod project. The 
environment is also very responsive and 
so are the applications. The default 
environment ships with over a dozen 
apps and all of them work straight out-
of-the-box with the exception of phone-
specific apps. You can also pull in 
additional apps from the Google Play 
store. We tried a bunch of apps and 
games and they all worked well. 

Apps that run in vertical orientation 
can be tricky to use on a normal PC. 
Even after you exit the app, the 
orientation remains fixed in the vertical 
position, probably as our the PC lacked 
a gyroscope. The solution is to lock the 
screen to the horizontal orientation as 
soon as you boot into the desktop.

By default the on-screen keyboard 

Before you dismiss the idea of 
running an OS designed for 
mobile devices on a regular PC, 

spare a thought for those unused 
netbooks stashed in the attic. The 
Android x86 project is ideal for making 
those under-powered PC usable again. 
The project started off as a series of 
patches to the vanilla open source 
Android code to get it working on 
netbooks and has grown into a distro 
for a wide range of 32-bit PCs.

The project has recently released 
the first stable build based on Android 
KitKat v4.4.2. It includes a recent stable 
kernel as well as a variety of drivers and 
libraries, which it can run on a huge 
range of hardware, support different 
types of peripherals and can even 
handle Full HD multimedia content. 

The project is available as a 360MB 
Live installable image. You can dd the 
hybrid images on to a USB stick and 
boot from it. The boot menu gives you 
the option to either boot into the Live 
Android environment or to install the 
distro. You should first boot into the Live 
environment to check hardware 
support for your PC. On our test 
machine, an Acer Aspire 5738PZG, the 
distro picked up all the relevant 
peripherals including the microphone, 
speakers, bluetooth, wireless card, 
camera and even the touchscreen. It 
was also content with its ATI graphics 
card and was running Android in the 
laptop’s native wide-screen resolution.

A rudimentary but functional 
installer will permanently install Android 

isn’t used, expecting you to use your 
real keyboard. Multi-tasking is easier on 
Android x86 than on a traditional 
Android device as you can use the 
Alt+Tab key combination to switch 
between apps. If you are running 
Android x86 on a PC without a 
touchscreen you can navigate with the 
touchpad or the attached mouse. If you 
mount any removable devices, such as 
USB disks or an SD card, Android x86 
will automatically mount them and you 
can access them via the file manager.  

The project has introduced a very 
interesting option for old hardware. 
Android can’t compete with a regular 
desktop distro in terms of operational 
flexibility, but it does infuse a familiar 
and usable environment in an otherwise 
defunct machine. LXF

After his tutorial on running a desktop distro on Android devices, Mayank 
Sharma now turns the tables and runs Android on his laptop.

Android x86 4.4

 Flaunt your geek cred by running a smartphone OS on your ancient laptop.

Features 8/10
Performance 9/10
Ease of use 8/10
Documentation 7/10

Android x86 4.4

 A wonderful Android experience on 
the PC. Use it to revive old hardware 
and earn geek brownie points.

Rating 8/10

Developer: Chih-Wei Huang
Web: www.android-x86.org
Licence: Apache License 2.0

Easy to use Installer
A barebones but functional 
installer installs the distro 
either on a single boot or a 
multi-boot machine.

Features at a glance

Impressive support
The stable 4.4-r1 release 
has a variety of firmware 
and drivers, supporting a 
wide range of hardware.
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In brief...
 It’s a user-

friendly kitchen-
sink KDE distro. 
See also: Mageia, 
ROSA and 
OpenMandriva.

classic menu style of the Kickoff KDE 
launcher which might appeal to old 
time PCLinuxOS users, but will only 
irritate new ones not used to trawling 
menus looking for apps.

Magical lineage
Some core components of the distro, 
such as its graphical installer and the 
Control Centre configuration app are 
derived from Mandrake/Mandriva and 
are visibly similar. The installer doesn’t 
offer much to write home about – it’s 
simple enough to be navigated by new 
users and carries plenty of options for 
advanced custom installs.

The Control Centre contains a set of 
system configuration tools that help 
you through the complete process of 
setting up various services on the 
computer. Of note is the 'Network 
Sharing' section which eases the 
process of setting up different types of 
file shares. Then there’s the 'Security' 
section which will even help 
inexperienced users setup their firewall. 
Also, unlike some distros, PCLinuxOS 
makes a clear distinction between 
desktop and system administration and 
has separate tools for both.

Another USP of the distro is its set 
of custom tools and scripts. The most 
popular is the mylivecd script which 
when called takes a snapshot of the 
installed system including all apps, 
documents, and settings and 
compresses them into a custom Live 

The PCLinuxOS distro rarely 
makes headlines in the Linux 
press. But that isn’t a reflection 

on the distro’s quality, but rather its 
mild-mannered no-nonsense just-works 
nature. The distro uses a rolling release 
model with ISO releases every now and 
then to assist new users to take the 
plunge. Officially the distro ships with 
the KDE desktop and there’s also a 
barebones KDE MiniMe release that 
allows advanced users to build their 
desktop and pull-in apps according to 
their tastes. Additional community-
created versions are listed around 
various desktops including LXDE, Mate 
and KDE FullMonty. 

The distro includes a diverse 
collection of apps for all kinds of users 
including LibreOffice, GIMP, Google 
Earth, VLC Media player, Calibre ebook 
manager and more. 

Despite its vast collection of apps it 
provides a consistent and coherent 
desktop experience. In order to ensure 
that the distro is usable straight out-of-
the-box PCLinuxOS also includes a 
bunch of proprietary apps such as 
Dropbox and Skype and a variety of 
Codecs that can handle all sorts of 
online and offline content. Although 
PCLinuxOS uses the RPM package 
format, the distro employs a modified 
version of Debian’s Apt tools that works 
with RPM packages called APT-RPM. 
The distro’s repos hold over 13,000 
packages that you can install via the 
Synaptic package manager.

On the downside, the distro uses the 

installable CD/DVD ISO image. There’s 
also the Localisation Manager app 
which users can add one of the over 85 
non-English supported locales. There’s 
also the LibreOffice Manager which can 
help you install a localised version of the 
office suite, fix a broken installation or 
uninstall it properly from your system. 

The distro’s forums are also buzzing 
with activity and are the ideal platform 
for getting support with the distro. 
There’s an IRC channel dedicated for 
support as well as a Wiki and mailing 
list. The distro includes a custom 
Documentation Portal app that takes 
users to any of the available resources. 
The community also produces a free 
monthly PDF magazine based around 
the distro, so you’re never far from help 
if you need the some handholding.  LXF

As the rolling release distro chucks out another update, Mayank Sharma 
takes a look at the decade old one-man distro.

PCLinuxOS 2014.08

 The customised KDE editions are chock full of apps and well organised.

Verdict

Features 9/10
Performance 8/10
Ease of use 8/10
Documentation 9/10

PCLinuxOS 2014.08

 A snapshot of a rolling release 
that’s polished enough to induce new 
users to dive into the distro.

Rating 8/10

Developer: Bill Reynolds
Web: www.pclinuxos.com
Licence: Various

Customised desktops
There’s a minimal KDE 
desktop for customisers 
and a fully-loaded desktop 
for new users.

Features at a glance

Mylivecd script
This can transform an 
installed system into a 
custom Live installable 
distro, handy.
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Verdict

In brief...
 A user-friendly 

distro that’s now 
also available as a 
rolling-release. 
See also: Sabayon 
and Manjaro.

and add packages as soon as they are 
released. Although they go through 
automated and manual review process, 
the one price users have to pay, is a bit 
of 'unguaranteed stability'.

Quality assurance
A major component in the success of 
the new development process is the 
project’s automated testing framework 
called openQA. The objective of the new 
development process is to avoid 
breakages in the core system 
components that might render the 
system unbootable.

Once the automated testing is 
complete and the Factory repository is 
in a consistent state, it is synched to the 
download mirrors. The project states, 
this happens once or twice a week, so 
users have faster access to bleeding 
edge versions of their software.

If you are long-time OpenSUSE user 
you might have heard of the project’s 
Tumbleweed rolling distro. Although 
Factory and Tumbleweed both follow 
the same rolling release model, the two 
are designed for different purposes. 
Tumbleweed only provides rolling 
updates of a small number of selected 
packages. Factory on the other hand is 
a complete rolling distro where all 
packages, even core ones, are 
continuously updated and rebuilt.

There are a couple of ways you can 
use the Factory distro. If you aren’t 
running OpenSUSE, you can grab ISO 
images from OpenSUSE’s website. The 

W e’ve praised OpenSUSE 
releases in the past and were 
particularly impressed with 

its 13.1 release. Besides the Stable 
release, the distro also has an unstable 
branch called Factory where all the 
development took place. A group of 
developers then toiled hard to stabilise 
those packages at which point Factory 
became the next OpenSUSE release. 
This seemed to work for OpenSUSE 
until now and we were a bit perplexed 
when the project decided to announce 
its unstable Factory testbed as a rolling 
release distro in itself.

Digging deeper we discover that the 
distro has overhauled its entire 
developmental process. Earlier an army 
of packagers would add new packages 
to Factory and the integration was left 
to a small team of developers. In the 
new rolling release model, packages are 
first thoroughly vetted for stability in a 
staging process, before being added to 
Factory. This has helped Factory 
become a reliable working branch of 
OpenSUSE. A positive side effect of this 
new development model is that it’ll 
shorten the stabilisation process for the 
major stable OpenSUSE releases since 
the integration of the packages and the 
distro has already been guaranteed in 
Factory itself. The upcoming OpenSUSE 
13.2 release will have a truncated 
number of pre-releases and milestones

According to the project’s press 
release, the Factory is designed for 
users who want to use the latest 
packages. OpenSUSE packagers grab 

project hosts installable Live images for 
the KDE and Gnome desktop and also 
install-only DVD images. If you are 
running OpenSUSE, you can switch to 
Factory by upgrading the repos of your 
existing installation. Once you’ve 
switched repos, you can upgrade the 
distro with a single command. 

There’s no visible difference 
between the latest OpenSUSE and 
Factory. We’ve been using the distro for 
a couple of weeks and haven’t faced 
any stability issues on any our test 
machines. At this point in time, 
OpenSUSE Factory looks like a pretty 
good, stable rolling release distro. If it 
stays this way, we’ll be tempted to 
recommend it for general purpose 
desktop use, while the major release  
of OpenSUSE will find audiences in 
more professional environments.  LXF

What gives OpenSUSE the confidence to release its developmental 
branch as a distro in itself? Mayank Sharma investigates.

OpenSUSE Factory

 You can also install the Factory rolling release distro via ISO images.

Features 9/10
Performance 8/10
Ease of use 9/10
Documentation 8/10

OpenSUSE Factory

 A stable rolling release distro that 
looks good for anyone who wants to 
stay on the bleeding edge software.

Rating 8/10

Developer: OpenSUSE Project
Web: www.opensuse.org
Licence: GPL

Updated software
The repos are in constant 
flux, with packagers 
constantly infusing them 
with new releases.

Features at a glance

Ensures stability
Automated tests ensures 
the software doesn’t break 
the distro and snapshots 
are always installable.
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In brief...
 A fully featured 

yet low cost robot 
platform for all 
models of the 
Raspberry Pi

Pi2Go Lite can understand what 
surrounds it.

Power for both the Pi2Go Lite and 
Raspberry Pi is provided by six AA 
batteries which are wired into the main 
board and from there this shares power 
between the components and the Pi. 
Rechargeable AA batteries are 
recommended and for a future release 
we’d love to a USB battery pack.

Measuring 100x80mm the Pi2Go 
Lite can be used with all versions of the 
Model A and B Raspberry Pi, including 
the new B+ model. You will need an SD 
card with the latest version of Raspbian, 
available from the Raspberry Pi 
Foundation website. You will also need 
i2C enabled, which can be easily done 
via Michael Rimicans great Pi2C script 
https://github.com/heeed/pi2c.

Programming the Pi2Go Lite is 
accomplished via a Python library 
provided by 4tronix. This Python library 
comes with all the functionality needed 
to read the data from the many sensors 
and enable you to act upon it. Within an 
hour of powering up the Pi2Go Lite we 
were able to create a simple sequence 
of code that used the ultrasonic and 
infra red reflectance sensors to trigger 
the robot to avoid obstacles. 

The popular visual language Scratch 
can be used with the Pi2Go Lite via the 
excellent Scratch GPIO, more 
specifically you’ll want version 6 Alpha 
and full details can be found via Simon 
Walters' handy resource http://
cymplecy.wordpress.com/
pi2golite/

August 20th 16:00BST, the time 
when Dexter the robot became 
self aware, in his first act of 

defiance against his former human 
master he decided to spin around on 
the spot and then try to escape from 
the dining room, luckily he was stopped.

We may be a long way off from 
cyborg killing machines but the latest 
robotics based project Pi2Go Lite, from 
4tronix, offers a cost effective bundle to 
help anyone build their first robot.

The Pi2Go Lite is a lower priced 
version of the successful Pi2Go, 
released earlier this year. The Lite may 
be a cheaper alternative, but this robot 
is by no means a less featured platform. 
To reduce the overall cost the Pi2Go 
Lite comes as a kit, rather than the 
original Pi2Go which comes pre-built 
using surface mount components. 
Additionally some soldering is required, 
but for an experienced solderer it is 
relatively easy kit to put together.

Coming with a plethora of sensors in 
the forms of an HC-SR04 ultrasonic 
sensor to measure distance in front of 
the robot, similar sensors are used for 
detecting objects in your path when 
reversing a car.

On the front left and right of the 
main board there are two infra red 
reflectance sensors that detect the 
proximity of any obstacles. Underneath 
the main board there is another board 
which is home to another pair of infra 
red reflectance sensors, these are line 
following sensors and can be used to 
enable your robot to follow a line draw 
on the floor. With these sensors the 

There are many robotics platforms that 
use the Raspberry Pi as it's foundation, 
but for its price point and features the 
Pi2Go Lite is head and shoulders above 
the rest. It provides the right amount of 
sensors to enable your project to go 
from a basic robot that obeys 
instructions, into a sophisticated robot 
that uses sensors to understand it's 
surroundings and adapt to them.

The future of the project is bright 
and the team at 4tronix are also keen to 
build on the Pi2Go range and have just 
announced that the production boards 
will ship with an additional wheel sensor 
that can be used to enable precision 
control of the robot.

The Pi2Go Lite is a great platform to 
work with and excellent fun to build. If 
you are transitioning into the world of 
robotics then this is the platform to 
start your robot empire.  LXF

The robot apocalypse is upon us, Les Pounder hails our new overlords.

Pi2Go Lite
 The chassis integrates 

with the Raspberry 
Pi, in a novel stacking 
composition, keeping 
cabling tidy  
and produces a  
sturdy robot.

Verdict

Features 9/10
Performance 9/10
Ease of use 8/10
Value 9/10

Pi2Go Lite

 The world of robotics has just 
become cost effective and a lot  
easier thanks to this great kit.

Rating 9/10

Developer: 4tronix
Web: http://pi2go.co.uk/
Price: £35.95

Starship Enterprise
Ultrasonic, infra red 
reflectance and wheel 
sensors, navigating the 
world is easy.

Features at a glance

Long battery life
AA batteries make for 
easy power, without the 
need for expensive USB 
battery packs.
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5TB. All capacities spin at 7,200RPM, 
and come with 128MB of cache. Power 
consumption varies depending on the 
drive capacity and number of platters. 
With the 6TB drive, Seagate rates it as 
6.9w idle, with 11.27w in use. In our 
benchmarks the Seagate Enterprise 
Capacity 3.5 HDD V.4 achieved 
sequential read speeds of 213MB/s and 
write speeds of 212MB/s, which are 
phenomenal results. Under the same 
test, a 10,000RPM 300GB Western 
Digital Raptor managed 113MB/s read 
speeds and 108MB/s write speeds. The 
Seagate Enterprise Capacity 6TB is an 
excellent hard disk, delivering great all-
round performance along with an 
enormous capacity. It has double the 
cache of other large drives and there’s a 
wide range of configuration options, not 
only including both SAS and SATA 
connectors, but support for different 
sector formats too, if your storage 
setup requires them. LXF

considerably less power though - either 
7.3w or 8.8w in use depending on 
whether it’s the SAS or SATA model, 
and either 5.3w or 5.7w when idle.

Helium is an unknown quantity 
when it comes to long-term reliability. 
The Ultrastar He6 carries a 5-year 
warranty, and HGST states an 
impressive 2 million hour MTBF, but as 
always, this figure is calculated from 
algorithms rather than actual testing. 

In our benchmarks the Ultrastar 
He6 delivered lower sequential read and 
write performance than Seagate’s drive. 
Read speeds were at 163MB/s, with 
write speeds at 158MB/s, which is 
significantly lower than Seagate’s 
respective results. The HGST Ultrastar 
He6 promises a lot, but suffers slightly 
when compared to Seagate’s 
competing product and while 6TB 
might be an attractive level of storage it 
does come with a high price tag. LXF

A single hard disk offering a 
mind-bogging total storage 
capacity of 6TB (6,000GB) is a 

new milestone for computing, and it has 
been reached almost simultaneously by 
two firms, Seagate and HGST, a 
subsidiary of Western Digital. Previously, 
the maximum capacity 3.5-inch hard 
disk you could buy offered 4TB, so this 
is a whopping increase of 50 percent. 

Both companies announced the new 
capacity late last year, so it has clearly 
taken a while for the drives to arrive at 
retail. Both are aimed at enterprise, and 
both are priced around £450, which 
works out as 7.5p per gigabyte. 

The current high price is 
understandable at this stage, since the 
drives are so new, with a lot of research 
costs to be paid off and without the 
economies of scale yet provided by full 
manufacturing efforts. The Seagate 
Enterprise Capacity 3.5 HDD V.4 also 
comes in smaller versions, including 

It may be up for debate whether 
HGST or Seagate has sold the 
world’s first 6TB (6000GB) hard 

disk, but there’s no arguing over HGST’s 
claim to the title of being the first 
company to produce a hard disk using 
helium, rather than air, inside its shell.

The company claims using helium 
reduces air friction meaning less 
resistance, enabling more headroom for 
increased disk speed, additional 
platters, and lower power consumption.

Since the 6TB HGST Ultrastar He6 
and Seagate Enterprise disks have 
arrived almost simultaneously, a direct 
comparison is inevitable. Seagate has 
boosted its drive’s capacity without 
developing friction-reducing technology 
though, instead relying on improved 
platter density for higher capacities.

Seagate quotes its 6TB drive 
consumes 11.27w in use, with 6.9w 
when idle. The Ultrastar He6 uses 

Orestis Bastounis tries out one of the largest 
capacity 3.5-inch hard disks money can buy.

Ultrastar He6 6TB

 Seagate are 
fighting to 
keep HDD 

tech relevant. 

 The HGST 
Ultrastar He6 is 
the world’s first 
hard drive to 
contain helium.

Verdict

Features 10/10
Performance 9/10
Ease of use 10/10
Value 6/10

Enterprise Capacity V.4 6TB

 It’s one of the best drives we’ve  
ever used - it’s fast and offers oodles 
of capacity 

Rating 10/10

Manufacturer: Seagate
Web: www.seagate.com
Price: £450

Verdict

Features 9/10
Performance 8/10
Ease of use 9/10
Value 6/10

HGST Ultrastar He6 6TB

 A great display of how helium 
injection leads to lower power use  
and increased storage capacities.

Rating 8/10

Manufacturer: HGST
Web: www.hgst.com 
Price: £470

Specs

Specs

 Capacity: 6TB

 Form factor: 
3.5-inch, 26.10mm 

 RPM: 7200rpm 

 Interface:  
SAS 12Gb/s,  
SATA 6Gb/s

 Cache: 128MB

 Guarantee: 5yr

 Capacity: 6TB

 Form factor: 
3.5-inch, 26mm 

 RPM: 7200rpm 

 Cache: 128MB

 Interface:  
SATA/SAS 6Gb/s

 Guarantee: 5yr

Orestis Bastounis tests a 6TB enterprise-class  
hard disk that uses helium to reduce friction.

Enterprise Capacity 6TB
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In brief...
 A fun and frantic 

turn-based game 
that on paper 
might seem run-
of-the-mill, but is 
full of humour and 
strategic depth.

In brief...

 An online 
multiplayer space 
combat game 
that’s welcoming 
to beginners.

keyboard or mouse, and walking up to 
enemies causes your character and the 
enemy to start trading blows. 

Strategy comes later when you’re 
able to add more dwarves to your party, 
letting you arrange the dwarves in your 
party as you see fit. Each dwarf has 
different abilities, so you may want to 
put ranged dwarves at the back to rain 
arrows on your foes, and dwarves that 
excel at close combat can be placed up 
front. If members of your party die, you 
can clone other members to keep your 
herd of dwarves moving.

An opening tutorial level does a good 
job of easing you in and introducing the 
gameplay mechanics, as well as laying 
the groundwork for the story involving 
your pink-chinned dwarf. Elsewhere 
graphics, while not particularly mind 
blowing, are bright, attractive and give a 
welcoming cartoon-like feel to the game 
that helps set the tone. Though at the 
start the game appears quite 
straightforward, the elements of 

use the WASD keys to move left, right, 
back and forwards, as opposed to the 
‘4D’ movement of space sims which let 
you also fly up and down as well. This 
means that it’s not quite as ‘realistic’ as 
other space-set games, but it is easier 
to get to grips with and control. 

While the lack of control over the 
vertical movement might appear 
constrictive, it does help make combat 
a lot more exciting, as you don’t need to 
fight the controls and avoid getting 
disorientated, and instead you can 
focus on destroying your foe with a 
barrage of – you’ve guessed it – 
cannons, lasers and rockets.

Though the game is free to play, 
presentation and graphics are all 
excellent, and there’s a great deal of 
content to be slurped up without 
spending a penny. As with many free-
to-play games there are ways to spend 
money to get better equipment – you 
can buy an Elite account for £11.99 – 

What happens when a dwarf 
can’t grow a beard? 
According to Bravada, a new 

turn-based strategy game for Linux, he 
must go on an adventure and one which 
involves lots of fighting. While it’s focus 
on dwarves and turn-based mechanics 
might make it sound like a run of the 
mill fantasy game, the reality is that this 
is a rather unique game. You can control 
your dwarf hero directly using the 

Cannons Lasers Rockets, 
occasionally abbreviated to 
CLR, is a free-to-play 

multiplayer online battle arena (or 
MOBA) set in space. While the term 
‘MOBA’ might strike fear into the hearts 
of some, the game is balanced to 
welcome both casual and die hard 
online gamers alike. Things are kept 
pretty simple with what the creators of 
the game call 2D movement – you can 

Matt Hanson plays as a beardless dwarf… he couldn’t fit in the elf outfit.

There are three important tools to space combat, Matt Hanson tries them all.

Bravada

C.L.R.
 Be a dwarf, live your dwarfish dreams (or most of them). 

 Dog fights in space can be manic affairs.

Verdict

Gameplay 7/10
Graphics 7/10
Longevity 7/10
Value 8/10

Bravada

 A fun little turn based game that 
reveals a decent amount of hidden 
depth the more you play.

Rating 7/10

Developer: Interbellum
Web: http://interbellum.ru
Price: £7

Verdict

Gameplay 8/10
Graphics 8/10
Longevity 7/10
Value 9/10

Cannons Lasers Rockets

 A space combat game that doesn’t 
take itself too seriously, that’s fun to 
play and easy to get to grips with.

Rating 8/10

Developer: Net Games Laboratory 
Web: www.clrgame.com
Price: Free (Elite account £11.99)

but, crucially, you’re not artificially 
hobbled by not paying a penny, which is 
a refreshing change from some other 
‘free-to-play’ games that try to force 
micro-transaction on you. Cannons 
Lasers Rockets itself is definitely worth 
giving it a spin. LXF

strategy that begin to be introduced as 
you progress gives Bravada a good 
amount of depth, and along with a good 
sense of humour and a nice graphical 
style, results in a fun and unique game 
that you’ll want to return to. It’s not the 
greatest game in the world, but it offers 
plenty of fun. LXF
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W
eb browsers are such a 
vital component of any 
system with a near-
constant presence in 

our lives. Most of us are still using 
Firefox and/or Chrome, but that doesn't 
mean we don't gripe about their 
slowness or some other quirk, whether 
that’s tab management, search settings 
or the way they interaction with the rest 
of our desktops.

Now, if you ask us, all those 
triumphant claims that the browser is 
the only program you need these days 
because 'everything is in the cloud' are 
greatly exaggerated, although we do like 

Every month we compare tons  
of stuff so you don’t have to!

Roundup

the Chromebook concept. There are too 
many cases in which, even ignoring 
privacy and data ownership issues, we 
need to process digital documents in 
ways that aren't possible yet over the 
cloud. In spite of this, there's no doubt 
that web browsers are mission-critical 
programs, whose impact on our daily 
lives have increased steadily since Tim 
Berners-Lee's first attempt with 

WorldWideWeb and Marc Andreesen's 
much friendlier Mosiac release, and 
there's no end to this march in sight as 
some are becoming fully featured OSes.

That's why we decided to have a 
look at what alternatives there are on 
Linux to the most popular browsers. 
We hope that after reading this 
Roundup you’ll install at least one of 
these alternatives on your computer.

Alternative browsers

“Most of us are still using Firefox 
and/or Chrome, but that doesn’t 
mean we don’t gripe about them.”

Our 
selection
 Iron
 Konqueror
 Midori
 Qupzilla
 Rekonq

Tired of using Chrome or Firefox? Marco Fioretti presents five  
lesser-known browsers that will add some spice to your web surfing.

How we tested...
After reviewing Opera Developer 24 
[Reviews, p21 LXF188], we looked 
for other, actively developed 
browsers that are advertised as 
faster and lighter on RAM and CPUs 
than the likes of Firefox and Chrome, 
and easily installable on most 
distributions. The only one we could 
not install as binary packages on 
Fedora 20, which we used for 
testing, was Iron. In that case we 
downloaded the more portable TAR 
archive, instead of using an RPM 
package. Inside, we found a few 
auxiliary libraries, folders and one 
dynamically linked, executable file. 
We only had to make a link to it from 
/usr/local/bin to make it work.

After installation, we used the 
browsers for the common activities: 
watching video clips on Youtube and 
Vimeo, reading news on as many 
portals we could think of and finding 
directions on OpenStreetMap etc.
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Let's start with the very basics, 
that is with a partial comparison 
of how each of our browsers help 

handle online search, JavaScript, 
multimedia content and basic 
interaction with the Linux desktop in 
which they run (see p26 and p27 for 
more detailed information devoted to 
each browser).

The default search engine of Qupzilla, 
Iron and Konqueror is Google while 
Midori points to DuckDuckGo and 
Rekonq has no preferences (more on 
this in a moment). All browsers will, of 
course, let you use different search 
engines, but these are the defaults.

Konqueror and Rekonq have the 
largest collections of predefined search 
engines, all with web shortcuts, ranging 
from the CIA World Fact Book to 
Jamendo for music and the KDE 
UserBase. Search in Rekonq, however, 
will fail until you set up your own default 
web shortcut in the Search Engines 
panel of the Preferences window. This 
isn't really a problem as shortcuts are 
simply short aliases that you can 
change as you wish. Typing a string like 

A browser should 'integrate' itself 
into the rest of its host desktop 
at two levels. One is via direct 

cooperation with other programs (see 
p28). The other is with basic services 
for all applications, from icons and 

Web compatibility and search 

Desktop integration

Because today's web is complicated.

How well do they talk with the rest of your Linux environment?

imdb: Dead Poets Society in the 
search box of Rekonq, for example, will 
directly open the Internet Movie 
Database page dedicated to that 
specific movie (RIP Mr. Williams). 
You can use the same trick with 
Wikipedia, online dictionaries and 
website that accept GET requests.

However, we must indicate that no 
browser, in its default configuration, 
passed all our interactivity and 
multimedia tests we ran without any 
problems: Iron faltered at playing Vimeo 
clips; Midori couldn't handle H264 
encoded video on YouTube; Konqueror 
had problems dragging and dropping 
email inside a simple LAMP application 
like the Roundcube webmail interface.

In addition to that, all browsers but 
Iron were unable to either install or run 
some bookmarklet or other properly. 
Considering how important these 
JavaScript objects are for certain 
services (eg blogging with WordPress or 
adding bookmarks to portals such as 
Del.icio.us), this is a fairly serious 
limitation, although the problem may 
not lie with the browser alone. Often, 

theming to print and file management 
interfaces. Iron, Qupzilla and Midori are 
more or less ignore this. You can assign 
them your preferred fonts and, at least 
in Iron, easily download themes, but 
that’s about it.

blame should lie with the websites not 
(always) using open standards and 
browser-independent design as they 
should. However, it's an issue that's 
impossible to ignore. It may not matter 
for your particular browsing habits, but 
you have to be aware of it anyway.

As a partial compensation of these 
shortcomings, for some users, we can 
report that AdBlock plugins, or 
equivalent functions are immediately 
available in all the browsers. Konqueror 
even includes a general filter, in which 
you get one list of all the blockable 
items in the current page, whether they 
are JavaScripts or images.

Rekonq and Konqueror are much 
better, having been developed from the 
beginning as full members of the KDE 
family. They both recognise and use the 
same themes, fonts, window decoration, 
menu highlighting, and other relevant 
options that you usually set by the KDE 
Control Center. These include printing, 
file selectors, network configuration 
and keyboard type. The other browsers 
may recognise some Gnome settings, 
but it's not guaranteed.

The last type of desktop integration 
worth mentioning is the capability to 
launch specific web pages as local 
programs via desktop icons or entries 
in your System menu. Midori enables 
you to add launchers to your desktop, 
but both Iron and Rekonq enable 
application shortcuts. Note: this 
function depends on which 
combination of browser, distro and 
window or desktop manager you have.

 JavaScript turned out to be a bigger problem than video 
playback, at least for Midori and Rekonq.

 Konqueror still remembers all the tricks it learned in its file manager days, 
and indirectly passes several of them to Rekonq.

Verdict
Iron

Konqueror

Midori

Qupzilla

Rekonq

 If desktop 
integration is 
crucial for you, 
go for the KDE-
friendly browsers.

Verdict
Iron

Konqueror

Midori

Qupzilla

Rekonq

 Iron had the 
least problems 
handling non-
static objects 
and multimedia.
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User interface
Which browser has the best user experience?

E ven if we didn’t run any exhaustive 
benchmarks, we can report that we 
found all the five browsers of this 

Roundup are (or, at least, consistently in our 
real world, hands-on testing) more 
subjectively responsive than either Firefox and 

Chrome, and that’s with least up to 10 and 
sometimes up to 15 tabs open simultaneously. 

In practice, what will make any one of them 
faster for you won’t be the optimisation of the 
source code, but how much a browser’s tab 
management capabilities – and a few other 

features mentioned in the next paragraphs – 
match or don’t match with your browsing 
habits and needs. We’ll also look at the theme 
options, documentation (or lack thereof) and 
other unique features that don’t justify a 
separate category.

Iron 
Iron uses hardware acceleration when available, independently discovers 
USB devices and leaves apps running in the background even when you 
close the browser. That all sounds excellent for a better user experience 
but we’re not making a big fuss about it and the reason is simply that 
Iron is a clone of Chrome/Chromium, at the moment at least. 

The only difference between it and a vanilla Chrome install are ad 
blocking and the fact that the built-in privacy-related settings (see p27) 
are enabled by default. Therefore, if you've already used either browser, 
and very likely you have, you already know a lot about Iron. The 
programs are so similar, in fact, that even the sign-in to Iron entry in the 
main menu opens the Google Account login page! Still, we thought Iron 
should be included in this Roundup, for reasons we’ll cover in the verdict.

Konqueror 
Konqueror is much like the rest of KDE family of apps: not a huge trend-
setter, but it is a solid, clean and efficient web browser. It does, however, 
offer a few unique user interface features on top of it’s functional 
browser and that’s thanks largely to its origins as both a unified browser 
and file manager.

One feature is the possibility to clone the current tab, which, as 
simple as it may sound, comes in handy in particular use-cases. 
The other standout feature is the ability to split each tab in as many sub-
windows as you like. This is just perfect for research and writing, and is 
especially useful if the size of your monitor means you can’t waste too 
many of your inches or you simply find dealing with overlapping 
windows impairs your workflow. Konqueror also has Access keys to 
open any link in the current page with just one keystroke. 

A lmost all web browsers that are 
available today include some 
level of support for web 

development and debugging tools, and 
our Roundup selection are no exception. 
Our expectation for web development 
features is that they should, at least, 
expose the user to all the internal 
components, or the coding mistakes, 
of a specific web page. 

Other kinds of operation that we’d 
hope to see included in the same tools 
would be such things as: performance 

Web development
What part of that web page is the slowest one?

analysis and the controlled execution of 
JavaScript code. Unfortunately, one our 
picks isn’t particularly strong on the 
web development support side, 
Konqueror offers almost nothing on this 
front. A ladybug icon in the bottom right 
corner will tell you if the current page 
contains coding errors, but that's pretty 
much the lot.

Fortunately, the other four browsers 
are much better, and as they are all 
based on Webkit they all include some 
form of the Web Inspector, which is 

developed and distributed with that 
rendering engine.

Midori is the web browser that does 
the best job: it’s shipped with a version 
of the Inspector, which runs in a 
separate window rather than just in a 
frame of the main browser, and which 
has more controls than you may be 
able to use. These controls include 
separate timelines for traffic and 
rendering analysis, font checking, a 
console. Clicking on all buttons and 
menus alone will take several minutes. 

Verdict
Iron

Konqueror

Midori

Qupzilla

Rekonq

 Midori offers 
the best support 
with its install of 
the Webkit 
Inspector tool.
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Midori 
Midori starts life with almost no buttons or other elements, but it has 
plenty of features ranging from mouse gestures to domain hotkeys, to 
specifying the fonts you prefer to use on any web page. It also has a 
curious-looking trashcan which holds the previously closed tabs.

We found the side panel for tabs very convenient, but as long as it 
remains activated (that is, even if it’s not visible in the main window) 
Midori won’t show labels above each tab. This does leave more space to 
display pages, but can be confusing initially. Midori also seems to lack a 
way to clear the search box. Go into Preferences > Browsing > New Tab 
Behavior to turn on the Speed Dial window displayed in each new tab. 
Still, Midori is one well-designed browser, even if it couldn't find the 
OpenJDK Runtime Environment which was installed on the system.

Rekonq 
Rekonq has a start page we like very much: it’s simple but efficient, with 
all the main functions in plain view. There's only one unified input box for 
location and search of the web, your bookmarks or history, and it also 
offers a good manual. On the negative side, Rekonq is also the only 
browser that we managed to crash while organising our bookmarks.

Rekong also benefits from Konqueror’s tab cloning, as well as 
Konqueror's tab preview and tab label features. Additionally, Rekonq 
sports the same integration with KDE and Linux of its elder cousin, and 
provides many ways to reconfigure its Webkit rendering engine. You can 
configure the offline storage database and HTML5 application cache 
and enable spatial navigation, which means you can move around the 
active elements of a page with the arrow keys instead of the Tab key. 

Qupzilla 
Qupzilla starts with a logo, location and search boxes and very few 
buttons. Even the button to Add Tab will only show up if you enable it in 
Appearance > Advanced Options. The browser prefers to let you decide 
on its appearance, which can be changed using some preselected 
themes, activating transparent backgrounds or setting a custom 
wallpaper for the Speed Dial tab. The look of web pages can also be 
altered by telling Qupzilla to always use a stylesheet of your choice for all 
the websites you visit. We found managing many tabs easy thanks to the 
many options and the availability of animated previews of each tab.

A nice touch is the ability to configure the number of lines scrolled by 
the mouse wheel, as too is being able to move around page text with the 
arrow keys, like a document, by pressing F7 to enable 'caret browsing'.

A lthough it is – or rather it 
should be – a main concern for 
everybody today, online privacy 

is actually very big, multi-faceted issue 
that actually requires more space than 
we have here, which is why we publish 
features and product roundups that 
deal specifically with the issue [see 
Roundup, p26 LXF174]. Iron is the 
most interesting browser in our 
Roundup when it comes to privacy. As 
mentioned in its dedicated box (see 
p26), this is basically a Chromium clone 

Privacy & anonymity
Does everybody really have to know what I do online?

with advertising filters turned on by 
default, and all the functions that 
usually tell Google what you are doing 
switched off. Just as an example, Iron 
doesn't attach unique identifier strings 
to your logs, bug reports or queries to 
Google, and doesn't automatically 
install potentially invasive updates. 
There’s a dedicated Chrome vs Iron 
(http://bit.ly/SRWareIronBrowser) 
page, which lists all the differences. At 
the opposite end of the spectrum 
there's Konqueror, with good support 

for cookie and history management 
and ad filtering, but little more. The 
same features are present in Midori, 
Qupzilla and Rekonq, but they can all 
also activate temporary windows for 
relatively private browsing. After that, it 
depends on your actual needs and 
tastes. Midori may have more options 
to clean sensitive data periodically, or at 
every session while Qupzilla can easily 
turn off certain messages to the web 
servers that you visit, or enable you to 
tune HTML5 permissions.

Verdict
Iron

Konqueror

Midori

Qupzilla

Rekonq

 Iron has 
Chromium’s 
settings turned 
on or off for 
greater privacy.
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or tasks that the browser can't handle 
by itself. All the browsers but Iron, for 
example, may delegate to external 
downloaders, such as Kget, the task of 
fetching many files from the internet.

Besides interactions with other 
independent programs, you can 
customise a browser or expand its 
capabilities through extensions. Iron 
should be able to use most of those 
developed for Chrome, as well as a few 
ones of its own. Konqueror has many 
utilities (http://bit.ly/KDEApps) 
listed at, but it's not clear how many of 
them are still usable.

Qupzilla distinguishes between 
Applications Extensions and WebKit 
Plugins, which has a Click To Flash 
plugin load them manually. The first 
category includes mouse gestures and 
access keys navigation, GreaseMonkey 
support and a Personal Information 
Manager to store your name, email 
address and similar data. 

Midori has nice extensions for tab 
management, for coloured labels, copy-
all tabs addresses, and one that works 
as a great, little integrated notebook. 

Finally, in all the Webkit-based 
browsers, plugins can be disabled from 
automatically loading. In this mode 
called Click-to-Load, you’ll see a button 
for activating the plugin.

T he cooperation between objects 
shouldn't be limited to browsing, 
in the good ol’ Unix tradition. 

After all, why develop one big program 
that attempts to do everything, instead 
of making it cooperate with others?

Konqueror is the best of the lot in 
this way. To begin with, its Open With... 
sub-menu is the most complete: right-
click anywhere on the current page, or 
on any of its links, to open the same 
page (or link) with any of the browsers, 
text editors and word processors 
available on your computer. Konqueror 
can be controlled from the command 

We use web browsers to 
visualise web pages. We 
admit that's a limiting 

generalisation, but an adequate one in 
this case, as both bookmarks and RSS 
feeds are lists of addresses of web 
pages, which is why some of the 
browsers group the two functions 
together and it’s the reason we’re 
covering them together.

On one hand, we confess, we don't 
always see the point of storing lists of 
things on your local disk that are only 
usable when you have internet access, 
rather than on some online server. But 
we have to acknowledge that this 
option is not always feasible. None of 
these five browsers support bookmark 

Customisation and extensions

Bookmarks and RSS feeds

line in several ways too. Type kioclient 
(or kfmclient on older systems) at a 
prompt, followed by the --commands 
options, to see how.

We’d place Midori and Rekonq right 
behind Konqueror in this sector. Unlike 
the other three browsers, Midori has 
the same Open With... menu entry as 
Konqueror, even if it is less functional. 
The dialog window has less entries, and 
is not always properly sized: you may 
see only the icons of the preconfigured 
applications, but not their names.

In general, it's possible to define 
different applications to deal with files 

labels, but they do support 
folders. Iron and Rekonq can 
sync data with a Google 
account. Rekonq can also 
sync bookmarks to any SSH, 
Opera or FTP server, and it 
automatically shares them  
with Konqueror.

Rekonq has a really nice 
bookmark editor, which 
supports comments and 
automatically checks the 
status of all your saved links. 

In Midori you get separate 
side panels for RSS, 
Bookmarks and History, while Qupzilla 
nicely merges all of three categories in 
one window. Unlike Iron and Qupzilla, 

Extending the browser and making it interact with other programs?

Curating the best bits of the web.

 Konqueror’s customisation is still the traditional Unix one: map buttons you 
want to internal actions or external programs, rather than install ‘extensions’.

 The Rekonq bookmark editor: a bit dull and 
simple but it gets the basic job done very quickly.

the other three web browsers can 
delegate the tasks of maintaining and 
periodically checking all your news 
feeds to external RSS aggregators.

Verdict
Iron

Konqueror

Midori

Qupzilla

Rekonq

 Konqueror 
talks with apps, 
including shell 
scripts in lots 
of ways.

Verdict
Iron

Konqueror

Midori

Qupzilla

Rekonq

 None excel 
when it comes 
to managing 
bookmarks or 
RSS feeds.
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 Midori offers speed, unobtrusive tab management, an 
integrated notebook and well chosen extensions.

Konqueror is old, but we still love it. 
We would have declared it the winner in 
an heartbeat, if nothing else for its split 
window' capability had it not shown 
problems with JavaScript. As an 
example, it couldn't execute some 
bookmarklets and would also open in 
new tabs the email messages that we 
dragged and dropped from folder to 
folder in RoundCube. Even the fact that 
Konqueror requires much of KDE may 
be an issue, especially if the main 
reason you need an alternative browser 
is to extend the life of an old computer 
with very little RAM.

So, we are left with Midori, Qupzilla 
and Rekonq. Choosing the best of the 
bunch is really hard. The rendering 
engine is the same for all of them, 
meaning that there 
will be little or no 
difference, as long 
as the configuration 
is similar in how 
they display any 

In this Roundup we've generally only 
mentioned particular features found 
in each web browser that, in our 

opinion, implements things better. Iron 
is quite a complete browser but, we 
confess, has left us puzzled. For one 
thing, its licence isn't clear – the home 
page generically states its Open Source 
creditationals, while checking out the 
chrome:credits tab lists a bunch of 
components with different notices, and 
the source code access consists of, at 
time of writing, a broken link to the 
www.rapidshare.com. That’s not 
encouraging for a privacy conscious 
browser, is it now?

Still, it is very good to see a Chrome 
spin-off focused on maximum privacy. 
It would be really nice if others copied 
the idea and all this led, in time, to 
something like a Chrome version of the 
current Tor browser. This, and the fact 
that it handled everything we threw at it 
without problems, is why we included 
Iron in this Roundup.

given page. The feature sets are also 
pretty similar. Eventually, however, we 
felt compelled to declare Midori the 
winner. It has sensible defaults, a very 
nice visual design, flexible web 
shortcuts and search configuration, 
and a useful set of extensions packaged 
with the main program. But do you 
agree? What’s your browser of choice?

Alternative web browsers

The verdict

We hate to harp on about Midori as it won, but 
it’s also one of the browsers that's easy to put 
in Kiosk mode for computers placed in libraries, 
hostels and other public places with potentially 
malicious users. Use the right command line 
options, and Midori will run with certain 
navigation options disabled, automatic session 
reset if not used for a set number of minutes, 

and permissions to load only the websites 
explicitly defined by a whitelist.

Opera and the Tor browser (especially the 
latter) are the two other browser you should 
try if none of those presented here strikes your 
fancy, and yet another interesting browser is 
Arora (https://code.google.com/p/arora), 
which didn't quite make the Roundup list. If 

you prefer something less graphical. There are 
several textual based browsers, from w3m to 
Links and Lynx, and they are still the best 
solution for remote system administration or 
automatic browsing from shell scripts. Finally, 
if you want desktop-based email, chat and 
newsgroup clients integrated into your browser, 
the SeaMonkey suite is in most distros. LXF 

Also consider...

Did we forget to mention your little but great browser? Email your 
opinions and light browsing strategies to lxf.letters@futurenet.com.

Over to you...

1st Midori 
Web: www.midori-browser.org Licence: LGPLv2+ Version: 0.5.8 

 It may not replace them but Midori will work better than the big players.

4th Konqueror 
Web: www.konqueror.org Licence: GPLv2 & GFDL Version: 4.13.3 

 Too bad it failed on JavaScript. Still a formidable browser, though.

2nd Qupzilla 
Web: www.qupzilla.com Licence: GPLv3+ and BSD Version: 1.4.4 

 As fast as Midori, and simpler to use, if a bit less featured.

5th Iron 
Web: http://www.srware.net Licence: Open Source Version: 35.0.1900.0

 A great idea, but needs plenty of additions for prime time use.

3rd Rekonq 
Web: manjaro.org Licence: GPLv2+ Version: 2.4.2 

 Offers more integration with the KDE desktop, and Linux in general.

“Midori has a nice visual design, 
flexible web shortcuts and a 
useful set of extensions.”
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Lightweigh  
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your first stop should be Midn ght Commander  sorry  GNU 

Midnight Commander  This is an Orthodox File Manager 

(OFM) offering a dual pane v ew with a command term nal n 

the style of the classic Norton Commander  It’s pretty 

intu tive  Tab moves between panes  and the actions 

performed by Function keys are helpfully shown at the 

bottom  You can even use the mouse and open files in their 

native appl cations (via xdg open) if you run it in an X sess on  

Midnight Commander also has a native viewer and editor 

(hex and ascii)  can open archives natively  can browse FTP 

sites and w ndows shares  and comes with some lovely 

themes  If you want something a little more advanced  then 

d rect your attention to v fm  which features ‘vi l ke 

keybindings’ As such  we shall say no more about it

See LXF185 Hotpicks page 58 for more in depth coverage 

    

         

         

        

            

      

         

           

         

         

            

 
        

            

           

        

          

            

         

         

 
         

        

         

         

        

          

         

          

          

          

    

            

       

          

           

       

       

        

             

       

       

   

           

          

          

           

         

          

         

     

  
   

  
  

   
  

             

 
          

           

          

           

Feeling the bloat? Jonni Bidwell offers up a smorgasbord o   

lightweight applications that won’t eat up all your memory.

The Suckless and KISS Philosophies

Growing frustrated w th the seemingly 

inexorable bloat of core tools and l braries  a 

commun ty of hackers have established http://

suckless.org  This collective aims to produce 

software based on the key principles of 

simplicity  clarity and frugal ty  “software that 

sucks less” to use their own words  The project is 

geared towards more advanced end users  as 

this class is generally the most frustrated by the 

forementioned symptoms  Their efforts to date 

include  but are far from limited to  the dwm 

window manager  the dmenu menuing system  

the Surf web browser and st  a simple terminal  

On their website you ll find a list of software that 

“rocks” some of the which is included in this 

article  Also you’ll find ists of software  and 

assumptions made by software  that are deemed 

to “suck”
The more general KISS (Keep It Simple  

Stupid) idealogy  oft uttered on the Arch Linux 

wiki but apropo        

aims for simplic    

complexity and     

minimality  In te       

the underlying        

one thing and d         

encompassing    

graphical ones     

interfaces  unn      

myriad depend

W
e’ve covered a few lightweight 

distros (p24) and window 

managers, but the plethora of 

pint-sized applications out there deserves 

attention too. For the vast majority of all 

your other Linuxing there are some small 

yet perfectly formed programs that do 

everything you need, and do so without 

pulling in a truckload of dependencies and 

eating all your memory.

If you’re really serious about resource usage  

then you should cons der using console 

applications  This can be daunt ng at first  but 

once you learn the requisite quota of magic 

keystrokes and break out of the clicking and

dragging mindset  you’ll be surprised how 

much more efficient you can be  

Furthermore  in so doing you’ll look much 

cooler  If you sti l don’t want to go down that 

road  there are plenty of sliml ne graphical 

applications worth consider ng

File managers
Files are important  so a funct onal file manager 

is vital  Our first suggestion  then  is somewhat 

controversial  don’t bother with one  Or  more 

precisely  be your own file manager  W   

some basic shell fu you can do all m   

balletic moving and systematic rena   

w th tab completion you can obviat   

problem of typ ng long f lenames  Do   

and Ne l Bothwick have both given s   

examples of mv  find  for  grep  xargs     

past so it’s worth checking your bac   

and your humble author  a mere dile  

compared w th these titans  refers y    

work in this field

If you do crave a purpose built fi   

but are happy with a terminal based   
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    width for a total 
   ps  Interestingly  at 

    iginally rated at 
  m speeds of 10Mbps 

      but as the system 
    ming into operation 
      total of 90Gbps 
    nstream speeds

   smission system 
    s and 20GHz for 

 atellite broadband
     UK commercial 

    what its new 
   nd deprived UK 

   sumer service 
    xtra package 

     p to 22Mbps 
    bps uplink w th 

     month (but any 
     o 6am  does 

    ta)  

The ‘Tooway 25’ package at £39 95 
offers the same speeds and up to 25GB 
a month usage  plus unlimited usage at 
night  ‘Tooway 10’ offers 10GB usage for 
£24 95 a month  The basic ‘Tooway 2’ 
package  £15  has 2GB a lowance w th 
5Mbps downlink speed for light users  

Built in the UK by Astrium  Ka Sat is 
a 6 1 tonne commercial communication 
satellite  the first to service Europe that’s 

specifically designed for high throughput 
digital broadband use  It was launched on 
27 December 2010 by a Proton Breeze M 
rocket and passed its initial f ight 
operations at the end of January 2011

Based on the Eurostar E3000 
platform developed by Astrium  Ka Sat 
remains cutting edge in its design and 
capabilities  with a design l fetime of 15 
years  For more  vis t www.tooway.com

       
      

         
     

       
     

        
    
     

      
       

   

 
         

       
      

      
         

       
         

          
    
       
       
         

     
    

       
       

       
       
        

        
      

        
       

      
       

continuous service across the board

Latent issues 
The one weakness that remains for satell te 
broadband is latency  which is something that 
simply can’t be eliminated  Being 22 236 
miles away  it takes a radio s gnal travelling 
at the speed of light 250ms just to get to the 
satellite  Typically  latencies bounce around 
the 600 to 800ms range  making the system 

       
      

     
       

         
        

        
    p  ites wou d 

be required to maintain a connection  This 
would cause additional complexities in the 
receiving antenna  wh ch would have to 
balance bit rate against ease of reception

Despite this  gaming is about the only 
service that’s unrealistic for geostationary 
satellite broadband  Using predictive caching  
web browsing can be made as snappy as on 
any land based service  while Skype and voice 
services work as well as you would expect   LXF
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Satellite broadband
 

Can a single satellite deliver high-speed broadband to all of Europe? Neil Mohr looks to the sky in search of the truth…

High-speed
satellite broadband

       
      

      
     

     
      
     
    

   
      

      
     

       
        

     
        

          
        

  

        
        

        
      

         

      
      

         
     

       
       

          

        
       

          
       

      
     

  

  
   
     

      
       

      
       

      
     

       
    

    
    

    

    
     

   

     

  

  

   

  

  

      

      

         

      

      

      

       

       

     

        

        

         

        

         

       

       

    

Back to the source
Packages may contain source code which 

requires bu ld ng or ready to roll binaries  

scripts  cons etc  If we’re dealing with a 

source package  then dependencies fall into 

two categories  those required at build time 

and those required at run time  Compil ng 

stuff may require some header files (usually 

provided by the * dev packages in Debian/

Fedora)  things for processing documentation  

or various arcana like make  cmake and 

automake (which no one understands)  Also 

a comp ler  Almost all the binary containing 

packages on your distro will have started life 

as source packages (exceptions are things like 

firmware for various devices and the forsaken 

proprietary graphics drivers)  There are 

reasonably straightforward tools for making 

your own binary packages from source 

packages this way  but also fairly stringent 

guidelines about how to do it properly

Wh le each distro has its own package 

management system  and some have more 

than one  in this article we’ll consider those 

of Debian  Arch and Gentoo  It is not our 

ntention to make a judgement as to the 

superior ty of any of these  but rather to 

elucidate the different approaches  features 

and quirks of these different systems and 

show how common tasks are performed 

therein  This is also ent rely pertinent to 

der vative distr butions (Ubuntu  Archbang  

Sabayon)  although some of these will also 

have their own package managers  Let’s begin 

with a short summary of each species

Three package managers
There are those who would say Portage sn’t 

really a package manager  and there are 

those who would say Gentoo s not really a 

distribution  preferring instead to form 

dreadful descriptors using the prefix ‘meta’ 

No matter  Let’s not dwell on these semantic  

It is certainly the case that Gentoo being a 

source based (meta)distribution means that 

Portage has a great deal of responsibilities  

Somewhat controversially  it s written in 

 Gnome 3.8 running on Debian Testing – the        

      

     

       

       

     

        

      

        

     

      

      

       

      

       

         

     

        

       

        

       

        

Doing more complicated stuff
Here is a table showing how you do other 

things in different distros  Orphan packages 

are those installed as dependencies no longer 

required by any insta led package

pacman Si packagename or pacman Qi 

packagename give dependencies and reverse 

dependencies  if you want only this information 

then you could do some greping

 l      
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Gentoo Arch Debian

Finding orphan 

packages 
emerge p depclean pacman Qdt apt get autoremove n

Listing all files 

installed by a package 
equery belongs pacman Ql dpkg L

Listing a package’s 

dependencies 
equery depends pacman Qi apt cache depends

Reverse dependencies qdepends pacman Qi apt cache rdepends

Finding which package 

owns a f le 
equery belongs pacman Qb apt file
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Package management
 

Other operating systems encourage you to download 

and run unverified binaries, but Jonni Bidwell finds 

this practice entirely odious – Linux does it better.

how does that work then?

Package
management 

A
mong the plethora of goodies in 

your favourite Linux distro, the 

package manager is surely one 

of the most important. This guy 

is responsible for so much, it’s hard to 

fathom the amount of 

behind-the-scenes grunt 

work it does: updating 

package lists, resolving 

dependencies, deciding 

which order to install those 

dependencies in, fetching 

and verifying package checksums and 

authenticity, making sure they are 

unpacked in the right place, performing 

various post -install chores, and finally 

recording the success or otherwise of 

these efforts. And all because you, on a 

caprice, decide that you want to install 

KDE. So let’s take a closer look.

Let’s begin with some introductory 

nomenclature  You might know some of these 

words already  Good for you if so  but if not 

we’ll explain the key ones  First off  a package 

is essentially a conta ner for a bunch of files  

together with some instructions on what to do 

w th these files n order to make them useful  A 

package may have some dependencies  that 

is  other packages which are requ red so that it 

can do its thing  There may also be some 

packages which improve functionality without 

being essential  these are sometimes called 

opt onal dependencies

In order for things to move forward  a 

complete dependency graph 

must be figured out  Th s 

structure contains all the 

dependencies of our desired 

package  and all of their 

dependencies and so on  From 

here we need to calculate an 

ordered and duplicate free list so that no 

package will be insta led before any of ts 

dependencies  which is a problem requiring 

some mathematics  OpenSUSE and the new 

Hawkey back end in Fedora offer the flashiest 

solution to this conundrum  by recoursing to a 

“It’s hard to fathom how much 
behind-the-scenes grunt work 
the package manager does.”
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of the mighty Midnight Commander

Moving on to graphical species  we begin with SpaceFM

This offers a multi panel tabbed interface  its own v rtual 

filesys em an s   
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 Fix U

 F
or most users  the Linux journey beg ns 

with the nstaller  That’s because very 

few computers come with L nux pre

installed  Even if you do find one  chances are 

that in about six months’ time you’ll be 

swapping out the installed vers on for a newer 

release or a different distro a together  

Since the installer s such a crucial part of 

the L nux experience  mainstream d stros pay 

special attention to theirs  They are technically 

similar  but their layout and usability make all 

the difference  In this regard  Ubuntu has one 

of the best installers around  It’s well laid out 

and flexible enough to cater to first timers as 

we l as experienced Linux users  

Linux distros come as ISO images  These 

are archive files of an opt cal disc that you can 

burn on to a CD or a DVD depending on their 

size  (You need to select the option to burn 

ISO images in your d sc burning app ) Even 

better  you can use tools such as Unetbootin 

and YUMI to create bootable USB drives with 

the ISO file  You can then later reformat the 

USB dr ve for regular use  

Boot on the other foot
Once you’ve created a bootable disk with 

Ubuntu’s ISO image  restart your computer 

w th the USB stick attached  If it boots stra ght 

into the insta led operating system  restart the 

computer  head into the BIOS and tweak the 

option to boot from the attached removable 

device or optical drive  The exact steps to do 

this vary from one BIOS to another

If you’re install ng Ubuntu on a Windows 8 

computer  make sure you turn off FastStartup 

from the Control Panel in Windows  If you get 

a signature error when you boot the media 

contain ng the Ubuntu ISO image  you’ll have 

to disable SecureBoot from the BIOS

On successful boot  Ubuntu greets you 

with the option to either boot into the live 

environment or head directly to the installer  

You need to understand a few technical details 

before you install Ubuntu

One of the most crucial steps for installing 

Linux is partitioning  These days most 

installers  including Ubuntu’s  can scan the 

hard disk and automatically make room for 

the installation  Optional y  you can manually 

spec fy a partition for the Ubuntu installation  

The advantage of this is that you get to decide 

how much space to allocate to Ubuntu  

Outside the Ubuntu installer  you can use 

ded cated part tioning tools such as Gparted  

or even create a partit on for Ubuntu from 

with n Windows using its Disk Management 

tool  To free up space for Linux  launch the 

tool  right click on the drive on wh ch you want 

to install Ubuntu and select the Shr nk Volume 

option  In the dialog box that pops up  you can 

specify the space by which you want to shrink 

the disk  This will shrink the existing partition 

and create some free space on the disk  You 

can then point the Ubuntu installer to create a 

partition for itself from this free space  

When you do this  the installer will ask you 

to select a filesystem for this partition  Broadly 

speaking  a filesystem controls how the data 

on a disk is stored and retrieved  Windows 

uses the NTFS filesystem  while Linux uses 

the ext filesystem (currently up to ext4)  

Another term to get to know is bootloader  

A bootloader s a small program that te ls the 

computer where to find the different operating 

systems insta led on the hard disk  Ubuntu  

like most mainstream desktop distros  uses 

the Grub 2 bootloader  The nstaller will ask 

you for the location where it’ll place the 

bootloader  By default  the bootloader is 

placed in the Master Boot Record  which is 

located at the start of 

the hard disk  

New users should 

also know how hard 

disks n Ubuntu (and 

Linux in general) are 

labelled  Unlike in 

Windows  disks are 

labelled according to the device driver they 

are using  Typically hard d sks use the mass 

storage dr ver  and thus have the sd prefix  

This prefix is followed by a letter to identify 

individual devices  so sda is the first hard disk  

Next is a number to dentify the indiv dual 

partitions  On disks with the MBR partition ng 

scheme  the pr mary and optional extended 

partitions are numbered 1 to 4 and the logical 

partitions are 5 and onwards  regardless of the 

layout of the former partitions

Install Ubuntu
Start by giving the distro a slice of your hard disk…

   
        

       

         

      

       

        

      

    
       

        

        

         

         

        

   

 
       

         

      

         

        

        

    

Installing Ubuntu

“Ubuntu is loved and loathed 
in equal measures, but it’s very 
flexible and can be adapted.”

U
buntu is probably the only distro 

that’s loved and loathed in near 

equal measure. Some hate it for 

its usability-altering features; 

others praise it for pushing the envelope. 

The latest release  14 04  dubbed Trusty 

Tahr  is the 20th release of the 

10 year old distro  This is a Long 

Term Support (LTS) release  so 

unl ke the regular s x monthly 

releases will be supported and 

updated for five years  As it’s an 

LTS release  the focus during 

development has been more on mproving the 

core exper ence and fixing bugs instead of 

introducing new features  This is why it doesn’t 

look all that different from the previous release 

(see Reviews  p16  LXF185 for more details)  

However  unlike previous releases  14 04 is 

all set to garner more attention than ever 

before  It’s the first ma nstream distro that’s 

come out in the post Windows XP world  In its 

decade long existence  Ubuntu has matured 

enough to present itself as a serious desktop 

OS contender  Like other mainstream OSes  

Ubuntu is usable right out of the box  and 

ships with enough configurable elements to 

allow users to tweak it as required  Thanks to 

the much broader open source ecosystem  

which provides a range of tools and tweaks  

the distro offers a very flexible environment 

that can be adapted to any desktop  

In this feature we’ll help you get the distro 

on to your computer  then look at a variety of 

ways to tweak the      
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Fix Ubuntu

“The installer is flexible 
enough for first timers and 
experienced users alike.”
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What on Earth GoboLinux
GoboLinux What on Earth
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standard Unix directories on the machines that 
he was using  he created his own director es 
under the $HOME directory  As he upgraded 
the programs from source and couldn’t use a 
package manager  his solut on was to place 
each program into its own d rectory  As t me 
went on the environment variables grew  so 
centralised directories for each class of file that 
contain symbolic links were created  along with 
shell scripts to handle these links  This file 
system proved so convenient to use that when 
Hisham and his fr end Andre Detsch began 
building a modif ed Linux From Scratch 
system  the new file directory system was 
included and GoboLinux was born

Q Hang on a minute. GoboLinux... I seem 
to remember hearing that name a long 

time ago?

A You’re right  GoboL nux has been around 
since 2003  though the reason why you’re 

probably searching the darker recesses of your 

memory is because things have been a bit 
qu et on the update front for a while  but that 
has now changed

Q What do you mean when you say it’s 
been quiet?

A Well  version 015 of GoboLinux was 
released last month  but the last major 

update before that (014) was released way 
back at the end of 2007 so development has 
been somewhat  let’s say  on the glacial s de

Q Wow, that is a rather leisurely pace. So 
what’s the team been up to in the years 

between releases?

A Just because there has been a gap of 
around six years between releases doesn’t 

mean that the team has been inactive  While 
bringing out the odd minor update and bug 
fixes (such as 014 01)  the team has been busy 
updating the compilation recipes

Q What on Earth are compilation 
recipes, then?

A By us ng the Compile tool  GoboLinux 
users can download source tarballs  then 

unpack  compile and install them using a 
simple script known as a recipe  While 
comp ling programs from source is a pretty 
standard practice when using Linux  the way 
that GoboLinux works  especially with its 
unique directory hierarchy  means that 
many programs don’t come conf gured for 
GoboLinux by default  which is where the 

Q Can I make my own recipes? Is it easy 
to do?

A You certainly can  as Compile and the 
recipes process have been des gned to be 

as simple as possible  
If you want to create a brand new recipe for 

a program that doesn’t have one yet  you can 
use the MakeRecipe command  along with the 
web address of the tar gz file containing the 
source code and files to download and 
automatically create a recipe  

If there is already a recipe for the program 
you want to install but it is only for an old 
version of the program  then you can use the 
NewVersion command to create a rec pe for 
the newer version of a tool  based on an 
existing recipe for an older version

Q OK, I’ve created my very own recipe, like 
a digital Nigella. What now?

A Well  now you need to share your creation 
w th the world! GoboLinux has a huge 

l brary of recipes for a whole range of programs 
and tools  and a lot of th s is thanks to the 
committed community of people who create 
their own recipes and share them with others  
To share your recipe  pack it with the 
GenRecipeStore command  put your name 
in the Compile conf file to be credited on the 
website  and email them to the gobolinux
recipes mailing l st

Q So does this mean that GoboLinux has 
as big a selection of programs as other 

large distributions?

A It sort of depends  Out of the box  
GoboLinux doesn’t have the breadth of 

software that more popular distros like Ubuntu 
and Mint have  But as we mentioned earlier  
thanks to the ease of creating recipes that 
make programs usable in GoboLinux  the list of 
programs that you can eas ly download and 
install is rapidly growing  It also means that if 
you don’t mind a little tweaking  f there is a 
piece of software that’s missing  you can create 
your very own recipe for it

Q OK, I think I want to give GoboLinux 
a go. Where can I get it from?

A If you head over to the off cial website 
at www.gobolinux org you’ll be able to 

download an ISO mage of the latest release  If 
you’re not too sure whether GoboLinux is for 
you  you can give it a try as a live CD  The latest 
vers on of GoboLinux includes a graphical 
insta ler that makes things eas er  

At the moment GoboLinux is compiled 
to run on 686 class systems  so if you’ve got 
a mach ne with a Pentium IV or higher  you 
should be good to go  There’s a min mum 
RAM requirement of 128MB  but we’d 
recommend at least 1GB to get the best 
experience  The official website is worth 
checking for more nformation on the unique 
properties of GoboLinux   LXF

Compile tool and recipes comes in  

Q So are recipes GoboLinux’s versions 
of a .deb or .rpm?

A Sort of  The vast majority of programs 
start life as a compressed tar gz file that 

contains the various bits and bobs  which is 
a perfectly cromulent technical term  that 
make up the sources  Package management 
systems then configure  make and install these 
packages to build and install the program to 
run on the distr bution you’re running  

The idea behind using Compile in Gobo
Linux is that a we l mainta ned tar gz that 
follows GNU conventions means the program 
can work on any Linux distro  it’s when the 
compressed file s wrapped up in different 
packages for different distros  lead ng to what 
some call ‘dependency hell’  that things get 
complicated  There are projects such as GNU 
Autoconf and GNU Libtool that can make these 
programs compatible with GoboLinux  or any 

other distro  without the need of 
distro specific packages  So  
GoboLinux doesn’t actually have 
its version of a deb standard  
While support for GNU Autoconf 
is growing  the team behind 
GoboLinux have backed Compile 
and the Recipes tree  which have 
been created with the ideas 

behind GNU Autoconf and GNU Libtool in 
m nd  Recipes differ from rpm  deb or ebuilds 
as they are not scripts  but rather files that 
describe the comp lation process of a program  
so that compil ng a program is as simple as 
possible

Q So where can I find a list of 
these recipes?

A The GoboLinux site has a l st of the recipes 
at http://recipes.gobolinux.org/ r/ 

From this page you can browse the latest 
releases (they are organised by date  with the 
newest recipes appear ng at the top of the 
page)  or use the text box to search for specific 
programs and recipes  Each recipe is listed 
with add tional information about its size  who 
created t and a summary of what the recipe 
includes  You can download the recipes directly 
from this page  or vis t the webs te of the 
program for more information

Q OK, I’ve found a recipe I want. 
Now what?

A As Compile has been included in 
GoboLinux since version 011  all you need 

to do is open up the terminal and then type 
Compile and then the name of the program  
for example Compile Audacious  As long as 
everything is fine  that’s pretty much all you 
have to do  Compile will search for a recipe 
corresponding to the name of the program you 
typed in  download the files  unpack them  and 
then comp le and insta l the program for you

“Underneath the 
familiar interface lies 
a Linux distro that’s 
quite unique.”

Q Let’s see... is GoboLinux another run of
the mill distro based on Debian, or 

another done to death Linux variant?

A Actua ly  you couldn’t be further from 
the truth  At first glance GoboLinux might 

look like a standard distro  the fact that it 
runs the relatively popular Enlightenment 
desktop environment probably adds weight to 
these f rst impressions  However  underneath 
the familiar interface l es a L nux distro that’s 
quite un que

Q Ooh, well, now you’ve got my attention! 
Exactly what’s so special about Gobo

Linux then?

A Well  GoboLinux is a modular Linux 
distribution that contains a number of key 

differences between t and other Linux variants  
The biggest difference is w th its alternative file 
structure  which is based on earlier operat ng 
systems like NeXTStep and BeOS  

Q Alternative file structure? What do you 
mean by that?

cd into /programs/  then use the ls command 
to list all the programs that you have nstalled 
on your system  

Q So does this different file layout mean 
that I’m not going to be able to install 

my favourite programs?

A While GoboLinux’s file hierarchy is 
markedly different from the usual Unix 

layout  it is incredibly simple to run programs 
that are designed for the traditional file 
structure  This is ach eved by mapping the 
traditional paths where elements of programs 
are installed to their respective locations n the 
GoboLinux file hierarchy  which has actually 
helped it become more compatible than some 
other distribut ons

Q Sounds good  but how did this 
alternative file system come about?

A The idea for GoboLinux’s rather unique 
file system came about when Hisham 

Muhammad  the developer of GoboLinux  was 
at Un versity  Having no write access to the 

A On paper it might not seem like the most 
exc ting feature in the world  but in reality it 

makes a huge difference to how GoboLinux 
works  In standard Unix file systems  which are 
used by most distros  if you install a program 
for example  some of its files get placed in the 
usr/bin sub directory  while others can end up 
in the /etc folder  GoboLinux takes a different 
approach  however  For example  when you 
install a program it gets ts own sub directory 
under the /programs tree  so if you installed 
VLC it would appear under /programs/VLC 

 and all its files would be stored in versioned 
sub d rectories  This means that multiple 
versions of the same program can be easily 
installed and maintained

Q OK, so what other benefits does this 
alternative file system bring?

A The benefits of having a more organised 
and in some ways more intuitive file 

system are numerous  For example  by having 
all programs installed under the /programs/ 
parent directory means that you could just 

hat on Earth is GoboLinux
Matt Hanson plays about with the distro with a difference.
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Mayank Sharma tracks the evolution of  
the top Linux distributions to discover  
the mightiest of them all.

Y
our favourite Linux distribution 
isn’t an individual unit in itself. 
On the inside, it is made up of 
various apps, libraries, modules 

and toolkits. On the outside, 
it’s part of a much larger and 
very vibrant ecosystem that 
sustains several other distros.

Also part of this larger Linux 
ecosystem are very active user 
communities and various 
support infrastructures that help nourish the 
distros and other projects. Over the course 
of their lifetime, the different elements of the 
Linux ecosystem interact with each other as 
well as with their environment. They 
collaborate, exchange ideas and features, 

and sometimes swap resources for their 
mutual benefit as well as for the 
enhancement of the ecosystem.

The Linux ecosystem fosters the 

development of innovative projects and 
products. However, since the environment 
can only sustain only so many elements, 
the distros go through an evolutionary 
process of their own to weed out the 
weaklings and ensure the survival of the 

fittest. Through this process, 
the uninteresting, dull and unsustainable 
projects begin to perish. The strong ones 
survive, thrive and pass on their genetic 

code to the next generation 
of derivative distros.

In this feature we will 
classify the popular distros as 
per their origins. We will 
analyse how they’ve evolved 
since their inception, and look 

at the unique traits they have passed on to 
derivatives that help distinguish them from 
their peers. We’ll also look at the best distro 
from each distro genus* and then pit them 
against each other to help you pick the 
distro that is right for you.

“The strong survive, thrive and 
pass on their genetic code to the 
next gen of derivative distros.”
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 Linux Mint Debian Edition 201403
The Linux Mint Debian Edition (LMDE) 
is meant for users who wish to 
experience the best of Debian (directly 
rather than via Ubuntu) in an easy to 
use package. It’s based on Debian 
Testing and is a semi-rolling release, 
which means it receives periodic 
updates via Update Packs. These are 
tested snapshots of Debian Testing to 
ensure stability and LMDE is binary 

compatible with Debian, which means 
you can switch to Debian Testing or 
Unstable for more frequent and 
bleeding-edge updates. However, 
LMDE isn’t compatible with Linux Mint, 
so you can’t use Ubuntu PPAs.

LMDE is designed to offer the same 
look and functionality of Linux Mint 
and is available as 32-bit and 64-bit 
Live DVD images with either the Mate 

or Cinnamon desktops. The distro 
ships with Firefox, Thunderbird, VLC 
media player and a plethora of other 
commonly used apps. Adobe Flash 
plugin and most other multimedia 
codecs are installed by default. The 
software repos and the underlying Deb 
package system makes software 
installation easy, thanks to tools, such 
as the Synaptic Package Manager.

BEST 
OF 

BREED

Genus Debian
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T
he Debian project has played a significant role in 
the evolution of Linux and, in many ways, is the first 
real distribution created for the regular computer 

user. It was announced in August 1993 and had its first 
public release later that year, although its first stable 
release wasn’t available until 1996. The project was even 
sponsored by the Free Software Foundation from 
November 1994 to November 1995.

A key motivating factor that led Ian Murdock to create a 
new distro was the perceived poor maintenance and 
prevalence of bugs in the Softlanding Linux System (SLS) 
distro. Besides the software itself, Murdock’s release included 
the Debian Linux Manifesto, which outlined his view for the 
new project, which prophesied that “distributions are 
essential to the future of Linux”. In the Manifesto, he called for 
the distro to be maintained openly, in the spirit of Linux and 
GNU. One of the most significant goals for the distro was to 
“eliminate the need for the user to locate, download, compile, 
install and integrate a fairly large number of essential tools to 
assemble a working Linux system.” In order to meet this goal, 
Debian developers made a significant contribution to the 
Linux world – the dpkg package manager. 

This was originally written as a Perl program by Matt 

Welsh, Carl Streeter and Ian Murdock, and the main part of 
the tool was rewritten by Ian Jackson who became Debian 
Project Leader in 1998. It really is no surprise then that 
Debian is one of the most popular choices for derivative 
projects with over 130 active distros based on Debian 
(Source: http://distrowatch.com), including the likes of 
Ubuntu and a version of Linux Mint.

The project also provides guidelines to help the derivative 
distros merge their work back into Debian. In addition to the 
derivatives there are several ‘Pure Blends’; these are subsets 
of Debian configured to support a particular niche, such as 

Debian Edu, Debian Junior and Debian Med. Debian also 
supports a variety of platforms, including Intel i386 and 
above, Alpha, ARM, Intel IA-64, Motorola 68k, MIPS, PA-RISC, 
PowerPC, Sparc and more.

Rules of engagement
Another distinguishing aspect of Debian is that the distro is 
made entirely of free software. The project uses the Debian 

Free Software Guidelines (DFSG) to help 
determine whether a piece of software can 
be included. The DFSG is part of the Debian 
Social Contract which defines the moral 
agenda of the project.

The project produces three distros: 
Stable, Testing and Unstable. A Stable 

release is available every two years and is made by freezing 
the Testing release for a few months. Testing is designed to be 
the preview distro with newer packages and during the freeze 
any bugs are fixed and extremely buggy packages are 
removed. All releases are named after characters from the 
Toy Story films (the current Stable release is codenamed 
Wheezy). All new packages are introduced in the Unstable 
release (codenamed Sid). This distro is for developers who 
require the latest packages and libraries. It’s not intended to 
be used on a production machine and those interested must 
upgrade Debian Testing to get the latest Unstable.

“The Debian Linux Manifesto 
prophesied that “distributions are 
essential to the future of Linux.”

Made of free software and evolving.

 Even the 
most popular 
distribution for 
the Raspberry 
Pi called 
Raspbian, is 
based on the 
Debian Project.
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Genus Ubuntu

U
buntu is, in many respects, the first distro to make a 
serious effort to bring in new users. The distro 
brought Linux into the mainstream, played a 

significant part in changing the notion and misconceptions 
about Linux and was able to successfully pitch itself as a 
viable OS alternative to Windows and Mac OS.

Ubuntu was started by Mark Shuttleworth. He formed 
Canonical after selling his security-firm, Thawte, to VeriSign. 
Shuttleworth was a huge fan of the Debian project. However, 
there were many things about Debian that didn’t fit in with 
Shuttleworth’s vision of an ideal OS. He therefore invited a 
dozen or so Debian developers he knew and respected to his 
flat in London in April 2004 and hashed out the groundwork 
for the Ubuntu project.

The group decided on a bunch of characteristics for the 
distro. For one, Ubuntu’s packages would be based on those 
from Debian’s unstable branch. However, unlike Debian, 
Ubuntu was to have a predictable cycle with frequent 
releases. To put the plan into action, it was decided that 
Ubuntu would release updated versions every six months and 
each release would receive free support for nine months. 
The plan was refined in later years and now every fourth 
release receives long-term support (LTS) for five years.

The group also decided to give emphasis to localisation 
and accessibility in order to appeal to users across the world. 
There was also a consensus on concentrating development 

Derivatives, they’re coming outta the walls.

efforts on ease of use and user-friendliness of the distro on 
the desktop. The first release of Ubuntu was in October 2004.

Ubuntu’s development is funded by Shuttleworth’s 
UK-based Canonical, which is a privately held computer 
software company. The company also supports development 
of other Ubuntu-related projects, for instance, Ubuntu’s 
Ubiquity installer is one of the best tools for the job, and one 
of its distinguishing features is that it gives users the option to 
install closed source or patented third-party software, such as 
Fluendo’s MP3 codec. Other useful user-centric projects that 
have tried to change the status quo are the Ubuntu Software 
Center and the recently discontinued Ubuntu One cloud 
hosting service.

Test by fire
But perhaps no other piece of technology has polarised the 
Linux community like Ubuntu’s Unity desktop interface. The 
distro first introduced Unity with the Ubuntu Netbook Edition 
version 10.10. By the time 11.04 rolled off the press, the 
Netbook Edition had merged into the desktop edition and 
Unity became the default graphical interface for the Ubuntu 
distro. However, Shuttleworth has insisted that the Unity 
desktop plays a crucial role in Ubuntu’s multi-device strategy. 
Unity will help standardise the display on smartphones, 
tablets, TV and other devices beyond the computer.

Thanks to its malleable nature, the distro has always been 
very popular with developers who want to create a custom 
distro for their particular niche. Ubuntu has perhaps seeded 
more distros than any other, and Ubuntu itself has several 
officially-supported spins: Kubuntu, Xubuntu, Ubuntu Gnome, 
Edubuntu and Ubuntu Studio. In addition to the main desktop 
edition, there’s also a server edition that doesn’t ship with a 
graphical desktop.

Ubuntu has helped give Linux mainstream coverage and 
has several celebrity users, including Cory Doctorow and 
Stephen Fry. However, pushing the envelope has its 
drawbacks and the award-winning distro has had its fair share 
of brickbats. It’s still reeling under the Amazon controversy 
that arose when the distro included search results from the 
shopping giant in Unity’s Dash whenever users searched for 
stuff on their computer.

 A number of 
vendors, such 
as Dell and 
Lenovo, offer 
computers 
pre-installed 
with Ubuntu.

 Trisquel GNU/Linux 6.0.1 LTS
Trisquel GNU/Linux goes to great 
lengths to do justice to its free 
software tag. Not only does the distro 
not include any proprietary software, 
it also strips out all non-free code from 
the components it inherits from 
Ubuntu, such as the kernel. Instead of 
the stock Ubuntu kernel, Trisquel uses 
the Linux-libre kernel that doesn’t 
include any binary blobs. Thanks to its 

efforts, the distro has been endorsed 
by the Free Software Foundation.

There are several variants of the 
distro, the most common ones are the 
standard Trisquel release, which is 
available as a 700MB image with the 
Gnome desktop, and Trisquel mini, 
which is designed for older hardware 
and low-power systems, and uses 
LXDE, the lightweight desktop.

While the distro doesn’t ship with 
any proprietary codecs, you can watch 
YouTube videos as it provides HTML5 
support as well as Gnash, which is the 
free alternative to Adobe Flash. 
Trisquel includes all the usual desktop 
productivity apps, such as LibreOffice, 
Evolution, Gwibber, Pidgin and more. 
These are complemented by an 
impressive software repository.

BEST 
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Genus Red Hat

A
nother distribution that has played a crucial role in 
shaping Linux’s DNA is Red Hat Linux, which was 
created in 1994 by Marc Ewing. Bob Young and his 

ACC Corporation bought Ewing’s business and created 
Red Hat Software. The company went public in 1999 and 
achieved the eighth-biggest first-day gain in the history of 
Wall Street. It rode on the success of Red Hat Linux to 
became the first open source billion dollar company.

Over the years, some of the biggest and brightest Linux 
developers have worked with Red Hat. Soon after it went 
public, it acquired Michael Tiemann’s Cygnus Solutions which 
had authored the GNU C++ Compiler and worked on the 
GNU C Compiler and the GNU Debugger.

One of Red Hat’s most influential pieces of technology is 
its RPM packaging format. The file format is now the baseline 
package format of the Linux Standard Base (LSB). which 
aims to standardise the software system structure, including 
the filesystem hierarchy used in the Linux operating system. 
The LSB is a joint project by several Linux distros managed by 
the Linux Foundation. Red Hat was also one of the first Linux 
distros to support Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) 
instead of the older a.out format. ELF is the standard file 
format for executables, shared libraries and other files. Red 
Hat was also the first distro to attempt to unify the look of its 
Gnome and KDE desktop with the Bluecurve theme – which 
caused tension with the KDE developers. The distro has won 
laurels for its easily navigable graphical Anaconda installer.

Life after death
Initially, the Red Hat distro was offered as a free download 
and the company sustained itself by selling support 
packages. In 2003, however, Red Hat discontinued the Red 
Hat Linux distro and it now focuses solely on the Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux (RHEL) distro for enterprise environments. 
RHEL supports popular server architectures including x86, 
x86-64, Itanium, PowerPC and IBM System z. The lifecycle of 
newer RHEL releases spans 13 years, during which time the 
users get technical support, software updates, security 
updates and drivers for new hardware. Red Hat also has a 
very popular training and certification program called RHCP 
that’s centred around RHEL.

Millinery on a massive scale.

When Red Hat Linux was discontinued, the company 
handed over development of the free distro to the 
community. The new project was called Fedora (see p36). 
The company steers the direction of the Fedora project and 
does so in order to use Fedora to incubate technologies that 
will eventually show up in RHEL.

Since the GPL prohibits it from restricting redistribution of 
RHEL, the company uses strict trademark rules to govern the 
redistribution. This has led to popular third-party derivatives 
that are built and redistributed after stripping away non-free 
components like Red Hat’s trademarks. Distros such as 
CentOS, Scientific Linux and Oracle Linux offer 100% binary 
compatibility with RHEL.

Red Hat has pioneered the professional open source 
business model, successfully mixing open source code and 
community development together with professional quality 
assurance, and a subscription-based support structure. The 
company also has employees working full-time on free and 
open source projects, such as Radeon, Nouveau and CentOS.

 Red Hat has 
served as the 
starting point 
for several 
other distros, 
such as 
Mandriva Linux 
(see p37).

 CentOS 7.0
The CentOS distro has been the 
premier community-supported 
enterprise distro based on Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux (RHEL). The distro is 
built using the open source SRPMS 
from the RHEL distro. CentOS is one of 
the most popular server distros, 
suitable for all kinds of use cases, from 
web servers to enterprise desktops, 
and has been able to pitch itself as an 

ideal choice for anyone who wants to 
put together their own server but can’t 
afford the RHEL subscription fees.

CentOS ships with RHEL’s 
Anaconda installer and can run 
unattended installations across 
multiple machines thanks to 
Kickstarter. The installer provides 
various installation targets such as a 
web server, database server etc.

In January 2014, Red Hat 
announced that it would start to 
sponsor a bunch of core CentOS 
developers to work on the distro full-
time. However, the developers and Red 
Hat have both insisted that the project 
remain independent of RHEL. The 
sponsorship ensures that all updates 
will be provided within 24 to 48 hours 
of upstream releases in RHEL.

BEST 
OF 

BREED

“Some of the biggest and 
brightest Linux developers 
have worked with Red Hat.”
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Genus Fedora

F
edora has been around, in one form or another, since 
the early 1990s. The distro had its first release in 
1995 and the early releases were named Red Hat 

Commercial Linux. During these early years, the distro was 
developed exclusively by Red Hat and the community was 
limited to contributing bug reports and contributing 
packages included in the distro. This changed in 2003 
when the company shuttered Red Hat Linux in support of 
the Fedora Project and opened it up to contributions from 
the community.

The aim of Fedora is to provide the latest packages while 
maintaining a completely free software system. The distro 
was initially called Fedora Core and was named after one of 
the two main software repositories – Core and Extras. 
The Fedora Core repo contained all the basic packages 
required by the distro as well as other packages distributed 
with the installation discs, and was maintained exclusively by 
Red Hat developers. The Fedora Extras repo was introduced 
with Fedora Core 3. It contained packages maintained by the 
community and was not distributed with the installation 
discs. This arrangement continued until version 7 in 2007 
when the two repos were merged and the distro was renamed 
as Fedora.

Fedora’s objective is to create a free software distribution 
with the help of the community. The development of the 
project is overseen and coordinated by the Fedora Project. It’s 

You’ve been hit by a smooth distro.

made up of four Red Hat appointed members and five 
community elected members. The chairman of the board is 
appointed by Red Hat. Fedora strives to maintain a roughly 
six-month release cycle, with two releases each year. Every 
release is supported until the launch of the next two releases. 
The cycles are deliberately kept short so that developers can 
focus on innovation and introducing the latest technologies 
into the distro.

Feather in the cap
One way the community contributes is by hosting third-party 
repositories. In addition to its official software repos, there are 
several popular third-party software repos that usually 
contain software not included in the official repos – either 
because of the current laws of the country (such as 
multimedia codecs) or because the software doesn’t meet 
Fedora’s definition of free software. The Fedora project also 
produces the Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux (EPEL) 
repo, which contains packages for RHEL that are created by 
the community instead of Red Hat.

Apart from the main Fedora release, the project also ships 
various spins which are special-purpose distros aimed at 
specific interests, such as gaming, security, design, scientific 
computing etc. These are similar to Debian’s Pure Blends. 
These and others are maintained by various Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs). The OLPC also runs a Fedora-based operating 
system. Fedora supports the x86 and ARM architectures and 
has also added support for PowerPC and IBM s390, starting 
with Fedora 20. Pidora is a Fedora Remix distro optimised for 
the Raspberry Pi.

Fedora’s biggest contribution to the Linux ecosystem is its 
command line package manager, YUM (Yellowdog Updater, 
Modified), which is based on RPM (Red Hat Package 
Manager). YUM enables automatic updates and dependency 
resolution, and works with the software repositories to 
manage the installation, upgrading and removal of packages. 
Since the release of Fedora 18, users have had the option to 
use the dnf tool which is a fork of YUM. The dnf tool will likely 
become the default package manager in Fedora 22, because 
it has better dependency resolution and is less memory 
intensive than other managers.

 Fedora was 
one of the 
first distros 
to embrace 
the Security 
Enhanced 
Linux 
(SELinux) 
kernel module.

 Korora 20
The Korora distribution started out as 
a way to ease the installation process 
of the Gentoo distro, but switched to 
using the Fedora distro as the base in 
2010. The main aim of the distro is to 
make sure it works right out-of-the box 
for users.

Korora ships a live DVD, which 
includes a huge selection of apps that 
make it suitable for a large number of 

users and the distro offers five desktop 
choices – Gnome, KDE, Cinnamon, 
Xfce and Mate.

While Fedora only ships with open 
source software, Korora also includes 
some proprietary software, such as 
Adobe Flash, which are essential for 
catering to a wide user base. Korora 
also allow other software to be easily 
installed, such as Google Chrome and 

the proprietary graphics driver for 
Nvidia cards.

The distro has also eased a gripe for 
some Fedora users: graphical package 
management. Korora includes both 
Apper and Yum Extender, which are 
two of the most popular front-ends for 
YUM. Since it’s based on Fedora, a new 
version of Korora is usually a few 
weeks behind a Fedora release.
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Genus Mandrake

U
ntil the release of Mandrake, Linux was generally 
thought of as a geek’s OS. Mandrake was the first 
distribution that focused on the convenience of the 

user. The goal was to provide a distro that could be 
operated by regular computer users. It had features such 
as the ability to auto-mount CDs without messing around 
with configuration files, which brought greater 
convenience to the Linux desktop.

The Mandrake project has perhaps the most convoluted 
existence for a free software project. Over the years, the 
project has undergone various name changes, mergers and 
forks. However, it has spawned many distros and there are 
several major ones that are still active and can trace their 
lineage to Mandrake.

The distro has developed a bunch of custom tools – 
collectively known as drakxtools – to aid its users, who are 
called Drakes or Draks. One of the most distinguishing 
components created by the project is its Mandrake Control 
Center (MCC), which is now a centrepiece of all the 
derivatives. The MCC provides a single interface to access 
many different configuration tools. Using the Control Center 
in text mode is very useful in case of display problems or 
other serious issues, such as when the graphical server 
refuses to start. It’s also interesting to note that all modules 
can be run as autonomous apps, without necessarily having 
to go through the MCC.

On life support
Mandrake Linux was first released in July 1998. It was based 
on Red Hat Linux 5.1 and featured the inaugural KDE desktop 
release. After the positive response, lead developer Gaël 
Duval, along with a bunch of others, created the company 
MandrakeSoft and in 2001 the company decided to go public. 
It faced its first major cash issue in late 2002 and asked its 
users to bail it out by subscribing to a paid service offering 
extra benefits, such as early access to releases and special 
editions. That wasn’t enough and the company filed for 
bankruptcy protection in 2003. However, later that year 
MandrakeSoft announced its first quarterly profit and, in 
March 2004, a French court approved its plan to emerge from 
bankruptcy and return to normal operations.

“One of the most distinguishing 
components created by the 
project is its Control Center.”

A distro which has a lot to scream about.

The company also had to rename its product to 
Mandrakelinux, after losing a legal battle with the American 
Hearst Corporation over the Mandrake name and changed its 
name to Mandriva S.A. after acquiring the Brazilian company 
Conectiva in 2005. The distro became Mandriva Linux, but in 
2006 Mandriva laid off several employees, including 
co-founder Duval. Amidst all the booing, the company 
continued putting out releases and created a niche for itself in 
the BRIC region (Brazil, Russia, India and China) as well as 
France and Italy.

Despite all their efforts, the company struggled to keep its 
balance sheet in the black. In 2010, Mandriva abandoned 
development of the community Linux distro to avoid 

bankruptcy. Immediately afterwards, former Mandriva 
employees announced Mageia, which has gone onto be one 
of the most popular Mandrake-derivatives. Mandriva S.A. 
transferred development to the community-driven Open 
Mandriva Association. The association’s second release called 
OpenMandriva 2014.0 got a positive review from Duval. 

 Rosa Linux is 
a Mageia fork 
that features 
some dramatic 
user interface 
mods such as 
this Simple 
Welcome app 
launcher.

 Salix Mageia 4
Mageia is one of the best-assembled 
community distros and does a 
wonderful job of carrying forward the 
Mandrake legacy. It has an expansive 
support infrastructure and very good 
documentation. The distro follows a 
nine-month release cycle and each is 
supported for 18 months. Mageia has 
installable live media as well as install-
only DVD images.

Mageia boasts intuitive custom 
tools for managing various aspects of 
the distro. One of the best tools is the 
Mageia Control Center, which has 
modules for managing software, 
hardware peripherals and system 
services. Advanced users can employ 
it to share internet, set up a VPN and 
configure network shares. The distro 
uses the URPMI package management 

system and ships with three official 
repos. The Core repo contains open 
source packages, the Non-free hosts 
proprietary apps and drivers, and the 
Tainted repo includes patent-
encumbered apps. The distro ships 
with several desktop environments, 
and the developers have made sure 
the user experience is consistent 
across all of them.

BEST 
OF 

BREED
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Genus SUSE

I
n 1992 Roland Dyroff, Burchard Steinbild, Hubert 
Mantel and Thomas Fehr founded Software und System 
Entwicklung (Software and Systems Development). 

The company started as a service provider but the 
founders decided to have a distro of their own to cater to 
the enterprise user. The distro was named SUSE, based on 
the acronym of their company. The distro was a stock 
Slackware release translated in German and developed in 
close collaboration with Slackware’s Patrick Volkerding.

For building its very own distribution of Linux, SUSE used 
the now defunct Jurix distribution. Jurix was created by 
Florian La Roche, who subsequently joined the SUSE team 
and began to develop YaST, which is the distro’s unique 
installer and configuration tool. The first SUSE distro that 
included YaST was released in May 1996 (Yast was rewritten 
in 1999, and was included for the first time in SUSE Linux 6.3 
as an installer only).

Over time, SUSE Linux has incorporated many aspects of 
Red Hat Linux, such as its well-respected RPM Package 
Manager. In 1996, the first distribution under the name SUSE 
Linux was published as SUSE Linux 4.2. The confusing jump 
forward in version numbers was an intentional reference and 
homage to the answer to life, the universe and everything, as 
featured in Douglas Adams’ The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy. YaST’s first version number, 0.42, was inspired by the 
same admiration for the author.

Nuga, nuga, nuga, gnu, nui.*

SUSE’s focus has always been on bringing open source to 
enterprise users. It introduced the SUSE Linux Enterprise 
Server in 2001, and changed the company name to SUSE 
Linux. After software and services company Novell acquired 
SUSE Linux in January 2004, the SUSE Linux Professional 
product was released as a 100% open source project and the 
OpenSUSE Project was launched – much like Red Hat did 
with Fedora. The software was always open source and now 
so was the process which enabled developers and users to 
test and evolve it.

Enterprising
The initial stable release from the OpenSUSE Project was 
SUSE Linux 10.0. It included both open source and 
proprietary applications, as well as retail boxed-set editions. 
This was also the first release which treated the Gnome 
desktop environment on a par with SUSE’s default KDE 
desktop. As of version 10.2, the SUSE Linux distribution was 
officially rechristened as OpenSUSE.

In November 2006, Novell signed an agreement with 
Microsoft covering improvement of SUSE’s inter-operability 
with Windows, cross-promotion and marketing of both 
products, and patent cross-licensing. This agreement is 
considered controversial by some of the FOSS community.

Novell was later acquired by The Attachmate Group in 
2011, which then divided Novell and SUSE into two separate 
subsidiary companies. SUSE offers products and services 
around SUSE Linux Enterprise – a commercial offering that is 
based on OpenSUSE Linux.

SUSE develops multiple products for its enterprise 
business line. These products target corporate environments 
and have a longer lifecycle (seven years, extendable to 10), 
a longer development cycle (two to three years), technical 
support and certification by independent hardware and 
software vendors. SUSE Linux Enterprise products are only 
available for sale. There’s also the SUSE Linux Enterprise 
Desktop (SLED) which is a desktop-oriented operating 
system designed for corporate environments. In contrast, 
OpenSUSE does not have separate distributions for servers, 
desktops and tablets, instead using various installation 
patterns for different types of installation.

 The SUSE 
Studio web 
service enables 
you to easily 
put together 
a customised 
OpenSUSE-
based distro.

 OpenSUSE 13.1
OpenSUSE is one of the best RPM-
based distros. It comes in several 
editions for 32-bit and 64-bit 
architectures and also has ports for 
ARM v6, ARM v7, and the 64-bit ARM 
v8. Once known for its KDE desktop, 
OpenSUSE now looks good across all 
the major desktops. Besides KDE and 
Gnome, the distro also features Mate, 
Xfce, Enlightenment, and LXDE. You 

can download the distro either as a 
smaller live installable image or a 
install-only DVD image.

One of OpenSUSE’s hallmarks is the 
distros YaST, which is a setup and 
configuration utility that enables you to 
tweak many different aspects of the 
system. Another popular tool is 
Snapper, which enables you to revert to 
a previously created system snapshot.

The distro serves as the base for the 
SUSE Linux Enterprise products – 
much as Fedora does for RHEL – and 
is suitable for all types of users 
regardless of their skill set. The distro’s 
installer is versatile and offers several 
customisation options. It can be 
navigated by new users and includes 
options to plug the installed system 
into a corporate directory server.

BEST 
OF 

BREED

*http://bit.ly/ChameleonSong
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Genus Slackware

S
lackware has the honour of being the oldest distro 
that’s still actively maintained. It was created by 
Patrick Volkerding and had its first beta release in 

1993. The project aims to create the most Unix-like Linux 
distribution. Slackware was originally derived from 
Softlanding Linux System (SLS), which was the first distro 
to provide TCP/IP and X Windows System in addition to 
the Linux kernel and basic utilities. SLS, however, was very 
buggy and the growing frustration of SLS users prompted 
Volkerding to release an SLS-like distro in July 1993.

Back then, in addition to being hosted on an anonymous 
FTP server at the Minnesota State University Moorhead, the 
distro was offered as 24 3.5-inch floppy disks. By the time 
version 2.1 was released in October 1994, the distro had 
swelled to 73 disks and Version 3 was released on CD-ROM.

The USP of the distro is that it makes very few changes to 
upstream packages. Unlike other distros that aim for a 
particular userbase or a wide variety of users, Slackware 
doesn’t preclude user decisions and doesn’t anticipate use 
cases. The user, therefore, has far greater control on the 
installed system with Slackware than most other distros.

Cut some slack
Unlike other distros, Slackware doesn’t provide a graphical 
installation. It continues to use plain text files and only a small 
set of shell scripts for configuration and administration. The 
distro also doesn’t provide an advanced graphical package 
management tool, relying instead on command line tools 
such as pkgtool, installpkg, upgradepkg, and removepkg. 
However, these native tools can’t resolve dependency issues.

Slackware packages are just plain compressed TAR 
archives. The package contains the files that form part of the 
software being installed, as well as additional metadata files 
for the benefit of the Slackware package manager. As of 
Slackware 12.2, slackpkg has become the official tool for 
installing or upgrading packages automatically through a 
network or over the internet , complementing the traditional 
package tools suite that only operates locally. Slackpkg also 
doesn’t resolve dependencies between packages. 
Traditionally, Slackware only offered a 32-bit release, and 
users had to rely on unofficial ports, such as slamd64 for 

The tortoise distro that’s outlasted many hares.

64-bit releases. Since Slackware 13, a 64-bit variant is also 
available and officially supported. In 2002, Stuart Winter 
started the ARMedslack project, a port of Slackware for ARM. 
In 2009, Volkerding knighted ARMedslack as an official port 
of Slackware. With the release of Slackware 14.0, the project 
has been completely renamed to Slackware ARM.

It might sound surprising, but Slackware is a popular base 
for many distros. The derivatives include expansive desktop 
projects, live distros, security distros etc.

The Slackware project is also missing some of the 
common developer-friendly tools. For example, there’s no 
official bug tracking system. Also, there is no official 
mechanism to become a contributor for Slackware. The final 

decision on what goes into the distribution is made by 
Volkerding – Slackware’s ‘Benevolent Dictator For Life’.

In another departure from the norm, Slackware doesn’t 
follow a fixed release schedule. The objective is to release a 
very stable system and so the project follows a release-when-
ready philosophy, but still aims for one major release a year.

 In addition 
to Slackware-
stable, the 
project also 
provides a 
testing-current 
branch for 
more bleeding-
edge software.

 Salix OS 14.1
Salix OS is one of the best Slackware-
based distros: it’s light, nimble and 
backwards compatible with Slackware. 
One of its salient features is that it 
minimises bloat by having only one 
application per task. The distro 
supports both 32-bit and 64-bit 
architectures and is available in five 
variants for the KDE, Mate, Xfce, 
Openbox, and Ratpoison desktops.

Salix offers three modes of 
installation – Full, Basic and Core. 
The Full option installs everything on 
the installation image; Basic provides a 
barebones system with just the 
graphical desktop and a few essential 
apps and the Slapt package manager; 
the Core option will only install a 
console-based system and is designed 
for users to custom-build their install.

The Full distro includes all the apps 
you’d expect on a desktop distro, and 
is often touted as Slackware with a 
graphical package manager. Its 
package manager, Gslapt, resembles 
the Synaptic package manager and 
also provides all the same functionality. 
Multimedia codecs aren’t supplied out 
of the box, but that can be fixed with 
the distro’s custom Codecs Installer.

BEST 
OF 

BREED

“Unlike other distros, Slackware 
doesn’t preclude user decisions 
and doesn’t anticipate use cases”
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Gentoo Linux
The goal of the Gentoo project was to create a distro without 
pre-compiled binaries that was tuned to the hardware on 
which it was installed. Unlike a binary software distribution, 
the source code is compiled locally according to the user’s 
preferences and is often optimised. It was initially called 
Enoch but Gentoo 1.0 was released in 2002.

Gentoo has the distinction of being one of the most 
configurable distros and appeals to Linux users who want full 
control of the software that’s installed and running on their 
computer. Gentoo users get to create their system from the 
ground up: the distro encourages the user to build a Linux 
kernel tailored to their particular hardware. It allows very fine 
control of which services are installed and running. Memory 
usage can be reduced, compared to other distributions, by 
omitting unnecessary kernel features and services.

This distro is a rolling release and one of its notable 
features is its package management system called Portage. 
If you’ve never used it before, there’s a steep learning curve to 
using Gentoo. Derivatives such as Funtoo can be a good 
starting point if you’re not ready to dive straight in.

Arch Linux
Judd Vinet wanted to create a distro that was inspired by the 
simplicity of Crux, Slackware and BSD and thus created Arch 
Linux in 2002. Arch aims to provide a lightweight foundation 
on which the user can build according to their needs. In 
Vinet’s words: “Arch is what you make it”. A bit like life really.

Evolutionary masterpieces and mavericks.

 Arch Linux is ludicrously customisable, offering all the 
latest packages and no cruft.

The most impressive feature of the Arch distro is the 
Pacman package management tool. Arch is a rolling release 
that can be brought up to date with a single command. 
Installing Arch Linux is an involved process and although it is 
well-documented, it’s still better suited for experienced Linux 
campaigners. However, Manjaro Linux is an Arch derivative 
and is more user-friendly and has a graphical installer.

Tiny Core Linux
If you can’t invest time in creating an Arch or Gentoo 
installation, check out Tiny Core Linux. The distro installs the 
bare minimum software you need to boot into a very minimal 
X desktop. From this point on, you’ve complete control and 
can install apps from online repos or compile them manually.

The distro is a mere 12MB and bundles only a terminal, a 
text editor and an app launcher on top of the lightweight FLWM 
window manager. It has a control panel to manage bootup 
services and configure the launcher, but everything else needs 
to be pulled in from its manager, including the installer if you 
want Tiny Core on your hard disk. The distro also has a 
CorePlus variant, which has additional drivers for wireless 
cards, a remastering tool and internationalisation support.

Puppy Linux
One of our all-time favourites, Puppy Linux had its initial 
release in 2003 and the first stable one in 2005. The distro is 
built from the ground up and its initial goal was to support 

Linux From Scratch
Rather than being a distribution itself, Linux 
From Scratch – popularly called LFS – is a 
freely available set of instructions to create 
your own custom distro from the ground up, 
entirely from source. The project was started in 
1999 when its author, Gerard Beekmans, 
wanted to learn how a Linux distro works 
behind the scenes. While building his system 
from scratch, Beekmans wrote down the steps 
and released it as a HOWTO (pictured, right) 

thinking that there would probably be other 
people who would be interested.

LFS has grown quite a bit from its humble 
start, transforming from a single HOWTO to a 
multi-volume book. It has also spawned various 
sub-projects over time, such as BLFS or 
Beyond LFS which fleshes out the basic LFS 
system, and ALFS or Automated LFS, which is 
designed to help automate the process of 
creating an LFS system.

 Tiny Core Linux is an ickle distro at 12MB. Ah, sweet.
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older hardware that had been rendered useless due to lack 
of support in other distros.

The real power of the distro lies in its plethora of custom 
apps. There are custom apps to block website ads and add 
internet telephony, a podcast grabber, a secure downloader, 
an audio player, a DVD burning app and more. First-time 
users might be intimidated by Puppy’s installer as it has no 
automatic partitioner, and fires up Gparted for you to format 
the disk. But each step in the installer is well-documented 
within the installer itself.

Packages for Puppy Linux are called pets, and have a .pet 
extension. You can install packages using its custom Puppy 
Package Manager tool, and you can configure it to download 
packages from other Puppy repos. The distro includes tools 
which can be used to easily churn out variants. Puppy Linux 
variants are called puplets. Popular puplets are WaryPuppy 
for supporting older hardware, RacyPuppy for newer 
hardware, the Slackware-based SlackoPuppy, and 
PrecisePuppy which is based on the Ubuntu LTS release.

SliTaz GNU/Linux
SliTaz stands for Simple Light Incredible Temporary 
Autonomous Zone and had its first stable release in 2008. 
The distro is built with home-brewed tools known as cookutils 
and uses BusyBox for many of its core functions. The distro 
includes a mixture of the LXDE and OpenBox window 
manager and is designed to perform on hardware with only 
192MB of RAM. The distro weighs under 30MB and uses a 
mere 80MB of hard disk space.

The distro also has a bunch of custom tools such as the 
Tazpkg package manager and SliTazPanel for administering 
all aspects of the distro. SliTaz repos include over 3,000 
packages for every popular open source app and it’s a 
common option for powering low-powered machines.

PCLinuxOS
PCLinuxOS (see Reviews, p19) began life as a repository of 
RPM packages for the Mandrake distro in 2000 and became 
a distro in late 2003 as a branch of Mandrake Linux 9.2. 
Although it retains a similar look and feel to Mandriva Linux, 
and its configuration tool and installer give away its Mandriva 
lineage, PCLinuxOS has diverged significantly.

The distro has replaced Mandrake’s URPMI package 
management system, opting instead for APT-RPM. This is 
based on Debian’s APT but uses RPM packages, together 
with the Synaptic package manager. PCLinuxOS is a KDE 
distro, but also has community spins around the LXDE and 
Mate desktops. LXF

W e’re going to tread on that 
ground, you know, that hallowed 
patch of earth where angels 

fear to tread (and not because a bushy-
bearded Russell Crowe is eyeballing them) 
and attempt to pick an overall distro 
winner. This means we had to pick a 
criteria that allowed for ease of use 
alongside the ability to build in complexity 
for specific use cases and, we admit, the 
result is purely subjective. Don’t agree with 
us? Why not email your top picks for each 
genus on lxf.letters@futurenet.com.

Mageia 4

The community supported distro has everything you want from 
a modern Linux distribution – an active and vibrant user and 
developer community, a well-defined support structure, support 
for multiple desktops and install mechanisms.

OpenSUSE 13.1

Coming in at second place, the OpenSUSE distribution loses out 
because of recent activities of its corporate parent. Also, the 
distro still focuses on introducing changes that make it fit more 
snugly on the corporate desktop, rather than home user.

Korora 20

This is your best bet if you want a RPM-based distribution that 
works out of the box. However, Korora is still essentially a one-
man show and inherits some of the less flattering features of its 
parent distro, Fedora.

1

2

3

TOP 
 DESKTOP

DISTRO

 Puppy Linux has become a handy distro for recovering 
data from PCs and removing malware from Windows.
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The development of 
Firefox OS marked a 
striking change of
direction for Mozilla, 
but highlighted the 
huge worldwide swing 
towards mobile 
devices being used to 

access web content and the internet in 
general. Back in July 2011 a new, exciting 
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Mozilla project was unveiled called ‘Boot to 
Gecko’ and it promised a complete, 
standalone OS that would be capable of 
booting on Android-compatible hardware. 

The philosophy behind the project was 
to make open web standards a competitive 
alternative to the walled gardens of single-
vendor development stacks that were 
being offered from Google’s Android, Apple 
and Microsoft.

Developing an open operating system 
for the world at large is no small task and 
requires a worldwide development effort. 
To help glue these disparate efforts 
together Mozilla has a group of exceptional 
volunteers working in its Release 
Management Team. We spoke to Benjamin 
Kerensa about working for Mozilla, on 
Firefox OS and speaking at OSCON for the 
second year in a row.

Linux Format talks to Benjamin Kerensa  
Mozilla Early Release Feedback Manager on 
the Firefox OS project to see how everyone 
can contribute to the success of a project.

Boot to 
Gecko

Interview
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Linux Format: How did you find your OSCON 
Portland experience this year?
Benjamin Kerensa: This year went really well 
for us, it was very successful reaching out to the 
users and seeing how they're enjoying the 
product we were showing. This was my second 
year talking at OSCON and this was Mozilla's 
first time after a number of years; a return to 
OSCON to exhibit.

LXF: You live in Portland, so that’s handy?
BK: Yeah it’s great to be able to just walk down 
to the conference. Portland is a bit of an open 
source mecca. After all, we have a large number 
of tech companies here. The OSU Open Source 
Labs are just outside of Portland and host a lot 
of open source projects and Linus Torvalds, the 
creator of Linux is here.

LXF: How did you get involved with open 
source projects?
BK: I started out as a contributor to the Ubuntu 
project around four and a half years ago now. 
I started as a contributing developer putting in 
patches for various components: the Linux 
kernel, Git and various other applications that 
shipped with Ubuntu. I then took over the 
documentation project in the Ubuntu 
community, roughly a year after its core 

contributor stepped down and I kind of brought 
it back to life. So for a number of years there I 
contributed both to Ubuntu and upstream to 
Debian and I guess that's where I got my name 
in open source.

LXF: Was this through your day job or your 
personal time?
BK: It's always been dual purpose. There's the 
interest in building up my resume and I'm also 
really passionate about contributing to the open 
source projects as I actually want to use the 
software as well.

LXF: How did this lead to your involvement 
with Mozilla and Firefox OS?
BK: My entry way was that I learnt about the 
http://webfwd.org program run by Pascal 
Finette who used to be with Mozilla and it was a 
technology incubator of sorts, where Mozilla 
would give resources and a lot of expertise to 

different companies that were just starting out 
and usually building an open source product. 
So that's how I got started with Mozilla and it 
blossomed from there, I started getting invovled 
with different things like tech evangelism, public 
speaking and I was asked to do more and more.

LXF: You're a volunteer contributor to Firefox 
OS, how does that work in practice?
BK: Yes, I am and that's always the unique 
problem, as a lot of people don't understand it, 
because of the Mozilla corporation behind it. 
A lot of open source projects have that too but 
it's not as formalised as Mozilla is. So I'm 
currently an Early Release Feedback Manager 
with Mozilla, which is a volunteer position and I 
work off the Firefox Nightly channel where I 
triage a lot of the bugs that happen with nightly 
builds and ensure they're being addressed by 
Mozilla engineers and the various employees 
and volunteers that help Mozilla.

LXF: Your OSCON talk 
was on contributing to 
the project, what would 
your advice be?
BK: The biggest advice I 
have is for people to look 
for bugs, we have a list of 
them that we keep 

regularly updated and I tag them up.
Usually those bugs are so entry level that 

even people with limited technical abilities will 
be able to dive right in and get a patch 
contributed. That's the easiest way to get 
involved and say “I've contributed to the source 
code of Firefox OS.” But there are so many 
different ways that people can help in addition 
to that, whether that's documentation on MDN, 
which is Mozilla's Developer Network (https://
developer.mozilla.org). Then there’s providing 
assistance to people that are using Firefox OS 
on IRC, as we have a lot of new people checking 
out Firefox OS all the time and for the first time. 
Helping them out with questions and stuff like 
that on IRC is always useful.

Actually, using Firefox OS yourself. Being an 
early developer for it, building an app for it. And 
building an app is really easy, it can be done in a 
little as 15 to 20 minutes to make the most 
basic app. So we're always looking for people to 
build new open web content for Firefox OS.

LXF: These options are so often overlooked, 
as everyone has the ability to help in one of 
the ways that you've mentioned.
BK: That's the great thing about Mozilla, in 
addition to its technical ways, we look at trying 
to find so many different ways that as many 
people as possible can contribute to the cause 
and help contribute to things that we're doing – 
and not just to Firefox OS. So if you're a good 
speaker they'll give you training to help you go 
out and talk about what we're doing. If you're 

ON CREATING A MOBILE OS 

“Going from a standalone 
web browser to a mobile  
OS is quite a leap.”
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technically equipped then you might be ready 
to tackle patches or something like that.

LXF: What’s a normal day like, what do you 
find you get up to most and what things are 
rewarding or frustrating?
BK: For me, as a core contributor, my main daily 
contributions are triaging bugs on the Nightly 
Channel. This encompasses looking at the bugs 
and making decisions as to whether they are 
blockers in terms of how they impact our users. 
I then work with various teams to try and get 
them fixed as we move closer to a release.

LXF: Are there any stand-out moments that 
spring to mind that you’ve achieved?
BK: I recently discovered a volume bug on our 
Flame handset in our Nightly Channel and it 
took a bit of testing to reproduce. I did uncover 
some other volume disparities when using 
certain apps and we’re working to fix these.

LXF: You’ve arranged a number of events 
too. Tell us more about those, any advice and 
tips for people planning their own events?
BK: I plan a lot of regional events focusing on 
Firefox OS, privacy and other open source-
related topics and also help co-organise events 
such as Community Leadership Summit (CLS). 
One thing I am really looking forward to is 
hosting a CLSx in Portland closer to the Winter. 
At the previous CLS we launched regional CLSx 
events. I really enjoy the community aspect of 
open source and I find that organizing events is 
a great way to meet fellow contributors.

As far as organising events, my one tip is to 
always plan for plenty of social interaction and 
not just focus on content for your event. By 
setting aside time for social interaction, you 
help build the community.

LXF: A stumbling block for other mobile 
operating systems has been the availability 
of apps on their app stores, how do you see 
growth with Firefox OS?
BK: My point of view is that's going great.  
I'm really optimistic about the growth of the 
marketplace. The basic apps you'd expect  
are there: Facebook, Twitter, email apps, 
calendar apps and things like that. We're also 
getting really cool games like Cut the Rope,  
Fruit Ninja and so there's some popular apps 
coming out now. There's a pretty cool new 
Twitter app that has just come out called 
Macaw, it's akin to TweetDeck or an alternative 
Twitter client, but then we also have the offical 
Twitter app too.

LXF: A sell for app developers is that 
everything is in HTML5, so it makes cross-
platform development easier.
BK: Yes, I remember early on that there was 
SoundCloud who made an app for Firefox OS. 
They talked about how it was something they 
really wanted to do, it made sense and it didn't 
take a lot of time or major investment for them 
to do that either. I think content publishers 
realise how easy it is to turn their specific 
services into an app for Firefox OS, so the bar is 
really low for them to contribute content.

LXF: A target for Mozilla and Firefox OS are 
emerging economies. Are you seeing much 
response from those communities?
BK: From what I've seen online – I've never 
actually travelled to these countries – but the 
videos, the photos the feedback I'm getting is 
they're really enjoying Firefox OS. It seems to be 
doing really well. I see a lot of people in India, 

Latin America and Asia – 
I have a lot of friends all 
over the world – not only 
using Firefox OS but 
contributing apps to it. 
My co-speaker Alex 
Lakatos is out in 
Romania and he's 

contributed pretty heavily to the project.

LXF: What challenges did Mozilla face 
creating an OS rather than a web browser?
BK: Going from a standalone web browser to a 
mobile OS is quite a leap, if that's all you've 
been doing for quite some time. Mozilla had 
other projects like Firebird but this was the first 
time they built an OS. So just going from a 
standalone application to an OS is a big 
challenge and requires a different set of 
resources, but fortunately Mozilla largely had 
that in place. Working with the partners and 
companies that Mozilla does was also a new 
experience and challenge, but that seems to be 
going really with the companies and carriers it’s 

been working with. Moving to a mobile OS using 
the GONK kernel – the lower layer of Firefox OS 
– is Linux, so it was really great to use open 
source to bootstrap  Firefox OS as well.

LXF: What are the major achievements for 
Firefox OS so far?
BK: I think all the countries we've watched so 
far take up Firefox OS, and the number of 
changes that have occurred; it's hard to keep 
track, but the number of countries reached is 
an achievement in and of itself. Also where we're 
going, that the project is still going so well and 
that the product is being received so well. [El 
Salvador was the 16th launch country for 
Firefox OS at the time of writing] I think 
honestly, the biggest achievement is that Firefox 
OS has been so well received by users. Mozilla is 
an institute that doesn't serve investors; it 
doesn't pay out to a board, it serves the users of 
the open web. So if people are receiving it, and 
they like it, and it still has momentum then 
we're winning at the end of the day.

LXF: Looking forward, what are the next 
goals for Firefox OS?
BK: One of the main goals I see is continuing to 
grow the product, there's a roadmap on the wiki 
(http://bit.ly/LXFffos) and there are lot of 
different things that are being done, different 
improvements that are being made to the UI 
and the back-end. That's a continuing cycle to 
make it a better product and I think that's an 
ongoing process and I’ll continue to promote it 
to folks so they make apps for it.

LXF: How long before we see an iPhone/
Nexus rival running Firefox OS?
BK: I couldn't speculate when that might 
actually be, in my personal opinion I use the 
Firefox Flame (http://bit.ly/FirefoxFlame) 
right now, which is the new developer reference 
device. As far as performance, the hardware 
that's there to power Firefox, I think it's just as 
good as the Nexus 5 I used to use. LXF

ON THE FIREFOX FLAME 

“As far as performance, 
I think it’s just as good as 
the Nexus 5 I used to use.”
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6.06 LTS 
Dapper Drake
June 2006
Kernel 2.6.15
Wi-Fi network 
manager, revised 
theme, GUI Ubuntu 
Installer with merged 
Live CD installer.

6.10 
Edgy Eft
October 2006
Kernel 2.6.17
Ubuntu login sound, 
Firefox 2.0, intro of 
Upstart and 
automated  
crash reports.

4.10 
Warty Warthog
October 2004
Kernel 2.6.8
Original release 
available on free 
CDs. Shipped with 
Gnome 2.8 desktop 
and Firefox 0.9.

2004 2005 2006

5.04 
Hoary Hedgehog
April 2005
Kernel 2.6.10
Introduction of an 
Update Manager, 
suspend and hibernate 
support, USB device 
install support.

April 2005
LXF71 - interview with 
Mark Shuttleworth.

  

5.10 
Breezy Badger
October 2005
Kernel 2.6.12
The first appearance of 
the graphical boot 
screen and the Ubuntu 
logo, also included CD 
burning tool.
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Neil Bothwick gets misty-eyed as  
he remembers the time when Ubuntu was 

brown and his beard wasn’t grey.

Ubuntu at 10

T
en years ago, we put a new 
distribution on our cover disc, with 
an odd name and an odder colour 
scheme. That new distro 

was Ubuntu 4.10, codenamed 
with the rather fantastic Warty 
Warthog moniker. 

At first, this looked like just 
another re-spin of Debian, but 
there were some differences. 
The version number, for a start – 
what happened to 0.1? More significantly, 
the distro was released by a company. 
This was pretty unusual because most 
distros were – and still are – the product of a 

geek or two scratching an itch. This one had 
an actual business and some real cash 
behind it. But more important than money, 
the people behind Ubuntu had a plan. It may 

have changed over the years, but there has 
always been an underlying strategy of what 
to do with the distro – not only what to put in 
it. Even so, Ubuntu still didn’t look like the 

opening shot in a bid for world domination, 
but that’s what it turned out to be. Even the 
name was unusual. While there have always 
been some pretty weird distro names, the 

meaning of Ubuntu translates to 
‘humanity to others’.

So let’s look back at some of 
the highlights of the last 10 years. 
If you weren’t around (in a Linux 
sense) at that time, this will give 
you an idea of how Ubuntu 

changed the landscape. Old timers may find 
this article jogs a few memories of when their 
favourite distro launched… handkerchiefs at 
the ready now.

“But more important than 
money, the people behind 
Ubuntu had a plan.”
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In the early days, Ubuntu didn’t 
really do anything new; it took 
existing ideas and methods and 
polished them, giving them a 

slicker look and some publicity. Of course, 
Ubuntu had an advantage over other new 
distros: $10 million in the bank. That may 
sound a lot of money (well, it is) but it’s about 
half of what Mark Shuttleworth would have 
paid for his holiday on Mir. The money gave 
Ubuntu the advantage of a decent 
infrastructure from the start, although other 
distros can get some of that from sponsorship 
and places like Sourceforge. What it gave 
Ubuntu most of all was stability, and although 
it is funded by Canonical, it’s not reliant on 
them. Should Canonical decide to abandon 
Ubuntu, The Ubuntu Foundation has the 
money to keep the distro going and that 
assured longevity has enabled Ubuntu to 
attract the right people. All of these aspects 
have contributed to the distro’s success.

Speedy indeed
The first thing that struck us about Ubuntu – 
apart from the colour – was the ease and 
speed of installation. At the time, most distros 
came with a complex installer that asked you 
all about partitioning, then presented you with 
a list of packages that you had to choose from, 
either individually or in groups, and then spent 
ages installing them. Ubuntu basically asked 
“where do you want me to put it” and then got 
on with it, at speed. As there were no choices 
to make, there wasn’t the lengthy process of 
installing individual packages from RPM or 
Deb files on the disc; Ubuntu simply unpacked 
an archive into your root partition. This meant 
you could be using it less than 20 minutes 

7.04 
Feisty Fawn
April 2007
Kernel 2.6.20
Windows migration 
assistant, 
restricted driver/
codec install, WPA 
Wi-Fi support.

7.10 
Gusty Gibbon
October 2007
Kernel 2.6.22
NTFS support, fast 
user switching, 
Compiz becomes 
default, fast 
desktop search.

after booting the CD. Early releases weren’t 
quite this fast, but still quick and painless to 
install at a time when many distros made it 
look more difficult. For the first few releases, 
the live and install CD were separate; it wasn’t 
until PCLinuxOS showed that it was possible 
to combine the two into one that Ubuntu CDs 
became even easier to use, and you could try 
out the distro while it was installing.

While choice is generally a good thing, and 
many distros embraced it with their installers, 
Ubuntu took the opposite approach. The 
distro contained exactly one of each type of 

 It all started with Ubuntu 4.10 aka Warty Warthog. Had you forgotten how brown it was?

main program: one desktop, one browser, one 
mailer and so on. The user was not offered 
options and they were simply presented with 
a working system that could be changed later. 
Having a single set of defaults meant they 
could concentrate on making the initial 
experience as good as possible, which meant 
that Ubuntu quickly became the Linux for 
non-geeks. Soon, there was a blurring of the 
distinction between Ubuntu and Linux, which 
showed how far Ubuntu was getting into the 
consciousness of those that hadn’t used Linux 
before. We often used to receive letters to the 
Answers pages along the lines of ‘I am using 
Linux 11.04 and…’

Unity? Oh the irony!
The single choice of defaults was great at first 
because Gnome, Firefox and so on gave users 
well-known and familiar software. That all 
changed with the release of Ubuntu 10.10, 
which was the first to feature the Unity 
interface. Instead of the traditional end of 
month launch, 10.10 was released on 10 
October 2010 at 10:10am, to give a release 
date of 101010, or 42 in binary. This was a nod 

2007 2008 2009

8.04 LTS 
Hardy Heron
April 2008
Kernel 2.6.24
PulseAudio, Netbook 
Remix interface, Wubi 
Windows single-file 
install option, Brasero 
disc burner.

8.10 Intrepid Ibex
October 2008
Kernel 2.6.27
Live USB creation tool, 
Dynamic Kernel 
Module support, 
Guest accounts and 
encrypted private 
folders added.

9.04  
Jaunty Jackalope
April 2009, Kernel 2.6.28
New login screen, tablet 
support, new Notify OSD 
system, ARMv7 support.
July 2009 
LXF120 – interview with 
Mark Shuttleworth

9.10  
Karmic Koala
October 2009
Kernel 2.6.31
Ext4 becomes default, 
Ubuntu One arrives, 
Ubuntu Software Center 
introduced. USB 3.0 and 
Grub 2.
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LXF71
“I was incredibly lucky 
during the dotcom boom… I 
kind of need to get rid of 

everything that I’ve acquired. I’m quite 
keen to do that in my lifetime.”
On his reasons for starting Ubuntu
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12.04 LTS
Precise Pangolin
April 2012
Kernel 3.2+
Five-year LTS support, 
Rhythmbox returns, 
HUD arrives, DHCPv6 
support, multi- 
monitor support.

12.10
Quantal Quetzal
October 2012
Kernel 3.5
Unity 2D removed, 
Amazon arrives, web 
app integration, Python 
3, ISO bigger than a 
CD, Firefox 16.

10.04 LTS  
Lucid Lynx
April 2010
Kernel 2.6.32
New theme arrives, 
Plymouth debut, 
Windows controls 
moved, Nvidia support, 
Gimp dropped.

10.10  
Maverick Meerkat
October 2010
Kernel 2.6.35
New Ubuntu font, 
cloud targeted, Unity 
on netbooks, Shotwell 
replaces F-Spot, codec 
install option.

2010 2011 2012

11.04 
Natty Narwhal
April 2011
Kernel 2.6.38
Unity becomes the 
default desktop, 
Banshee music player, 
Firefox 4, LibreOffice, 
OpenStack.

11.10 
Oneiric Ocelot
October 2011
Kernel 3.0
Unity 2D released, 
Gnome 3.0 used,  
auto-hiding UI 
elements, Thunderbird 
7 replaces Evolution.U
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to The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. (As we 
mention the Best Distro 2014 feature, p38, 
SUSE’s first independent release was 4.2 for 
the same reason). Unity was initially only 
included on the Netbook Edition, but became 
the standard desktop for all versions in the 
following release, 11.04.

Gnome 2 was already showing its age and 
Gnome 3 was under development, but Ubuntu 
decided to go its own way. Unity is Gnome 3 
underneath, but it is a replacement for the 
Gnome Shell – not for the whole of Gnome 3. 
However, no distro had been released with 
Gnome 3 at this time and Unity was 
something of a shock to many people. There 
were three main reactions to this. Some 
embraced it and persevered with Unity, which 
was not as slick as it is today. Die-hard Gnome 
2 users ran for the hills in panic at the loss of 
their Gnome application menu button and 
either refused to upgrade or switched distros 
or desktops to something still using Gnome 2 
or something like Xfce. This was also the point 
at which Linux Mint stepped in with its Mate 
desktop and started to acquire Ubuntu users. 
The third group were the KDE users who felt 
both smug and sympathetic, having gone 
through similar growing pains with the switch 
from KDE 3.5 to the KDE 4 series.

Ubuntu may have started life as a re-spin 
of Debian, and it still uses Debian as a base, 
but it has become the basis for an incredible 
number of re-spins itself. Go to http://

distrowatch.com, hit Random Distribution 
and there’s a high chance that the first distro 
that appears is an Ubuntu derivative. Ubuntu 
encourages derivative distros, with a number 
of official versions using different desktops, 
like Xubuntu (Xfce) and Kubuntu (KDE).

Re-spins of re-spins
Until recently, Canonical sponsored Kubuntu 
by employing the two lead developers. 
Although Kubuntu is now sponsored by Blue 
Systems, it remains an official Ubuntu 
derivative. Supported re-spins are not only for 
different desktops; for example, Edubuntu is 
focused on software useful for educational 
institutions. It’s not only financial incentive 

 This is how 
Canonical sold 
itself at the  
2014 Asia Expo.

 Where will we be? Is the future of Ubuntu, 
and computing in general, on mobile devices.

that Ubuntu provides – it also makes it easy to 
create re-spins using the Ubuntu Construction 
Kit (which we use to make the multi-desktop 
mixes for the LXFDVD). With frequent 
updates, a reliable release cycle, up-to-date 
repositories and dependable re-spinning 
software, Ubuntu has become the default 
choice for those wishing to create a custom 
distro, although it has some competition from 
Arch Linux these days.

Ubuntu did something else that no other 
new distro had the financial backing to do: 
it distributed its CDs for free. ISO images were 
available for download, but you could also 
request physical CDs to be sent out to you, 
completely free of charge. It wasn’t the fastest 

LXF71
“This is going to be the era 
of collaboration, and the next 
20 years will define software 

and tools in collaboration.”
On what he’s was working on in 2005
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13.04 
Raring Ringtail
April 2013
Kernel 3.8
Wubi dropped, better 
privacy features,  
new-look exit menus, 
Ubuntu One Sync, 
UI animations.

13.10 
Saucy Salamander
October 2013
Kernel 3.11
Improved Unity 
performance,  
Unity Touch for 
Mobile, Smart Scopes, 
Firefox 24.

2013 2014

April 2014
LXF182 – interview with  
Mark Shuttleworth
14.04 LTS 
Trusty Tahr
April 2014, Kernel 3.13
Integrated menus back, Unity 
Control Center, TRIM, ARMv8 
support, Nexus 7/10 support.

14.10 
Utopic Unicorn
October 2014
Kernel 3.16, Ubuntu Browser,
Systemd, Linux Containers, 
Firefox 32, Gimp will 
return,Thunderbird 31,
10-year milestone passed.
Cake for everyone!

The future…
Mark Shuttleworth continues 
to invest in Ubuntu’s parent 
company Canonical, which 
consistently loses money year 
after year. It’s clear from his 
past interviews, profit isn’t his 
overriding concern, but even 
so there’s still a clear plan for 
Ubuntu and Canonical. That 
plan appears to be very much 
‘cloud’ and business based. 
Shuttleworth is rightly 
boastful that the vast majority 

of cloud deployments are 
based-on Ubuntu. The recent 
launch of Canonical’s ‘Cloud in 
a box’ deployable Ubuntu 
system is another indication 
where it sees things going. 
With Ubuntu Touch soon to 
appear on phones and tablets, 
the glue for this cloud/mobile/
desktop ecosystem remains 
the Ubuntu, and it has evolved 
beautifully over the last ten 
years and it will continue to 

develop in this new age. 
Enabling a seamless 
ecosystem of devices to be 
deployed to businesses and 
users alike. Being able to run 
the identical software on 
multiple devices and in the 
cloud, all sharing the same 
data is very appealing. Ubuntu 
will be at the heart of this, it’s 
just a question of whether 
Canonical can survive. We, 
suspect it will.
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service ever and usually took a few weeks to 
arrive, but for those with limited bandwidth, or 
Linux user groups (LUGs) wanting 
professional-looking CDs for an installfest, 
it was a great service. The ShipIt service, as it 
was called, shut down in April 2011, but you 
can still get DVDs from the Ubuntu Store at a 
reasonable price, especially when buying in 
quantity. Ubuntu showed willingness to use 
alternative approaches right from the start. 
The distro disabled the root account and let 
normal users administer the system with 
sudo; while this drew criticism from the old 
guard who wanted the key to the kingdom, it 
was a sensible move that other distros have 
since followed.

Ubuntu is no stranger to controversy. The 
adoption of Unity was the biggest cause of 
dissent because it had taken away the familiar 
and replaced it with something different – a 
surefire way to grab people’s attention. It 
didn’t help that the early releases of Unity 
contained bugs that made the transition less 
acceptable for some, even though bugs are an 
inevitable feature of new software. Gradually, 
Unity achieved greater acceptance and it 
became more stable and feature-rich. The 
Lenses that enabled the search of users’ 
applications, files and other data were useful 
and popular, until the arrival of the Shopping 
Lens in 12.10, which used queries to search 
Amazon and return results. This caused a 
privacy furore, especially as the feature was 
enabled by default. Since then, Ubuntu has 
anonymised data to and from Amazon and 
then made this feature opt-in.

When Unity first appeared, many surmised 
that Ubuntu was looking at a common 

interface for various types of device. You could 
argue that the name Unity was a pretty big 
clue to this, although it could also be claimed 
that this was more a tie-in with the humanity 
meaning of Ubuntu. 

On to world domination
Doubts disappeared in July 2013 when 
Ubuntu announced a phone on Indiegogo, 
with a funding target of $32 million in 30 days. 
Many thought Ubuntu wouldn’t achieve this 
target, and it did not, but the $12.8 million it 
did hit was the highest achieved by such a 
crowdfunded project. That phone, the Ubuntu 
Edge, never saw the light of day, but the 
attention and response the project generated 
must make it one of the most successful 
failures of all time. And that’s not the last you’ll 
hear of the Ubuntu phone. Although the Edge 
didn’t come about, Ubuntu is pushing ahead 
with its open source phone OS with plans to 

launch handsets later in 2014. Of course, you 
don’t want exactly the same OS on your 
computer and phone because the hardware 
interaction is completely different. It’s for this 
reason that attempts to bring Android to 
computers have been less than spectacular. 
Nevertheless, you do want a familiar 
experience, and it looks as if Unity for the 
desktop and the Ubuntu phone OS will offer 
just that.

In 10 years, Ubuntu has gone from its first 
steps through to an infancy of pleasant 
familiarity, to the rebellious teenager that 
wants to look and act differently from its 
parents. Now, it’s a steadily developing and 
highly popular young adult. Where will it be in 
another 10 years? Getting fat around the 
middle? Hitting a mid-life crisis? Dominating 
the world? Or will older Linux users sigh 
wistfully and say, “Ah, Ubuntu, I remember 
that.” We’ll just have to wait and see. LXF

LXF120
“I love technology, and I 
love economics and I love 
what’s going on in society. 

For me, Ubuntu brings those three 
things together in a unique way.”
On the next 5 years of Ubuntu
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Pi alternatives

Les Pounder explores the myriad of enthusiast 
products available in the hardware hacking world.

T
en years ago if someone had 
asked you to prototype a device 
that could, for example, take a 
photo of anyone stealing biscuits 

from your secret stash (a very important 
project, we feel, for maintaining a happy 
home) or build a robot that 
would follow a line, you’d 
have been hard pressed to 
design and build such a 
device… Well, unless you had 
invested in a degree in 
engineering that is.

How things have changed. The hobby of 
fabricating and designing your own electronic 
projects has exploded in recent times and the 
increasing number of hackers is thanks to the 
Arduino range of boards which were released 

in 2005 and more recently the release of the 
ridiculously popular Raspberry Pi in 2012. 

Arduino-powered robots are now common 
place and their cost is so low now that schools 
use the boards and their accessories to teach 
coding and electronics. The Raspberry Pi with 

its low-cost and massive community of 
zealous makers has gone from strength to 
strength, as educational bodies and even 
industry have embraced the Pi as a popular 
development platform.

To chart the rise of maker culture, we need 
to go back to 2005 and the credit card-sized 
Arduino printed circuit board, which was 
created as a project for students at the 
Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in Italy. The 
original goal was to create a method for artists 

to cost effectively integrate 
electronics into art installations 
and other creative projects, as 
previous development boards 
cost in excess of $100. The 
Arduino was devised by a team 
or researchers, and most 

notably by Massimo Banzi, who is considered 
the lead for the project. Previously, students 
and artists used a BASIC Stamp development 
board, which at the time was not a cost 
effective solution for most students. 

“The hobby of fabricating and 
designing your own electronic 
projects has exploded.”

Pi vs
the world
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The Arduino was created with art students 
in mind as many had little or no programming 
knowledge or any first-hand skill with 
electronics. The Arduino was also Intended to 
be sold at a price that matched a “good meal”, 
giving students a choice to miss a meal but 
learn new and important skills. The first 
Arduino board, which was called simply 
Arduino quickly found its niche among a small 
community of artists.

Over time this market began to grow, 
thanks in part to the merger of the hacker and 
art communities who adopted the boards into 
numerous projects as artists began creating 
installations that included robotics, audio and 
even weather stations from one device.

The Arduino UNO, the most popular board 
in the range, is now seen as the definitive 
micro-controller development platform and 
has organically created a massive community 
of makers and projects.

The Arduino opened up the world of 
programming to artists and creatives thanks 
to being really easy to work with. Largely 
because it provides a more user-friendly layer 
between the raw hardware and the user, 
which enables anyone to experiment and 
invent with common components. But the 
Arduino isn’t the only platform of choice: the 
Raspberry Pi, released in 2012, has quickly 

created a passionate and knowledgeable 
community of hackers and makers all keen to 
tinker with the device.

The Raspberry Pi was introduced to 
address the issue of declining computer 
science skills in schools around the UK and 
started life as a device the size of USB flash 
drive and comparable with the Arduino for 
performance. The form factor that we see 
today was realised after a meeting with Pete 
Lomas, who devised the GPIO pins of the Pi. 
Now we see many different types of projects 

 The Arduino Uno is viewed as the definitive micro-controller development platform.

powered by the Pi, from simple traffic lights 
using Scratch to complex robotic projects 
using servos and motor control.

But these two boards are not the only ones 
available, although it might feel that way with 
the amount of coverage that they both 
receive. This feature looks at five alternative 
boards that are on the market now and their 
potential as the base of your next project.

 Over the years we have seen many boards 
introduced, all looking to get a share of the 
market and enable anyone to learn and hack.

does mean you’ll need to use a 
Windows PC as Linux and Mac 
computers aren’t supported.

We tested the Matrix with the stock 
Ubuntu install and it was very snappy 
with only a short delay caused by the 
Unity Dash searching for files, but this 
can be easily rectified in the settings. 
The Matrix was able to act as a desktop 
PC rather well, handling browsing and 
media playback without any fuss. The 
Matrix is a good media centre platform 
with lots of power and connections 
enabling a media centre to be built 
using the Matrix as a starting point.

But where the Matrix is poor is when 
compared to a Raspberry Pi in both 
price and Linux support, and as we 
write this, the Slice Media centre from 
FiveNinjas has smashed its Kickstarter 
target with 16 days left (http://bit.ly/
SliceMediaPlayer), which makes the 
Matrix a less attractive option. LXF

W hile not being the intended 
use of the Raspberry Pi 
originally, making a media 

centre is seen as the ideal starter 
project for most people thanks to the 
work put into the Kodi, formerly XBMC, 
media player and entertainment hub 
software and the OpenELEC software. 

The Matrix ARM mini-PC is a media 
centre with more grunt and is powered 
by a quad-core Coretex-A9 1GHz 
processor with 2GB of DDR3 memory, 
which makes it a much more powerful 
board than the Raspberry Pi.

Connections on the board include 
Gigabit Ethernet, three USB 2.0 ports, 
HDMI, SATA 3 and optical audio output 
courtesy of S/PDIF. The Matrix comes 
with, the now unsupported, Ubuntu 
11.10 installed on the internal 16GB of 
flash storage but this can be changed to 
Android 4.2.2 or a custom version of 
XBMC called Matrix TV. However, this 

Matrix ARM Mini

 The Matrix is a well appointed board 
with connectors located around it’s 
perimeter, including a SATA 3 port.

Verdict

Features 8/10
Performance 8/10
Ease of use 7/10
Value 5/10

Matrix ARM Mini PC

 A good board for those wanting to 
build a media centre, let down by a 
lack of Linux support and a noisy fan.

Rating 7/10

Manufacturer: Tenow International Ltd
Web: http://tbsdtv.com
Price: £100

In a world of tiny, tiny boards is a bigger board really 
better for your media center PC project?

In brief...
 A PC aimed at a 

market between 
the Raspberry Pi 
and full-blown 
desktop PC. The 
Mini comes with 
Ubuntu 11.10 but 
also runs Android 
4.2.2 and a 
custom version of 
the XBMC client.
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All but one of the boards uses a variant of the 
ARM family of processors, which are 
renowned for their low-power consumption 
and operating temperatures. The majority of 
the boards on test use the popular Cortex 
series, ranging from 48MHz to 800MHz. 
ARM processors are generally found in mobile 
devices but are slowly making their way onto 
budget desktop PCs.

The odd one out in this feature is the Intel 
Galileo, which uses an Intel Quark based on a 

Pentium 4 processor. Intel is keen to capitalise 
on the success of maker culture and the 
Arduino, and created a board that’s compliant 
with the Arduino specification, shields made 
for Arduino UNO revision 3 boards and their 
software requirements. The Galileo runs a 
minimal Linux OS and can be used in a similar 
manner as a Raspberry Pi and by extension, 
the VIA VAB-600 (see p55). The biggest issue 
with the Galileo is the operating temperature, 
which can reach a painfully hot temperature 
relatively quickly.

As we dive into a comparison of the 
hardware on offer with these five boards, we’ll 
also explain some of the key protocols and 
circuitry you’ll need to consider when 
choosing which board to use:

 GPIO (General Purpose Input Output) 
Each of the boards have multiple inputs and 
outputs, commonly referred to as pins or 
GPIO. These pins can be used to interface with 
electronic components, breadboards and 
sensors. The Freescale FRDM KL25Z and Intel 

Galileo are pin-
compatible with 
Arduino shields, 
whereas the mbed 
LPC1768 isn’t 
compatible with the 
Arduino layout but can 

be inserted into a breadboard enabling you to 
break out the pins using jumper cables. All of 
the boards here come with features such as: 

 I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) A low-speed 
communication protocol that uses only a few 
pins but connects to many components.

 SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) A fast 
communication protocol used over short 
distances at high speed.

 PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) This is a 
digital way of simulating the granular fine 
control of analogue data.

Rather than be a hardware development 
platform, the VAB-600 is a reference design 
for those looking to prototype in-car 
entertainment packages and medical devices, 
which means it doesn’t come with any 
traditional GPIO pin layouts but has a limited 
series of pins that can be used with external 
components. Surprisingly enough, the VIA 
does support I2C and SPI via two built-in sets 
of pins.

Hardware comparison
Despite having these pins, the VIA is more 
suited to software development than 
hardware and this is further confirmed by the 
Pico ITX form factor chosen for the VIA VAB-
600, which is the second smallest form factor 
for ‘traditional’ motherboards (the first being 
Mobile-ITX). The VAB-600 measures just 
10cm by 7.2cm, has a number of ports around 
it’s perimeter: USB, HDMI and Ethernet, but 
more importantly the board has Mini PCI 
Express enabling expansion boards, such as 
Wi-Fi and SSD hard drives to be used. This 
expandability is part of the appeal of the VIA.

The Matrix ARM Mini PC, in comparison, is 
a dedicated software development platform, 
and has no GPIO pins on the board. The ports 
around the perimeter of the board support 
more traditional media centre applications – it 
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“All but one of the boards 
uses a variant of the ARM 
family of processors.”

similar fashion to the Raspberry Pi, 
albeit in a much reduced fashion.

The Galileo is compatible with the 
programming development and 
peripherals that are designed for the 
Arduino UNO revision 3 board, enabling 
access to the tens of thousands of 
Arduino projects that have already been 
created. To code projects using the 
Galileo a special version of the Arduino 
coding environment is required and this 
can be found via the Ardunio website 
(http://arduino.cc).

The Galileo is a great prototyping 
board with lots of potential thanks to it’s 
Arduino heritage. By choosing to use a 
compatible pin layout and the same 
Arduino language, this board can be 
easily dropped into any Arduino project. 
The biggest downside of the Galileo is 
the heat generated by the Quark 
processor. Be careful as it can get very, 
warm very quickly.  LXF

Arduino boards have historically 
been based on the ATMEL 
ATMega chips, such as the 

ATMega328p in the UNO range. Intel, 
keen to enter the growing maker 
market, created the Galileo project 
using the guidelines set by the Arduino 
brand and has Arduino certification, but 
uses its own Intel Quark X1000 CPU 
running at 400MHz. 

This board also includes 256MB of 
RAM, and while it has the same pin 
layout as traditional Arduino boards, the  
Intel Galileo also supports microSD and 
Ethernet, which helpfully removes the 
need to purchase shields separately. 
A novel feature of the Galileo is that it 
has a PCI Express mini port on the 
underside of the board, which enabling 
interaction with Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GSM 
and even solid state drives. The 
underlying OS is based on the Linux 
kernel and the board can be used in a 

Intel Galileo

 The expansion possibilities of this 
board are fantastic and it’s well 
presented with ports.

Verdict

Features 9/10
Performance 9/10
Ease of use 8/10
Value 8/10

Intel Galileo

 The board is a little fragile and a 
little too warm in use but it is a drop-
in replacement for Arduino boards.

Rating 8/10

Developer: Intel
Web: http://maker.intel.com
Licence: £54

Will this board spark another scientific revolution  
for the Internet of Things?

In brief...
 An Intel-

powered Arduino 
compatible board 
that pulls in all of 
the great work of 
the Arduino 
community into 
the Intel family.
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comes with a built-in SATA 3.0 port, enabling 
the direct connection of SATA hard drives, an 
important feature for a media centre. The 
Matrix also comes with two other media 
centre friendly features: an infrared receiver 
for your remote control and an S/PDIF (Sony/
Philips Digital Interface Format) optical audio 
output for crystal clear surround sound.

Setting up the boards
Each of the boards have their own method of 
being prepared for a project with some easier 
than others. We tested all of them using the 
latest version of Linux Mint 64-bit on a Core 2 
laptop with 4GB of RAM.

The simplest  to setup is the Mbed NXP 
LPC1768, which mounts as a flash storage 
device when connected. No further 
configuration is necessary as the board is 
programmed using the web compiler/
development environment, which creates a 
file ready to be copied to the flash storage.

The Arduino compatible Intel Galileo is the 
next easiest to setup, requiring nothing more 
than downloading the required version of the 
Arduino development environment from the 
official website. An additional step for those 
that don’t already have the standard version 
of the environment is ensuring that your user 
is added to a group called dialout, so that you 

can program the Arduino over USB. However, 
this is straightforward and handled by a pop-
up box when starting the environment for the 
first time.

Next up is the VIA VAB-600 which requires 
downloading a 400MB ZIP archive containing 
the Debian 7 OS as well as drivers for the 
embedded GPU and multimedia applications. 
Installing the OS is relatively easy, requiring 
that the OS image is copied from the archive 
on to a 4GB microSD card or greater in size. 
When inserted into the VIA, the board 
automatically selects the microSD card as the 
boot medium and automatically installs the 
OS from the card, which takes around five 
minutes. The installer, while being ‘bare bones’ 
is helpful and provides information on the 
installation’s progress. At the end of the 
process, the installer helpfully reminds you to 
remove the card from the reader. Once 
rebooted the VAB-600 will be ready for use. 
As it uses LXDE window manager on top of 
the Debian 7 the whole experience is very 
much like a Raspberry Pi, but with 1GB of 
RAM. There are times when the VAB-600 feels 
a little slow, such as when using the Iceweasel 
browser for audio playback, but that’s not the 
expected role for this board – this is meant to 
be used as a multimedia/in-car entertainment 
development board.

 The VIA VAB-600 can feel a little sluggish 
when using Iceweasel for audio playback.
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very similar in structure to the Arduino 
Processing language, so conversion of 
projects and processes from Arduino to 
mbed is relatively straight forward. 
What lets the LPC1768 down is its 
reliance on an online compiler. If you 
lose your internet connection then you 
can’t code. Fortunately, there have been 
recent alternatives, such as Code Red 
LPCXpresso, bought by NXP the 
company behind mbed.  LPCXpresso 
works offline in much the same way as 
the Arduino environment.

The LPC1768 is a worthy alternative 
to the Arduino platform and it already 
has a welcoming and busy community 
of hackers, who are making exciting 
projects using this great piece of 
technology. But its cost is slightly higher 
than an Arduino so this board may be 
seen as a potential research and 
development board rather than a ready-
to-go prototyping platform.  LXF

The mbed boards are a series of 
ARM-powered development 
platforms, and the LPC1768 is 

the most popular board of the lot. 
The LPC1768 uses a Cortex M3 micro-
controller, which can run at up to 
100MHz and has 512KB of storage. It 
also comes with 40 pins of which 32 
can be used in projects. There are six 
analogue inputs, six PWM (Pulse Width 
Modulation) pins for motor control, and 
the board supports I2C and SPI.

Programming the LPC1768 is 
undertaken via the mbed website. By 
creating an account on the website you 
can use the online compiler to create 
the code for your board. Completed 
code is then checked for bugs and 
compiled ready to be downloaded as a 
binary file. You then copy it to the board, 
via USB mass storage.

 The LPC1768 uses the C/C++ 
language which for Arduino hackers is 

mbed NXP LPC1768

 Uses an application board which 
breaks out Ethernet, USB, LCD screen 
and temperature sensor for projects.

Verdict

Features 9/10
Performance 7/10
Ease of use 7/10
Value 7/10

mbed NXP LPC1768

 A good alternative to the Arduino 
with a logical pin layout, but let down 
by reliance on an online compiler.

Rating 8/10

Developer: mbed
Web: http://mbed.org
Licence: £50

Is programming a development board via a web 
interface really a good idea?

In brief...
 Powered by an 

ARM chip and 
using an online 
development 
environment. 
The mbed uses a 
language similar 
to the Arduino 
enabling projects 
to be migrated.
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Our fourth board is the Freescale FRDM 
KL25Z, an extremely capable board but it’s 
Linux compatibility is problematic. Out of the 
box, the KL25Z should automatically appear 
as a USB mass storage device, but this 
doesn’t work with Linux and requires a 
firmware update that can only be done via 
Windows. This issue has been relayed to the 
development team and should hopefully get 
resolved soon. With the firmware updated, the 
KL25Z worked well with Linux as it uses the 

same development environment as the Mbed 
and the same manner of copying a project file 
to the mass storage. 

Last on our list is the Matrix ARM Mini PC, 
which comes pre-loaded with Ubuntu 11.10 
and can have Android 4.2 or Matrix TV, it’s 
own version of Kodi (formerly XBMC). The 
image files for these different OSes can be 
downloaded from the website, but to install 
them, you are required to use a Windows-only 
installation tool, which sadly wouldn’t work 

with Wine. It’s sad to see such a powerful 
device with such potential, supporting open 
source software but not providing a Linux tool.

The code the boards
The programming support splits our five 
boards into three groups: Those that use the 
Arduino language, those which use C/C++ 
and those which are language agnostic.

Being an Arduino board, the Intel Galileo 
obviously uses Arduino’s Processing language. 
But rather than using the version that’s 
provided with your package manager, it 
requires a special version that has been 
configured to use the Galileo.

The mbed LPC1768 and the Freescale 
FRDM KL25Z are both programmed using the 
online mbed development environment, which 
means they both use the C/C++ language to 
great effect. C/C++ is similar to the Arduino 
language, and the logic used in both can be 
easily ported between both platforms. 
C-based languages are a natural fit to 
prototyping boards due to their efficient file 
size given that the flash storage on these 
devices is rather small and is measured in 
mere kilobytes. Finally, the Matrix and VAB-
600 can be used with any programming 
language as both of these devices are 
basically full Linux computers. LXF

 The Freescale FRDM KL25Z uses the same online development environment as the mbed.
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compiling and then downloading the 
binary file. The language used to 
program the KL25Z is C/C++ and is 
very familiar for those used to the 
Arduino Processing language, enabling 
easy porting of past and future projects 
across platforms.

The main issue, beyond the online 
aspect of the compiler, with the KL25Z 
is problematic Linux compatibility. For 
the review we used Linux Mint 17 and 
the USB drivers from the Freescale 
website. Unfortunately, the KL25Z was 
not mountable as a flash drive. After 
some research it turns out that the 
latest version of the firmware must be 
used, and the only way to perform the 
update is via a Windows machine. Once 
this update is complete, however, the 
Freescale is detected and mountable by 
Linux Mint, which means the compiled 
test code can be copied to the flash 
storage and performed as usual. LXF

The Freescale FRDM 
(pronounced Freedom) KL25Z 
is a low-cost prototyping board 

which is pitched squarely at the Arduino 
community. Powered by an ARM Cortex 
M0 running at 48MHz and with 128KB 
of flash memory, the KL25Z is a full 
featured platform for exploration. 

The KL25Z comes with 32 GPIO pins 
that are cleverly compatible with the 
Arduino UNO revision 3 layout. 
The KL25Z also comes with a built-in 
accelerometer and a capacitive touch 
sensor at the far end of the board, 
which are components that are usually 
an extra purchase for the Arduino.

The Arduino compatibility is a smart 
move, and this extends to the choice of 
development environment which is the 
mbed online compiler similar to the 
LPC1768 also in this feature. Creating a 
project via the online compiler is 
relatively straightforward as is 

Freescale FRDM KL25Z

 The Freescale FRDM KL25Z comes 
with a built-in accelerometer and 
capacitive touch sensor.

Verdict

Features 9/10
Performance 7/10
Ease of use 5/10
Value 10/10

Freescale FRDM KL25Z

 A good Arduino replace for your 
next project. We just wish that it 
worked with Linux out of the box.

Rating 7/10

Developer: Freescale
Web: www.freescale.com
Licence: £11

Another low-cost alternative to the Arduino, but does 
the price drop lead to noticeable compromises?

In brief...
 A cheap 

development 
board that will 
work with Arduino 
shields and 
comes with two 
input methods 
as standard.
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Winning boards

complements the touch supported via 
the mini HDMI port.

To expand the selection of ports on 
the standard board, VIA has included a 
daughter board that  provides you with 
a dedicated power button, two USB 2.0 
ports , an infrared receiver and a 
headphone and microphone jack.

The VIA board isn’t a hardware 
development device in the same vein as 
the LPC1768 or Arduino, as it’s more of 
a reference design to see what’s 
possible.  But the choice of Debian 7 as 
the operating system is a clear 
indication that VIA are looking for a solid 
and relatively light embedded OS

Those enthusiasts who are looking 
to work on a more software focused 
embedded project would do well to look 
at the VIA VAB-600. It’s small, energy 
efficient and secure, which are all 
important aspects for in-car appliances 
but also for many other uses. LXF

The evolution of in-car 
entertainment has come a long 
way since the humble car 

stereo. Drivers now expect satnav, DAB 
radio, 1080p video playback and even 
Facebook integration to while away the 
hours when stuck in traffic on the M25.
The VAB-600 from VIA, then, is a Pico 
ITX board that’s designed for use in the 
cramped confines of a car dashboard or 
other embedded system. It’s powered 
by a 800MHz Cortex A9 processor 
accompanied by 1GB of DDR3 RAM and 
a dedicated 2D/3D graphics processor, 
which means the VIA has enough grunt 
to handle most multimedia tasks.

Looking around the board there are 
the basic ports: a mini-HDMI port, 
10/100 Ethernet, two mini-USB ports 
and a micro SD card reader. The VAB-
600 uses Debian 7 as it’s main OS but 
you can easily replace that with an 
install of Android 4.2 which 

VIA VAB 600 Pico ITX

 The VIA VAB-600 offers an 
incredibly small-form factor for what 
is a full media centre PC.

Verdict

Features 8/10
Performance 7/10
Ease of use 7/10
Value 8/10

VIA VAB 600 Pico ITX

 A great embedded system platform 
for those looking to prototype in-car or 
small system projects.

Rating 8/10

Developer: VIA
Web: www.viaembedded.com
Licence: £60

Designed for your car but with a choice of Android or 
Debian, a world of possibilities await.

In brief...
 A small-form 

factor ARM 
powered PC for 
use in the in car 
entertainment 
and information 
industries.

The Galileo comes with a lot of functionality out 
of the box, for example the Ethernet 
connectivity. Add in the mini PCI Express 
expansion slot for Wi-Fi and SSD and the 
Galileo becomes an attractive alternative.

The VAB-600 may have more RAM than a Pi, 
but what it comes down to is price. At £61, the 
VAB-600 is much more than a Pi and for little 
extra benefit. Both can handle 1080p video, 
but the Pi clinches it with it’s price and size.

The mbed is a very efficient board with great 
scope for different projects and a supportive 
community, but the cost of the board versus 
the Arduino only makes it worth buying if you’re 
interested in learning more about this platform.

The Matrix is a great platform for a media 
centre with it’s S/PDIF and SATA3 port, but 
Kodi (XBMC) for the Raspberry Pi has come a 
long way recently and adding an external USB 
drive to a Pi is a trivial task for most.

Based on the previous review you might be 
wondering why the KL25Z wins since it use the 
same dev environment as the mbed. Well, the 
difference is that it’s £11 and the onboard 
functionality make it an exciting purchase.

Intel Galileo 
vs Arduino UNO

VIA VAB-600 
vs Raspberry Pi

mbed NXP LPC1768 
vs Arduino UNO

Matrix ARM Mini 
vs Raspberry Pi 

Freescale FRDM KL25Z 
vs Arduino UNO 

 VS  VS

 VS

 VS

 VS

Winner Winner

Winner Winner

Winner

In this feature, we’ve examined a range of 
board that offer an alternative to the two 
most popular development boards on the 
market. But if we were to put them head 
to head who would come out on top?
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Dr Brown’s
Administeria

Dr Chris Brown
The Doctor provides Linux training, authoring 
and consultancy. He finds his PhD in particle 
physics to be of no help in this work at all.

Cookies essentially enable a user to 
explicitly say "Hi, it's me again" when 
they re-visit a website. Slightly more 

insidious are the third-party cookies that track 
a user's movements between sites. Of course, 
you can turn cookies off in your browser, but 
most modern websites won't work properly if 
you do. And even with cookies disabled, sites 
won't be able to identify you with 100% 
certainty, but they’ll still have a darn good try.

One astoundingly successful trick is to 
compute a fingerprint of your browser by 
gathering freely offered information like the 
User Agent string, the list of browser plug-ins, 
the list of installed fonts, the time zone, and so 
on. In information theory terms, each of these 
contributes a few bits of entropy and taken 
together they can add up to 30 bits or more, 
resulting in a fingerprint that’s, more often than 
not, unique. A project run by the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation shows convincing evidence 
of this. If you don't believe me, head over to 
http://panopticlick.eff.org and click the 
TEST ME button. Using what I thought might 
be a common combination of browser and OS, 
(Internet Explorer 10 on Windows 7) I received 

the result "Your browser fingerprint appears to 
be unique among the 4,449,076 tested so far". 
The report also shows how much entropy each 
feature test generates (pictured below). There's 
a paper at http://bit.ly/PanopticlickReport 
if you want the detailed results.

The paper also mentions other probes that 
the project didn’t implement, and which would 
presumably increase the likelihood of unique 
detection even further – things like TCP/IP 
stack fingerprinting, Microsoft's Active X and 
Silverlight APIs, the order in which browsers 
send HTTP headers, and "a wide range of 
subtle Javascript behavioural tests".

Esoteric system administration goodness from  
the impenetrable bowels of the server room.

Learn why our desire to remain anonymous on the 
web is at odds with our tendency to be unique.

I 
thought it would be fitting to pay tribute 
to Andy Tanenbaum. No, he hasn't died 
– but he is about to retire after 43 years 

at the Vrije University of Amsterdam, a nice 
steady career if ever there was one. Why is 
Tanenbaum worthy of mention in a Linux 
magazine? Well, it was Minix, (see Tutorials 
in LXF192) the OS he wrote as a teaching 
aid for his students, that inspired Linus 
Torvalds to save up for a PC to run it on, and 
which then became a role model for Linux. 
His books have been inspirational too. In 
Just for Fun – The Story of an Accidental 
Revolutionary, Linus writes "Everybody has 
a book that has changed his or her life ... the 
book that launched me to new heights was 
Operating Systems: Design and 
Implementation by Andrew Tanenbaum.

I have a copy of his Modern Operating 
Systems book. I must admit I haven't 
opened it in a while but I remember coming 
out the other end of it feeling that I could 
write my own OS, if only I had the time.

Tanenbaum has been quite outspoken 
against the design of the Linux kernel and 
got into a rather, er, robust discussion with 
Linus about the benefit of microkernels. 
(See http://bit.ly/LinuxIsObsolete for 
the original debate and http://bit.ly/
ReliableOS for a follow-up.) Skiing rather 
off-piste from his day job as a Professor of 
Computer Science, Tanenbaum also runs 
the website http://electoral-vote.com 
where you'll find US electoral statistics and 
predictions, and political comment. 

I doubt that Andy reads this column but 
I wish him a long and happy retirement.
chris.linuxformat@gmail.com.

Browser fingerprinting

Andy Tanenbaum

 This details my browser’s fingerprint 
entropy, broken down by feature. This one is 
from Firefox 31.0 on Ubuntu 14.04

What's in a name?
If you were wondering about the name 
‘panopticlick’, a panopticon is a circular building 
with ‘cells’ around the perimeter and a central 
observation point in the middle, enabling a 
single watchman to observe all the inmates. 

The design was intended to provide central 
surveillance in institutions such as prisons, 
hospitals, schools and asylums. In Greek 
mythology, Panoptes was a giant with a 
hundred eyes.

Browser
characteristic

bits of 
identifying 
information

one in x 
browsers have 
this value

User Agent 10.65 1607.94

HTTP_ACCEPT 
Headers

4.09 17.02

Browser Plugin 
Details

14.65 25717.79

Time Zone 2.65 6.28

Screen Size and 
Color Depth

8.99 506.97

System Fonts 2.57 5.93

Are Cookies 
Enabled?

0.43 1.35

Limited 
Supercookie 
Test

0.91 1.88
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User

‘X11’ protocol

Window
Manager

Other graphical 
applications

X server

Graphics Adaptor

setting (rarely seen in the wild) might look like this:
DISPLAY=saturn:0.1

which would tell the X client to connect to the machine saturn 
(you could also use an IP address here) and use screen 
number 1 on display number 0. 

Using DISPLAY
A ‘display’ basically means a keyboard, mouse and one or 
more screens, which amounts to somewhere that a person 
could sit and work. All the computers that I've ever seen (and 
all the high-end workstations too, come to that) have only had 
one display in this sense of the word (and I don’t mean one 
physical monitor). And most displays only have one screen, 
numbered zero. If you miss off the screen number it defaults 
to zero:
DISPLAY=saturn:0

and if you miss off the host name as well, you end up with
DISPLAY=:0

which tells the X client to connect to the server on the local 
machine, which is the most common setting for this variable.

When the connection is to the local machine it will use a 
UNIX domain socket. (typically /tmp/.X11-unix/X0). When 

Learn how to separate an application from its user interface using the  
client/server architecture of the X Window system.

The Joy of X

 X windows 
applications 
(clients) connect 
to a local X 
server to display 
their results 
and access their 
graphical UI.

I n recent issues of Linux Format I've been looking at 
interoperability between Linux and Windows. In particular, 
last month I looked at VNC as a way to access a remote 

desktop. This month I want to look at an oft-ignored feature of 
the X windows system which provides a quite different 
approach to accessing remote graphical applications, 
including entire remote desktops: I'm referring to its client-
server architecture.

In the Linux world, all graphical applications use the X 
Window System. The applications themselves (that’s 
anything from a four-function calculator to a file manager or 
web browser) are the clients. Each client connects to an X 
server to obtain access to the screen, keyboard and mouse 
they need for their user interface. The protocol that the client 
and server use to communicate is called simply ‘the X 
protocol’ (and yes, it sounds a lot like the title of a suitably 
dramatic apocalyptic 1970's sci-fi movie). The server runs 
locally (on the machine you're sitting at), the client can be 
local or remote.

Dude, where’s my server?
It's common for people to puzzle over this arrangement 
because they're used to the idea that in a client/server 
relationship, the server is the remote piece (the web server, 
the mail server and so on) and the client is the local piece. 
Here it's the other way round. The server is always local; it's 
the client that may be remote. But if you think for a moment 
what the service actually is, it makes sense – the service is 
intended to provide access to the user's bitmapped screen, 
keyboard and mouse.

The X windows system started life in 1984 at MIT. The 
protocol version proceeded smartly from X1 (in 1984) to X11 
(1987) where it has been stuck ever since. Since then we've 
had X11R2, X11R3, and on up to X11R7.7 which is where we are 
now. Right from the start one of the guiding design principles 
was to provide "mechanism not policy", which means that X 
doesn’t dictate a specific window manager or a specific look 
and feel for the applications themselves. Although it is 
possible in principle for a graphical application (an X client) to 
explicitly assemble the X11 protocol messages to send to the 
server, no-one writes code at this level; the Xlib library (dating 
from 1985) is used to encapsulate the X11 protocol. Layered 
on top of that, a number of ‘toolkit libraries’ emerged: GTK+, 
Qt, Motif, OpenLook and so on. These libraries define the 
appearance of the various user controls, and when 
programming at this level a certain interface style does begin 
to assert itself. The choice of window manager (Gnome, KDE, 
Xfce, Unity, etc) affects the look and feel more substantially, 
and their relative merits are hotly debated. But as far as the X 
server is concerned they're all just clients. Remember, X 
provides mechanism, not policy.

The details of toolkit libraries and window managers are 
not really relevant to our story this month. Just understand 
that a graphical application (an X client) connects to an X 
server in order to access its user interface. To figure out which 
X server to connect to, an X client consults an important 
environment variable called DISPLAY. A full-blown DISPLAY 

X servers through the ages
The first implementation of X on PCs 
was called X386, which dates from 1991 
and was originally free. But it soon 
made the transition to a commercial 
product, which prompted the start of 
the XFree86 project in 1992. Its name 
was a pun (of a sort) on the name X386. 
XFree86 remained the favourite X 
server for Linux up until 2004, when 

changes to the project's licence meant 
that the Free Software Foundation 
decided it was no longer compatible 
with the GPL. Most linux distributors 
baulked at this and moved to X.org (a 
fork from the XFree86 project from 
before the licence change). X.org 
remains the currently dominant X 
server in the Linux world.
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User
DISPLAY environment 
variable tells x client 
where to find the server

Graphical
Application

(X client)
X server

Graphics 
Adaptor

X protocol

the connection is to a remote machine it will use a TCP 
socket, usually on port 6000. Additional displays use ports 
6001, 6002 and so on.

My mission this month (which may or may not self-
destruct in five seconds) is to run an X client application on 
my Ubuntu box and display its user interface on my CentOS 
box. The Ubuntu machine has an IP address of 192.168.1.65 
and the CentOS machine is at 192.168.1.201. Hopefully, you'll 
be able to follow along on your own (virtual) machines, but if 
not, treat it as a thought experiment, like that thing 
Schrödinger did with his cat.

Some configuration tweaks are needed at the CentOS 
end. First, it's likely that your X server is configured to not 
listen for TCP connections. To verify this, try:
# ps -ef | grep Xorg

where you will probably see the command-line option 
-nolisten. Similarly, the command:
# lsof -i TCP:6000

will probably draw a blank.
To enable TCP connections to your X server, Mr. Google 

tells me that I need to edit /etc/gdm/custom.conf and 
under the [Security] section add the line:
DisallowTCP=false

Then reboot. Now repeat the ps and lsof commands you 
tried earlier. This time the ps command shouldn’t show a 
-nolisten flag, but the output from lsof should report that 
Xorg is listening on the X11 port (6000).

If this looks OK, the next thing is to open port 6000 in the 
firewall on the CentOS box. If you use the graphical firewall 
configuration tool system-config-firewall that's provided by 
CentOS/RedHat you'll discover that port 6000 is not in the 
standard list of services so you'll need to select the Other 
Ports tab to add it.

Finally, you'll need to either turn off the access control to 
the X server completely, which you can do with:
# xhost +

which will enable any client to connect, or (better) just enable 
access from the Ubuntu box:
# xhost +192.168.1.65

At this point, you should be able to walk over to the 
Ubuntu box, set the DISPLAY environment variable to point to 
your CentOS X server, and run an X client (I chose gnome-
calculator):
$ export DISPLAY=192.168.1.201:0.0
$ gnome-calculator 

Running Calculator remotely
And lo! ... the calculator is running on the Ubuntu box, but its 
user interface is on CentOS. Now, of course, having an 
application's user interface running on a machine that's not 
the one you're sitting in front of is not ideal, so let's take 
things a step further. From here on I'm assuming that you 
have a secure shell daemon (sshd) running on your Ubuntu 
box, and an SSH client installed on your CentOS box.

So all you need to do is walk back over to the CentOS box, 
perform an SSH login to Ubuntu then run the X client with the 
user interface back at the CentOS end. The dialogue will look 
something like this:
$ ssh chris@192.168.1.65

and supply the password for chris on Ubuntu and we’re now 
on the Ubuntu system:
$ export DISPLAY=192.168.1.201:0.0
$ gnome-calculator

At this point we should have our calculator running on 
Ubuntu with its user interface on CentOS.

Now, of course, gnome-calculator is a toy example of what 
can be achieved. But lets imagine replacing the calculator 
with a weather simulation program or the software that's 
rendering the 3D version of Avatar 2, or something else that 
burns unimaginable numbers of CPU cycles, and then 
imagine replacing that basic Ubuntu box with the 
supercomputer that's thrumming away behind locked doors 
in the basement. Hopefully that will give you a greater 
understanding of how useful and powerful the ability of X 
windows to separate application from user interface can be.

Running remote X clients in this way has a couple of 
disadvantages. First, as we've seen, it's a little tedious to set 
up. Second, you need to open an additional port (6000) in 
the firewall. Third, and most important, it's potentially 
insecure, because the X11 protocol traffic crosses the network 
unencrypted, making it possible to eavesdrop on the 
application or even inject malicious keyboard and mouse 
events into it.

Secure shell to the rescue 
This is where SSH comes to the rescue. As you probably 
know, SSH sets up a secure encrypted channel between two 
machines. It’s primary purpose is to support a command line 
login, but it can also be used to tunnel X11 traffic. This is 
remarkably easy to set up. First, you need to make sure that 
X11 forwarding is enabled on the machine where you want to 
run the application (in my case on the Ubuntu machine). 
Verify that you see the line:
X11Forwarding  yes
in /etc/ssh/sshd_config.

Now on the Centos box, simply run the command:
$ ssh -X 192.168.1.65 gnome-calculator

Why X?
Single-letter names are popular in 
computer circles, though the name 
space is limited, to be sure. According 
to Wikipedia there a programming 
languages named B, C, D, E, F, G, J, K, L, 
Q, R, S, and T. Just as the language C 

derives from the earlier language B, 
so X derives its name from an earlier 
windowing system called W, which 
originated at Stanford University 
around 1983, and ran on an microkernel 
operating system called, er, V.

network

 Using X, the applications can be remote from the user interface. The down-
side is that communication traverses the network unencrypted.
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The Full Monty
Taking the idea of running 
graphical applications to 
the extreme, you can run 
the entire desktop in this 
way. On my CentOS 
system, for example, the 
command gnome-
session will start a new 
desktop session. So from 
my Windows desktop, 
using Mobaxterm again, 

the command:
$ ssh 192.168.1.201 

gnome-session
will start a full gnome 
desktop. Magic! Years ago 
I taught a course at the 
Land Registry down in 
Plymouth. They were 
using a single high-end 
Sun workstation to 
provide separate Unix 

graphical desktops to 
about a dozen user, each 
of whom was running an 
X server on the Windows 
PC sitting on their 
desktop. Interestingly, the 
12-user limit came from 
running out of memory 
on the Sun machine 
rather than running out of 
CPU cycles.

The magic -X option enables forwarding of X11 traffic, 
and you should see the calculator on your CentOS desktop. 
How does this work? A little judicious poking around reveals 
what's going on behind the scenes. On Ubuntu, run:
$ sudo lsof -i | grep 6010
sshd       1459 chris    9u  IPv4 154241      0t0  TCP  
localhost:6010 (LISTEN)
sshd       1459 chris   10u  IPv4 154280      0t0  TCP 
localhost:6010->localhost:48291 (ESTABLISHED)
gnome-cal  1460 chris    6u  IPv4 154278      0t0  TCP 
localhost:48291->localhost:6010 (ESTABLISHED)

Notice port 6010 is listening for connections and is also 
connected to port 48291 which is owned by process 1460, 
running gnome-calculator. So why has gnome-calculator 
connected to TCP port 6010 as its X server? Let's look at the 
environment of that process:
$ cat /proc/1460/environ

This output is a bit hard to read (mostly because there 
are no line breaks) but if you look carefully you will spot 
the definition:
DISPLAY=localhost:10.0

So there's the magic. The sshd daemon is listening on port 
6010, pretending to be an X server. It has also set the 
DISPLAY variable for the gnome-calculator process to 
connect to display number 10 on localhost – that is, to port 
6010. The sshd daemon sends the X traffic back to the SSH 
client on the CentOS system, which then forwards it to its 
local X server. You don't need to concern yourself with 
modifying the X server's configuration on CentOS to make 
this work; it can run with the -nolisten option enabled. 
And you don't need to open any extra ports in the firewall. 
Plus, as an extra (but important) bonus, the traffic is 
encrypted. This is one of those rare but happy occasions 
where you get both more security and more convenience – 
usually you're trading off one against the other.

It doesn't have to be Linux…
So far I've demonstrated the client/server nature of the X 
window system by using Linux for both the client and the 
server. However, there are plenty of X server implementations 
around for Windows. As I mentioned last month, Xming 
seems popular, and there's an X server included in the 
Cygwin toolkit. There are also commercial implementations 
such as Exceed and X-Win32. But a windows app called 
Mobaxterm has recently taken my fancy. Mobaxterm is a bit 
like Cygwin, providing a Linux-like command-line experience 

on Windows and a Linux-like view of the WIndows file system. 
But the emphasis in MobaXterm is on remote access tools. 
It supports SSH, Telnet, rsh, VNC, and FTP, among others. 
An X11 server is included, and X11 forwarding is enabled by 
default. In the screenshot (pictured below), I'm running a 
remote X application (gcalctool) on my CentOS system and 
displaying the user interface back on Windows. Assuming 
that SSH logins are working, this requires no additional set 
up. In fact, running X applications remotely using SSH 
forwarding is as easy as falling off a log. (Though I have often 
thought that our instinct for self-preservation would make the 
act of deliberately falling off a log quite difficult – I might test 
this out for next month.)  LXF

 SSH enables 
remote X 
applications to 
access a local 
user interface 
using a secure 
encrypted tunnel. 

 A nicely turned-out little application, Mobaxterm supports a variety of remote 
access protocols and makes ssh forwarding of X windows a breeze.
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Richard Smedley
continues his search for the best FOSS 
software while on his hols, filing a fresh 
batch with a melting ice cream cone in 
one hand and a laptop in the other.

“Handy for logging in to 
a non-technical user’s 
desktop to help them.”

 There's no GUI config, but you only need to enter a 
couple of username and client details in a text file.

Remote access to your desktop 
is great, but a VNC or RDP 
client isn't always going to be 

available everywhere particularly if 
you're on a borrowed phone or tablet.

Enter the colourfully-named 
Guacamole, which lets you dip into the 
remote desktop experience via any 
recent web browser. As many distros 
lag behind in their Guacamole packages, 
we built from source – no, not avocados, 
wine vinegar and flaked chillis (you just 
knew there'd be a pun in their 
somewhere, didn't you?).

First install Tomcat7 from your 
repositories, then get the tar.gz 
packages for guacamole-server and 

Guacamole
either guacamole-client, or the ready-
built .war file. The guacamole-server 
package includes a proxy, guacd, to 
translate between a set of JavaScript-
friendly protocols, and the VNC and 
RDP binary protocols at the back-end.

You probably have the (fairly 
minimal) dependencies, except the 
OSSP UUID library, but you may need 
to update most of them to recent 
versions – as we did. You can check the 

manual or wait for ./configure to tell 
you what's missing.

The output of ./configure will tell 
you which protocols on your system 
Guacamole is happy with – VNC was all 
we wanted – then run the usual make 
&& sudo make install, after which 
sudo ldconfig will update the libraries.

Home and away
After moving the .war package to  
/var/lib/tomcat7/webapps where 
Tomcat will find it, and the guacamole.
properties where it can be found (plus 
a little more configuration documented 
in the manual) we were ready to go. 

There's still a lot to be gained from 
older versions if you don't fancy 
building it yourself, and want to try 
Guacamole now before your distro has 
the latest version. You'll also miss out 
on the pain we experienced when we 
misnamed the .war file while moving it 
to the Tomcat directory (yes, we should 
have read the docs properly).

Install done, we went to http://
localhost:8080/guacamole and there 
was our desktop. Accessing from a 
remote machine gave as reasonable a 
remote desktop experience as we've 
had from other solutions. We used 
x11vnc, which enables sharing of the 
screen – handy for logging in to a  
non-technical user's desktop to help 
them out with a problem.

Version: 0.9.2 Web: http://guac-dev.org

Guacamole  Dr.Geo  Zurmo  KPhotoAlbum  SWI-Prolog  
CMake  QMMP  Fame  8bit Banditos  Weechat  BirdFont

Web-based remote desktop

Exploring the Guacamole interface

Well-documented
The manual is comprehensive, 
but if that’s not enough the 
troubleshooting section and 
the discussion forum on 
SourceForge should get you 
out of trouble.

Via web
A desktop in a browser – 
Guacamole lets you connect 
from anywhere without client 
software, translating VNC and 
RDP to a JavaScript interface.

Config
Building and configuring are 
non-trivial, but by no means 
arduous. This is server 
software that any Linux 
desktop user should try.

Tomcat
Guacamole runs on Tomcat, and you 
need to install the files where Tomcat 
can find them, but it isn’t anymore 
complicated than that.

Desktop sharing
You need to run a remote desktop 
solution (such as aVNC server) and 
x11vnc will enable you to share access 
to keyboard and screen.

The best new open source 
software on the planet
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This nearly earned a place in the 
games section as Dr.Geo’s often 
included as edutainment in 

some education-oriented distros (and 
was part of the Sugar XO bundle for the 
OLPC). It’s fun but it's also a serious 
tool, and after a short hike up the 
learning curve you'll be making 
interactive geometric sketches.

But before getting to grips with 
sketching, there’s the install, which is 
straightforward – as you'd expect from 
a mature product with a broadly 
education-based audience. If you don't 
have the latest package in your distro's 
repository, there's a zipped package of 
binaries available, alternatively the 
source code is available on Launchpad. 
Dr.Geo also runs well on tablets and can 
be downloaded from both the Google 
Play Store and the Apple App Store.

When you start the app, you're faced 
with a blank canvas and it’s a case of 
clicking on the first button in the 

Customer Relations 
Management (CRM) is 
something many small 

businesses and charities neglect, but 
really they need to capture those 
contacts into something that helps 
keep track of customer interactions

Zurmo certainly has all of the 
standard features that are needed, like 
campaign and product management, 
custom reporting, and alerts.

Installation is fairly standard LAMP 
stuff too – you need Apache, preferably 
with mod_deflate (although other 
webservers may work); Memcached 
(which is considered optional, but we 
recommend using it for good traffic 
deployments); MySQL Server that’s 5.1 
or above; and a recent PHP with about 
a dozen extensions, including ctype and 
mbstring. Unzip the code where you 
want to serve the website and you can 
configure it all through the browser.

Dr. Geo

Zurmo

toolbar: Create a New Geometric Figure 
to get started. The toolbar changes, 
giving options in the new figure to 
create all manner of shapes, curves and 
lines, or numeric objects, as well as 
invoking more complex routines, such 
as your own – or downloaded – macros.

Shape up
However, at this point it's definitely  
time to hit the tutorial, either via the 
online docs, or slowly working through 
the YouTube demonstration video. The 
software is usable by primary, as well as 
secondary age children, but it's not 
dumbed down, so don't feel bad if it 
takes you longer to start building 
shapes on here than it does your kids!

Once up and running, most operations 
are intuitive through a nicely designed 
web interface. However, Zurmo offers 
something a little different, even if it’s 
buzz subject of late, and that’s a 
gamified system (and that’s not the 
same as being smoked or salted).

In the game
Gamification has been known to work in 
other areas: many people, for instance 
drive their cars more economically now 
there’s a digital readout which tells 
them they’re improving on their 
spouses fuel economy. If you've spent 
much time administering a small 
business CRM you'll know it's easy to 

Interactive geometric sketcher

CRM

You start with points, and use them 
to define lines, curves, and shapes. If 
you find yourself making something like 
the Citroën badge, with accompanying 
transformation tool, shown in the 
screenshot, have a gold star. We started 
by drawing a face, although ours was 
more lopsided than that produced by a 
ten year-old we asked to try Dr.Geo.

Finished shapes can be exported as 
PostScript, LaTeX or PNG, as well as 
saved in native XML format, and even 
animated, or scripted with the 
embedded Scheme interpreter.

let tasks stack up as they can be a really 
tedious chore.

The Zurmo team have tried to make 
things a little more exciting through the 
use of point allocation, user levelling, 
progressive badges, achievement alerts 
and leader boards.

Without time to test it on a whole 
office full of users, we can't give you 
useful data, but the theory is sound: 
engaging people's competitive instincts 
is always a good bet, and it's good to 
see FOSS projects trying new ideas.

Version: 14.07 Web: http://www.drgeo.eu

Version: 2.8 Web: http://zurmo.org

 From simple operations, you can build up to complex 
geometric forms - or export them for other apps.

 Capture those contacts into something that helps you 
keep track of customer interactions.

“After a short hike up 
the learning curve you’ll 
be making sketches.”

“Zurmo offers something 
a little different, and that’s 
a gamified system.”

 LXFHotPicks
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P rolog is a declarative, logic 
programming language, which 
isn’t very visible today, although 

it can claim some influence on the 
design of Erlang. If you're interested in 
theorum proving, AI, or natural 
language processing or just want some 
insight into where Erlang got its weird 
syntax, then SWI Prolog is a good 
version to try.

Developed by Jan Wielemaker at the 
University of Amsterdam since 1987, it 
ships with a command line interpreter, 
and various other interfaces. Executing 
% swipl
?- emacs.

opens PceEmacs, an Emacs clone, in a 
separate window, giving you syntax 
checking and highlighting, proper 
indentation, plus various definitions 
and warnings via the Prolog database. 
The second interface option is the 
cross-platform XPCE GUI toolkit, which 

SWI-Prolog
also works with Lisp and C++. Then 
there's JPL, a bi-directional interface 
between Java and Prolog. The package 
also includes an Eclipse plugin, PDT.

As well as providing packages for 
Debian and Ubuntu-based distros 
(including a PPA for Ubuntu); Red Hat 
(Fedora, RHEL, CentOS)-based; SUSE; 
and Mageia, the SWI developers provide 
clear documentation on packaging 
SWI-Prolog for your preferred distro.

Featureful
Although lacking tabling, and modestly 
proclaiming on the website reasons 
why you may want to choose another 
Prolog implementation, SWI-Prolog's 

Logic programming environment

longevity – and fairly wide use – shows 
in a number of small ways you'll start to 
notice. Once, of course, you've got 
comfortable using features such as 
automatically recompiling modified 
source, as well as the autocompletion 
and history features which are often not 
well implemented. With support for 
multiple threads, an execution profiler, 
and integration with C – as well as 
embedding in other programs – SWI 
Prolog is made to produce efficient 
programs for real use, not just 
academic exercises. The reference 
manual will get you started and there's 
plenty of online help.

Version: 7.1.18 Web: www.swi-prolog.org

 Executing your first query on SWI-Prolog. It’s not exactly 
currying functions [groan], but a change from Hello, World!

“A good version if you’re 
interested in AI or natural 
language processing.”

In recent HotPicks, we've looked at 
photo management tools which are 
heavy on importing, manipulating 

and editing, but most are overkill for 
someone who just wants to search a 
large collection of photographs. Enter 
KPhotoAlbum, built for tagging.

Gentoo and Ubuntu are quick off the 
mark with binaries for each release, but 
if you've got the required KDE libs, 
which are best installed as the KDE 
-dev packages from your distro's 
repository, it's a fairly painless compile 
from source with cmake.

Firing up KPhotoAlbum for the first 
time, you can select between starting 
your own database from a previous 
installation, creating a new one, or 
loading up the demo set of images and 
database, to try out KPhotoAlbum's 
tagging and sorting features.

When you choose to annotate a pic, 
a popup tells you that it's the most 
important feature of KPhotoAlbum, and 

KPhotoAlbum
you are strongly advised to read the 
documentation. That done, or not, you 
have a number of labelling options. 
Once your pics are tabbed you can 
group tags into multiple albums and 
categories can . Zoom to the face of a 
person you want to make into an icon, 
and open the Category Editor and from 
there you can set the image as an icon 
for their category.

Iconic category
As with all KDE software, all the 
documentation is included in handbook 
form. From the Help menu you can also 
run a demo, which involves connecting 
an Android device to display all your 
images, which is a major new feature for 

Image viewer and organiser

this release – see the status of feature 
implementation in the version you're 
running, or watch demo videos.

Like Digikam, KPhotoAlbum benefits 
from KDE's modular architecture: there 
are KIPI plug-ins for various import, 
export, and batch manipulation can be 
used (many are included), but none of 
this distracts from it doing a simple job 
well, tagging and sorting for quick 
finding. Even if you’ve avoided installing 
any KDE apps and their dependent 
libraries thus far, KPhotoAlbum is so 
good at sorting very large collections of 
photographs with its flexible tagging, 
that this may be the Trojan horse to 
finally get KDE libs onto your hard drive.

Version: 4.5.0 Web: http://kphotoalbum.org

 KPhotoAlbum's USP is its excellent image tagging and 
version 4.5.0 introduces tagging on areas of an image.

“This may be the Trojan 
horse to get KDE libs 
onto your hard drive”

LXFHotPicks 
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Anyone just writing in interpreted 
languages is going to skip this, 
although they'll be using the 

end products, as even KDE is built with 
CMake – but that's fine. Build tools are 
for those who build. The important 
consideration here is whether GNU 
Make is all you need for your project, or 
whether you should be looking at 
CMake.

CMake is a cross-platform, open 
source make system, used to control 
the compilation process with simple 
platform- and compiler-independent 
configuration files. It generates native 
makefiles and workspaces that can be 
used in the compiler environment of 
your choice.

In any case, it doesn't take long to 
move beyond just Make, and find 
yourself wrestling with the complexities 
of Autotools - in which case CMake is 
well worth a try. If you're going cross-
platform, CMake will certainly make 

QMMP is a cross-platform, 
Qt-based audio-player which 
owes a lot to Winamp and 

XMMS. In fact, the user interface is 
similar to the point of compatibility in 
skin terms. Aside from this, the 
programmers have put there effort into 
producing a player that works well.

Installation is easy – particularly if 
you're using one of the dozens of 
distros that have packages – and in use 
the simple interface opens up to many 
options via menus or easily-learned 
keyboard shortcuts. Files are 
assembled into playlists.

Part of QMMP's success is in 
keeping some functionality in separate 
windows, to be dismissed when not 
needed. Add in the minimalist window 
and the ability to decorate the default 
theme to your choosing and you have 
an audio player that knows its place – 
and that’s taking care of your ears.

CMake

QMMP

your life easier. In fact, for any large 
FOSS project that needs building for 
multiple targets, CMake is your friend. A 
look at the number of HotPicks using 
CMake should tell you it's well liked.

Music to your ears
The CMake site is full of interesting case 
studies of where it lightened the build 
process burden, such as Japanese 
electronic musical instrument 
manufacturer Korg's Italian subsidiary, 
targeting their embedded OS on an 
emulated environment.

Anyway, back to your project: the 
language for the CMakeLists.txt file is 
much friendlier than Autotools, so even 
on a *nix only build you're ahead. 

Of course, you can make the graphic 
equaliser, audio visualiser loud, large 
and garishly colourful should you wish. 
See the QMMP website for screenshots 
of inspiration. As well as customising 
the appearance, through Simple UI, the 
Qmmp Plugin Pack also contains FFap, 
an enhanced Monkey's Audio (APE) 
decoder, with 24-bit samples and 
embedded cue support, and an MPEG 
v1/2 layer1/2/3 decoder, using the 
libmpg123 library.

Flexibility
This is in addition to the default support 
for MP3, Ogg Vorbis/Opus, FLAC, 
Musepack, WavePack, MOD files, AAC, 

Build process manager

Qt-based audio-player

CMake also accommodates projects 
using multiple toolkits, libraries with 
multiple directories, and anything else 
that projects tend to throw up to make 
your life complicated.

This bugfix release to 3.0 fixes an AIX 
compiler warning, a broken Xcode 6 
library, a build error on QNX, and a 
problem identifying GNU Fortran 
modules. 3.0 itself added Bracket 
Argument and Bracket Comment 
syntax to the CMake language and 
added new generators and 
documentation, as well as new 
diagnostics, and changes and 
improvements in commands, variables, 
properties, and modules.

Audio CDs, WMA and other ffmpeg-
supported encodings, PCM, MIDI, SID, 
and Chiptune files.

And if you thought that wasn't 
enough, there are DSP plugins (BS2B 
effect, sample rate conversion, LADSPA 
effects, extra stereo, and crossfade), 
lyrics downloading, equalisers and 
visualisers, and interfaces for common 
audio APIs. Call me unadventurous if 
you will, but I like my sound without 
effects – in fact preferring it from the 
grooves of a slab of vinyl – and was 
happy with FLAC playing without 
equalisation or any ‘mucking about’.

Version: 3.0.1 Web: www.cmake.org

Version: 0.8.1 Web: http://qmmp.ylsoftware.com

 Okay, even Make would be over the top for HelloWorld, 
but projects quickly grow…

 Ignore the fancy skin options and keep room on your 
desktop – it’s about the audio, after all.

“For any large FOSS 
project that needs building 
for multiple targets.”

“There are DSP plugins, 
visualisers, equalisers 
and lyrics downloading.”

  LXFHotPicks
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HotGames Entertainment apps

The fantasy rogue-like game 
formerly known as Untitled 
has been a decade in 

development, but still proclaiming it's 
not completed yet, is fully playable 
and, although not bug-free, is 
developed actively, and comes with a 
manual. Not only you can play it, 
creator Piotr Bednaruk says you can 
create your own locations with its 
built-in editor and custom quests 
with a dedicated scripting language.

The binary will run on just about 
any *nix machine – cd to the 
unzipped folder, and run ./Fame, 
simple as that. After a brief tweak to 
your character (the defaults are fine 
for getting started), you can launch 
yourself on your first quest: finding 
Asrigam in the village, and accepting 
his offer for some monster hunting.

Fame
Michael Toy and Glenn Wichman's 1980 
Unix classic Rogue inspired many 
clones and variations. In fact ‘Roguelike’ 
is a recognised subgenre for games 
with procedural level generation, turn-
based gameplay, tile-based graphics 
and permanent death, and Fame is 
close to the Rogue tradition, and unless 
you're a total newcomer to dungeon 
crawling this will be familiar territory.

Be the GM
One thing that does make Fame stand 
out is the well-documented U scripting 
language, which enables you to 

 "Check if the monster is still in the basement". Funny 
how in games we do the opposite of what we'd do in RL.

Tiled fantasy RPG game

customise and extend the game in 
many ways. You can, for instance, 
write dialogue scripts to handle 
chatting with NPCs for quests; you 
can also modify monster 
behaviour; alter NPC trading and 
add special location scripts, which 
can be called when the hero enters 
or leaves somewhere. These can 
be made permanent, or time-
sensitive, and there are other 
scripts in development.

Version: 0.9.4 Web: http://bit.ly/FameRPG

“Create locations and 
quests with its editor 
and scripting language.”

Chrome's Web Audio API, the 
Joypad API, and HTML5 
Canvas have been stretched 

to their limits here for 30 levels of 
glorious pyrotechnic arcade action. 
Steven De Toni originally wrote this 
game last year, but has recently 
returned to it.

The game is loosely based on the 
Commodore 64 classics, Bandits, 
and P.O.D, 8-Bit Banditos is equally 
fast and furious – whether running 
locally, or playing online at http://
a550511.magix.net. The FAQ 
suggests that you need learn to think 
of your shield as a weapon – without 
this helpful tip you may not advance 
far enough to experience the joys of 
Tron mode.

The game may look retro all the 
way, with even the sprites being 
taken from 80s arcade games, but 

8-Bit Banditos
the programming is bang up to date, 
and needs a recent version of the 
Chrome web browser to work at its best, 
and a reasonable processor. It's fairly 
standard JavaScript (De Toni 
deliberately kept the coding 
straightforward, so that others could 
easily follow the source), but that's 
testament to the abilities of modern 
browsers. Not so long ago you'd have 
needed to write in C or C++ to make 
games like this, now browser-based 
side scrollers zoom along faster than 
anything you could turn out in PyGame.

The sound effects work well with the 
action and the graphics. Controls can 

 Kaboom! Enjoy 8-bit arcade gaming, running in your 
browser, with HTML5 and JavaScript.

Browser-based arcade game

all be managed through the keyboard 
QAZ fire and WSX work the shield, 
with arrow keys for movement, but 
the secret to survival is to use the 
mouse, for quick and responsive 
manoeuvring. The game will also 
work with a joypad or joystick, 
though only a keyboard or joypad will 
work when you are on The Grid in 
Tron mode. Overall, This is fast 
enjoyable arcade fun, and like its 80s 
antecedents, you’ll find it sucking up 
all your tea breaks.

Version: 1.2 Web: http://bit.ly/8-BitBantitos

“Enjoy 30 levels of 
glorious pyrotechnic 
arcade action.”

LXFHotPicks 
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While much mindless chatter 
has moved to Twitter, and 
other social media, 

developers are still found discussing 
their software on Jabber, and 
supporting users on IRC channels 
across the Internet. While there are 
user-friendly chat clients, and there are 
clients that sit lightly upon your 
system's resources, none combine 
lightness with a (fairly) quick to learn 
interface as well as Weechat, which is 
now at its landmark 1.0 release.

Source building is straightforward, 
as you'd expect from an ncurses-based 
command line app, but binary packages 
are available. The 1.0 Debs on the 
Weechat website are fine, except 
weechat-plugins depends on libperl5.14, 
which could be a problem if you've 
updated your system. In this case you 
may be better off with a development 
snapshot, which depends upon 
libperl5.20. We tried out the Debs for 

B irdfont is a GNU GPL-licensed 
font editor for creating outline 
vector graphics which can be 

exported as TTF (True Type fonts), EOT, 
or SVG, and encourages the use of the 
SIL Open Font Licence. Version 0.1 was 
released just two years ago, and 
releases have been as often as several a 
month since then.

Dependencies are of the GTK/
pango/Cairo ilk from Gnome, and are 
taken care of by most distros, many of 
which will have the latest version of 
BirdFont in their repository by the time 
LXF rolls off the presses. Notably, 
BirdFont is written in Vala, GNOME's 
object-oriented language, which brings 
C#-type features to the C runtime, with 
minimal overhead. This is a  great 
project to get involved in if you're 
looking for a something Vala-based to 
hack on, but help isn’t just needed from 
coders: the project also welcomes 

Weechat

BirdFont

the latest snapshot, and it was stable 
and functional.

Tweet and chat
Starting up, you can specify the server 
and channel:
 weechat -r irc://mynick@irc.freenode.
net/#linuxformat

or enter the appropriate commands 
after start up. The manual is available in 
a full or quick start version – with the 
latter giving you the basics you need, 
including commands to split the 
window and switch between buffers. 
If you're at home in windowed terminal 
software, you'll take to it straight away. 
If not, just keep the manual by your side 
(well, in another desktop window), and 

assistance with "icon design, tutorials, 
the website, testing and localisation."

A, B, C, ...
Beginners tutorials are available on the 
website, and on http://mistifonts.
com. There's a lot to designing a 
successful font, but tools like this open 
up the way to getting started – iteration 
and improvement can follow later. 
We've started on an lxf font ("A font like 
no other") but don't expect to see it in 
the wild just yet, at the moment it could 
be improved by a three-year-old with a 
packet of Crayolas.

Still, font design is a subtle art, and 
one that takes a lot of practice. If you 

Fast and light chat client

Font editor

Version: 1.0 Web: http://weechat.org

Version: 0.47 Web: http://birdfont.org

 Some channels sit quietly for a while - but Weechat use 
very little of your resources, so you can leave it running.

 The BirdFont interface is a pleasure to use, letting you 
sketch your thoughts without unnecessary user choices.

“Weechat will soon have 
you forgetting you’re not 
at a GUI client.”

“The canvas area makes 
it easy to sketch curves 
to form letters.”

persevere. The speed and flexibility of 
weechat will soon have you forgetting 
you're not at a GUI client.

That said, other interfaces are 
available, including HTML5, JavaScript, 
Android client, and a weechat.el Emacs 
interface with support for nickname 
and command completion. 

With IPv6, Socks5, SASL, SSL 
certificates and SSH, it can function as 
an IRC proxy. It has spell checking, and 
is extensible via Python, Lua, TCL, Guile, 
Ruby and Perl scripts, in addition to C 
plugins. In fact, there are 280 extension 
scripts on the site. And yes, if you want 
Twitter, there are extensions for that too.

want to put the time in, BirdFont is 
undoubtedly a good way to go, being 
relatively simple to work with and the 
canvas area is one of the highlights, it 
makes it easy to sketch curves to 
form letters.

You start a new project with an 
overview of the alphabet, and select the 
letter you wish to draw. (You can switch 
to Unicode, but 26 letters may be 
enough for a first attempt.) Select the 
letter you want, the pen and curve type 
and start sketching. If FontForges's 
more complex UI has kept you from 
making a font, give BirdFont a try. LXF

 LXFHotPicks
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N
ews is cheap. Well, it’s 
cheap for those that read 
it. On the flip side, quality 

news reporting, and particularly 
investigative journalism, is 
expensive to produce. Citizen and 
community journalism is 
beginning to fill some of the 
cracks left by reporting budget 
cuts (as admirably illustrated by 
the coverage coming out of the 
Ferguson unrest in Missouri). 
But we also need new tools and 
technologies, which is why I was 
intrigued to find http://fission.
io, an open source news platform.

The project aims to break 
news stories into Lego-like (or 
atomic, hence the name) pieces, 
index them and make them 
available via an API. A news 
editor can then sit at a virtual 
newsdesk and pull together a 
story from indexed blocks and a 
wealth of feeds and curated web 
content. I imagine the end result 
to be something like an open-
source Circa (http://cir.ca)

Tools of the trade
Its developer Matt Terenzio, 
based at the Stamford Innovation 
Center, says it’s “only an API” at 
this point, but says he wants 
Fission to be a “real-time 
reporters notebook” and if he 
manages that (with help), it has 
the potential to be a great 
equaliser for small sites and non-
profits trying to research stories 
and write quality journalism… 
until, of course, automated 
journalism replaces us all.
chris.thornett@futurenet.com

Journo-matic

Turn on, log in and let our experts help make you a smarter Linux user

This month learn how to...

In this issue...

Whether you’re a beginner or  
a guru, learn new skills in our 
programming section

Python in Gimp
Jonni Bidwell is a unique 
snowflake, so his mother told 
him, now he has Gimp  p84

Mathematica Pi
Discover how you can beat 
your maths homework with a 
Pi and Mathematica  p88

CHRIS THORNETT
has been learning 
how to Bootstrap. 
He can also tie his 
own shoelaces.

Code in tutorials
Source code is presented in beige 
boxes. When lines of code are too long 
for our columns, the remaining text 
appears on the next line in a solid box:

procedure TfrmTextEditor.
mniWordWrapClick 

Otherwise, there is a gap, like this:
begin
  mniWordWrap.Checked := false 

OwnCloud 7 .................70
Want to store everything in the cloud 
and keep control over it? Then you 
should talk to Jonni Bidwell and 
learn how to create your own server.

PhotoRec recovery ....68
Sean Conway lost everything due 
to a dodgy cover disc, but then he 
recovered it all with the handy 
PhotoRec. Here’s how he did it.

Plex server .....................74
Neil Bothwick crosses a line and 
installs the closed source Plex server 
so he can watch all his video and 
enjoy his music everywhere!

Docker v1.0 ...................80
Jolyon Brown gets you started with 
the Google-backed virtual container 
system that promises to turn servers 
into a plug-in system.

Nginx and PHP............ 76
Andrew Mallett powers up his  
web server now equipped with  
PHP abilities and fires out some 
basic forms for us all to test out.
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moment when the screen indicated it was ‘formatting’… Ah…
NOOO! “Houston we have a problem,” to steal a famous line 
from Swigert on Apollo 13 when he reported that fault in the 
electrical system of one of the Service Modules. The progress 
bar displayed 16% by the time our conscious mind 
understood what had happened, and eventually the author’s 
index finger lost colour from holding down the off button. 
The distro’s installation progress injection bar pulsed another 
five seconds before the whirring fans went silent.

The drive formatting had started on an 80GB hard drive 
that was a data drive: scribblings, thoughts, ideas, published 
articles and unpublished writings were on that sole repository 
– three years of content had been erased.

The nature of data
Having technical knowledge of what happens during a format 
did little to discourage me from whispering to the computer 
deities and Saint Stallman, “Maybe it's OK, I turned the power 
off before it finished.” However, the file manager application 
coldly displayed a pristine directory structure of a Linux OS. 
The Mint Linux installer had completed the task of formatting 
the hard drive and gone on to create the file system before it 
was interrupted. But was the data still on the hard drive or 
had it all gone?

Data written to a hard drive has some similarities to 
written words on a page. In a book, words are chained 
together to form sentences and paragraphs. On a hard drive, 
blocks of data are chained together to form files. The index in 
a book is how the reader locates the chapter in the book. 
In Linux, the Virtual File System (VFS) contains the 
directories, names and block structure for the files. If the 
index is removed from a book, the reader knows the words 
are still on the pages of the book. When a system is formatted 
the file system is laid down but the data blocks on the drive 
that aren’t used in building the file system are untouched.

In order to restore files, the recovery process must find all 
the data blocks associated with a file and chain them 
together. This process constructs the file without the 

PhotoRec:  
File recovery

Photorec Use a command line utility to 

Sean Conway regales us with a story of Linux distro woe and how to use 
PhotoRec to recover files when you’ve been a bit too blasé during an install…

When a system administrative error re-formats a 
hard drive containing professional and personal 
data that has no backup, time gives way to 

despair. A speaker at a recent professional development 
course suggested you have a better chance of a person 
listening if you take your lesson and wrap it in a story. So if 
you don't make regular backups of your data, this story on 
recovering data may be something you’ll need.

Not satisfied with Ubuntu and Gnome 3, an article in LXF 
gave this writer reasons to change. The LXFDVD provided a 
convenient software source for a Linux Mint test drive. 
Replacing the OS hard drive with a spare hard drive made it 
easy to start the install from the self-booting disc. With admin 
impatience born of numerous system installs, the hunts and 
pecks were completed to fire up the installation. As the 
installation’s progress streamed a green line across the 
screen, we reflected on how the Mint installation questions 
compared to other Linux distro installs. Why, we mused, was 
the Mint installation occurring on a hard drive with an 80GB 
capacity when the drive to be used was only 40GB? Then the 
brain synapses fired producing a response just at the 

Sean Conway
is a former 
aviation electronic 
technologist 
métier whose is 
enjoying life now 
that he’s found 
the consequences 
of his actions no 
longer include 
raining aluminium.

Our 
expert

Once PhotoRec 
has completed 
take a look at the 
scripts at http://
cgsecurity.org/
wiki/After_Using_
PhotoRec as they 
will help you track 
down your most 
important files.

Quick
tip

Investigating
As the police pound on the door 
attempting to enter the gangs hideout, 
Books Malone nicknamed The 
Accountant, is on his laptop issuing 
commands to delete entire directories of 
files. “You will never take my data alive, 

copper!” A nefarious persons undoing 
can be in thinking he/she has removed 
files from a hard drive by simply using 
the Delete key but they may not be 
aware that the file data still exist and are 
recoverable. A process that minimizes 

working with the evidence hard drive is 
important. For a successful forensic 
investigation preserving the integrity of 
the data, ensuring no changes have 
occurred as part of the recovery, is 
critical to an investigation.

 While Photorec is chewing on the data, a status of time to 
completion as well as file types recovered is displayed.
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 PhotoRec Tutorial

If you missed last issue See www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/computer

assistance of a directory. When working on restoring a hard 
drive it’s advisable to minimize the amount of hard drive use. 
Powering up and manipulating a hard drive that contains the 
last known link to the lost data introduces the risk of doing 
additional damage.

An industry best practice is to make a copy of the 
troubling hard drive and use the copy for examination. 
Instead of copying the damaged hard drive to another hard 
drive, you can elect to make a file of the damaged drive. Hard 
drive data in one file creates a flexible container to manage 
and manipulate the data. Executing the following command 
from a terminal, will copy the contents of a hard drive to a file:

txt
Replace <identifier> with the drive designation of your 

test station. Replace <path> with the path name you are 
using to hold the file. 

The dd command line program has a complex command 
structure. The dcfldd command is an enhanced version of 
the old dd program, maintained by Nicholas Harbour, and can 
be downloaded from http://dcfldd.sourceforge.net. if= is 
the input file (ie, the data hard drive file) attribute and of= is 
the output file (i.e. data file) attribute. It’s important to have 
sufficient storage capacity where the output file is written. 
The output file of the command will be the same size as the 
capacity of the hard drive.

The time it takes for the command to complete depends 
on the drive size. It can be frustrating to wait hours and then 
discover a failure because the output device didn’t have 
capacity to handle the file being produced. With the source, 
destination and other command attributes defined, the 
command can be issued. After this process is complete, the 
troubling data hard drive can be removed and physically 
secured. From this point forward only the data file 
representing the hard drive contents is used in the process.

Recovery begins
Using the data drive file, we’re going to execute the photorec 
command to start the file recovery process. The program is 
command line driven and part of the TestDisk utility. If it’s not 
already installed on your distro use the usual sudo apt-get 
install testdisk for Debian/Ubuntu or yum install testdisk 
for Fedora/CentOS. PhotoRec uses a number of menu 
screens to establish the parameters it requires to start the 
recovery. The program will produce a series of directories 
containing recovered files. These files are identified using a 
number scheme generated with a file extension. The official 
wiki (http://www.cgsecurity.org/wiki) has a list of files that 
PhotoRec is capable of recovering.

The PhotoRec data recovery software is designed to 
examine the contents of a drive. The program is examining 
the block metadata, to determine if the blocks are chainable 
to form a file, and it doesn't need the VFS. The program will 
work even if the file system has been severely damaged or in 
this case reformatted. The location selected to store the 
recovered files should have the same space capacity as the 
drive you are recovering.

Since normal file deletion only removes the pointer in the 

VFS and not the actual data blocks, PhotoRec may recover 
files long forgotten. The program is distributed by the 
developers at CG Security (www.cgsecurity.org) under the 
GNU General Public Licence. The program provides a 
progress field, and chewed on our 80GB file for close to three 
hours before it completed. In the process, it produced about 
180 separate directories with well over 10K files.

However, in our case the joy of recovering the lost data 
was short lived, as over 10k files with number sequences 
followed by file extension for file names, is more metadata 
than this human can handle. We were actually keen to find 
one file to meet a typically short publishing deadline. From 
the root of the recovered data directories you can execute the 
following command.

The output delivered 51 files with an .odt extension, and 
examining the individual files we discovered the required 
publisher's manuscript. The recovery process didn't restore 
the drive to its original condition, however. Some files were 
lost because the data had already been overwritten.

Before we started the recovery process, we got an 
estimate from a professional data recovery service, which 
came in at £450-£680. Unfortunately, that couldn’t guarantee 
the recovery of files we needed or that they could only provide 
anymore than a percentage of recovered files after analysing 
the drive. I now have a cron’d rsync script and a new one 
terabyte of USB drive storage as a constant reminder of the 
reason for regular backups. Lesson learned. LXF

 PhotoRec provides the recovered files with an extension, but human 
recognizable names were lost when the VFS was reformatted.

The kind folks at 
SystemRescueCD 
have put together 
a CD ISO download 
that contains 
both dcfldd and 
PhotoRec. The 
bootable disk is 
available from 
sysresccd.org.

Quick
tip

Defining metadata
Metadata is a term used to describe 
data about the data. For example, the 
picture on a puzzle box is metadata for 
the user about the puzzle. The user 
refers to the box picture to identify 
specific areas of a puzzle and then 
proceeds to look for the colour or 
picture components in the puzzle 
pieces. The file recovery process relies 
on metadata for file recovery. 

Information is written to the hard  
drive in data blocks. Each data block 
contains metadata that identifies the 
block before and after it, in addition it 
may contain the beginning and end  
data scheme for the whole chain. Each 
puzzle piece has shape metadata to 
help the user locate a corresponding 
piece that will fit the shape, colour  
and picture.
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list containing the line:
deb http://download.opensuse.org/repositories/isv:/
ownCloud:/community/xUbuntu_14.04/ /

Then (optionally) add the repo key to apt to suppress 
warning messages about foreign packages:
wget http://download.opensuse.org/repositories/
isv:ownCloud:community/xUbuntu_14.04/Release.key
sudo apt-key add - < Release.key

And finally update the package database and install a 
shiny (or watery?) new version of OwnCloud:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install owncloud

Cloud provider
As a responsible cloud host, one of your duties will be 
enabling and enforcing https connections. To do this you need 
to be in possession of a signedSL certificate, and to tell your 
web server about it. (See the Generating a Self-Signed 
Certificate box on p71).

Owncloud adds its own configuration file /etc/apache2/
conf-available/owncloud.conf. This contains an alias that 
will map /owncloud on your server to its default install 
directory /var/www/owncloud.

So navigate to https://yourserver.com/owncloud 
(replacing yourserver.com with your server's domain name 
or IP address). If you are using a self-signed certificate, then 
you will receive a warning about the certificate being 
untrusted. And rightfully so, but you know that you made the 
certificate, and you trust yourself, so you should add a 

OwnCloud 7: 
Own your data

OwnCloud Collaboration in version 7 

Oft' accused of having his head in the clouds, Jonni Bidwell heads  
for the stratosphere. Also the latest release of OwnCloud.

Last issue the indomitable Mayank Sharma reviewed 
version 7 of the popular filesharing and document-
collaboration tool OwnCloud. Since then we've had a 

bugfix release 7.0.1. Version 7.0.2 will be released by the time 
you read this and, as the kinks are ironed out, what is 
emerging is quite a remarkable product. Remarkable enough, 
for us to devote 4 pages to it? Yes, we think so.

You'll need your own server in which to house your cloud. 
This might be local or remote, actual or virtual, it doesn't 
really matter. What does matter is that, on the said server, you 
have a web server running that’s accessible from whatever 
network you want to share on. If this is the Internet then usual 
caveats about safety apply. For this tutorial we'll assume a 
working Apache setup, but the same ideas spouted here 
apply to Nginx or Lighttpd.

Your distribution's repos might already have the latest 
version of OwnCloud available, but if not the lovely OpenSUSE 
Build Service provides packages for popular distributions. 
Instructions are available at http://owncloud.org/install 
(see the Packagesxxx section). On Ubuntu 14.04, for example, 
you would create the file /etc/apt/sources.list.d/owncloud.

 Document collaboration proved to be perfectly 
serviceable, but we didn’t really achieve productivity.

Jonni Bidwell
feels ill at ease, 
having used the 
words 'cloud' and 
'app' so often in 
this article.

Our 
expert
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security exception here. Even though visitors won't be able to 
verify the server's identity (unless you somehow shared the 
certificate's fingerprint with them), they will at least know that 
the connection is encrypted.

Your first job as cloud overlord is to set up an 
administrator account and choose the format for the 
OwnCloud database. If you envisage a small cloud (such as 
cirrus uncinus) then SQLite will be fine, but if you have 
multiple users all co-operating/fighting over terribly 
important documents (and TPS reports) then SQLite will 
buckle under the strain and you will need a proper SQL 
database. We'll stick with SQLite for now, but note that it is 
possible to convert to one of the more grown up databases 
further down the line. Choose a suitable moniker for your 
admin account, use a good password and click Finish setup.

Bam! Owncloud is ready to go. You'll be invited to 
download the sync apps for desktop machines (Yes, there’s a 
Linux client) and mobile devices, and instructed to connect 
your calendar and contacts. All in good time though. First of 
all we really ought to disable insecure http connections. So go 
to the menu in the top right and open the Admin panel. Scroll 
down until you find the Enforce HTTPS check box, which  
you should tick. Now logout and try and visit your Owncloud 
via http://. All going well you should be redirected to the 
https:// site. Safe and sound.

Cloud is a wonderful thing
Setting up user accounts is simple: Log in as Admin, select 
the Users option from the top-right menu, give you and your 
friends usernames and passwords, and share them 
appropriately. Setting up groups and quotas is also done from 
this page, so you can stop your users from wasting storage 
with their Barry Manilow MP3s. It's good practice to only use 
the Admin account for administrative things, so use your 
personal account for storing and sharing your files, photos 
and Michael Bolton tracks. To upload a file select the Files 
area from the top-left menu and either click the upload 
button or just drag your files onto the browser window (a la 
Google Drive).

OwnCloud 6 was already a pretty solid product, and while 
it's successor lacks any major cosmetic differences, a 
significant amount of new functionality has been introduced, 
as well as a a plethora of minor tweaks. One of its most touted 

new features is the ability to preview and edit Word files. 
In previous incarnations this was limited to OpenDocument 
formats only. The file format voodoo is all carried out through 
Libre/Open-Office, so you will need to install one of these, 
either on the OwnCloud server you just set up or on another 
machine set up as a file filter server. Libreoffice is pretty big 
though, and it seems rather inefficient to install this on a 
machine where the GUI or most of its features will never be 
used. On Ubuntu you can install it with
$ sudo apt-get install libreoffice –no-install-recommends

to cut down on the cruft a little. Installed this way the 
packages only weighed in at 116MB. Its up to you to you 
whether being able to work with obfuscated and inefficient 
file formats is worth this space investment – the open 
formats work fine without it, and you can also view PDFs in 
the browser too, through an adapted PDF.js viewer.

The old-style rigid Shared folder is no more, so items can 
be shared from anywhere in the hierarchy. Further people you 
share the item with are free to move it around their own folder 
structure as they see fit. Users can put time limits on public 
shares and admins can enforce these, as well as mandate 
password usage. OwnCloud has always had support for 
external storage sources, be it (S)FTP servers, Windows 

 The initial setup screen posts warnings about our self-signed certificate. 
High- grade encryption doesn’t really help if there’s a man in the middle.

If you're important 
and are looking 
for an Enterprise 
grade solution 
for on-premises 
cloud storage, 
then checkout 
the commercial 
offering at https://
owncloud.com.

Quick
tip

Generating a self-signed certificate
If you have your own domain name then you can 
obtain a free certificate from www.startssl.com, 
or a paid-for one from any number of other 
registered authorities. However you can also 
generate and sign your very own certificate if you 
want, as follows:
sudo openssl req -x509 -nodes -days 365 

-newkey -keyout /etc/apache2/ssl/owncloud.key 
-out /etc/apache2/ssl/owncloud.crt

You will be asked for some address and 
company details, as well as a Common Name 
(which you should set to your domain name if 
you have one) and a contact email address. 
This will generate a self-signed (X.509) 
certificate, which will be valid for one year and will 

include a 2048-bit RSA (the default) key. We 
need to tell your web server to use these 
credentials for handling connections on port 443. 
A standard Apache installation comes with a file 
/etc/sites-available/default-ssl.conf, which we 
can modify slightly to suit our purposes. 

The <VirtualHost _default_:443> tag applies 
to any VirtualHost that isn't explicitly mentioned 
elsewhere in the block, so if you don't have any 
other configuration in place this is as good a 
place as any to add the certificate information. 

You need to change the SSLCertificateFile 
and SSLCertificateKeyFile directives as follows:
SSLCertificateFile /etc/apache2/ssl/owncloud.crt

then:

SSLCertificateKeyFile /etc/apache2/ssl/
owncloud.key

You should also change the ServerAdmin 
email address and the ServerName address to 
your domain name or IP address. Now enable the 
Apache SSL module and our new configuration, 
either by using the a2en{mod,site} helpers 
provided in Debian-based packages, or by using 
a good old fashioned:
ln -s /etc/apache2/mods-available/ssl.conf /etc/

apache2/mods-enabled/
ln -s /etc/apache2/sites-available/default-ssl.conf 

/etc/apache2/sites-enabled/
Restart the Apache daemon and you should 

be wired for SSL.
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shares, OpenStack object storage or third-party storage, such 
as Google Drive, Dropbox, Amazon S3. The exciting new 
addition here is the ability to share between OwnCloud 
installations – so-called server to server sharing. This is easy 
to set up, you can enable specific OwnCloud shares for the 
users of your choosing, or if you trust them you can grant 
them the freedom to connect to the OwnCloud resources of 
their choosing. Obviously they will require their own login 
details for each resource they want to access.

Server to server sharing takes the headache out of the 
otherwise awkward process of downloading a file from one 
cloud to the desktop so that it can then be uploaded to 
another cloud. Not to mention all the synchronisation issues 
that arise from having three different versions of a file flying 
about. But OwnCloud promises yet more in future versions, 
having a vision of a so-called ‘federation of data’ wherein one 
can seamlessly share files between 
clouds without having to have explicit 
access to them. This goes one step 
further towards abstracting away the 
boundaries between servers, and 
someone on the LXF team making a 
‘one cloud to rule them all’ comment.

The web interface has received 
some polish too, being now much more 
friendly to mobile devices, although 
mobile users may be happy to use the 
dedicated apps. Documents are lazy 
loaded, so documents or extensive 
photo galleries are read piece-wise as 
you manipulate an ever-shrinking scroll 
bar. While this makes things appear 
initially faster, it can be a little awkward 
in some situations. Most notably in the 
Pictures app where there is currently no 

option to sort by date, so if you just want to see the newest 
shots in a large folder, then prepare for some lengthy scrolling 
and wait times. There’s a bug report filed about this though, 
and an improved lazy-load is earmarked for the 7.0.3 release.

Syncing on my mind
Apps exist for your Android or (shudder) iDevices so you can 
get your data while you're on the go, or too lazy to walk to 
your computer. At present they're priced at 63p and 69p on 
the official stores, but the Android one is open source and 
freely available from other sources (such as F-Droid) if you're 
feeling impecunious. Unfortunately, the apps aren't quite as 
svelte as their Dropbox and Google Drive peers. In particular 
uploading multiple files has to be done one at a time, and 
there is no option to upload an entire folder. This might be a 
dealbreaker for some, but it needn't be: OwnCloud can share 

Appy appy fun bus
OwnCloud ships with a number of 
optional applications, including a 
Calendar and Contacts List, as well as 
the already mentioned Documents and 
Pictures apps. As the OwnCloud 
community grows a number of exciting 
third-party applications are appearing. 
In fact there's a whole bunch of them 
for your perusal at http://apps.
owncloud.com.

For example, you can download an 
app called Music which will index a 
music directory for you and then let you 
play it by through a neat HTML5 
interface. It can also work in tandem 
with the Ampache media server, so that 
your files can be played through any 
compatible client. A favourite, by a long 
way, in the LXF office was the Chat 
application, through which all manner of 
legally unreproducible dialogue was 
transmitted, all in the name of testing.

 The music app even comes with quite a funky free track from Project Eva

 The desktop sync app fits nicely with LXQt and does everything you’d expect.

If you're too cool 
for setting up a 
web server and 
traditional install 
methods, then 
there are a few 
all ready to roll at 
https://registry.
hub.docker.com

Quick
tip
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If your OwnCloud 
server changes 
its IP address or 
domain name 
then you'll need 
to update the 
trusted_domains 
array in the file 
/var/www/
owncloud/config/
config.php .

Quick
tip

its files through the WebDAV protocol, and there are all 
manner of apps for syncing with such shares on your tabs 
and mobs.

The official desktop client is a simple-but-functional Qt4 
application, which sits nicely in the System Tray and lets you 
know when it's syncing in much the same way as its Dropbox 
equivalent. By default it will sync your entire OwnCloud 
account to the local directory ~/owncloud, but you can pick 
and choose folders as befits your own cloudy proclivities. 

You can set bandwidth limits too. The desktop client does 
look a bit awkward if you’re using Gnome, with its 
disappearing System Tray, though, in theory, once you've got 
it all configured you shouldn't need to interact with it 
anymore. Obviously, the desktop client won't be much use if 
you want to sync to a remote machine though: In this 
situation you'll want to use the aforementioned WebDAV.

The davfs2 program works via the FUSE kernel module 
and enables you to view WebDAV shares as if they were local 
filesystems. To install the package on Debian-based distros is 
just a simple matter of:
$ sudo apt-get install davfs2

and the package is certainly present in other distro's repos. 
You can optionally set the SUID bit on the executable so that 
non-root users can mount WebDAV shares. Debian and 
Ubuntu can do this for you with:
$ sudo dpkg-reconfigure davfs2

If you accept the warnings (it's pretty safe actually since 
the program drops its root privileges), then anyone in the 
webdav group will be able to mount WebDAV shares, so add 
your user to this group like so:
$ sudo gpasswd -a username webdav

Now make a folder ~/owncloud-dav which will be our 
mount point. We also need to specify our OwnCloud login 
credentials, which are stored in the file ~/.davfs2/secrets. 
This file may have been created for you during the 
reconfigure earlier, but you can easily create it manually if not. 
Since this file will contain sensitive data it is important to lock 
down the permissions:

$ chmod 600 ~/.davfs2/secrets
Add a line like the following to your secrets file

https://yourserver.com/owncloud/remote.php/webdav 
username password

replacing the URL, username and password as appropriate. 
You will also need to add the following to /etc/fstab (which 
will require root privileges, hence sudo nano /etc/fstab):
https://yourserver.com/owncloud/remote.php/webdav /home/
username davfs user,rw,noauto 0 0

Again, you’ll need to replace the username with yourself. 
If you want to allow multiple users access then add a line for 
each of them. All going according to plan, users will be able to 
mount their OwnCloud folders with a simple
$ mount ~/owncloud-dav

If you're using a self-signed certificate then you will get a 
warning about possible man-in-the-middle attacks, but we've 
been through this already. Users might want to automatically 
mount their OwnCloud resources automatically, which would 
normally just entail adding the above mount command to 
~/.bashrc. However, the warning message will get annoying, 
so you can silence it and pipe an agreement by instead using 
the tricksy:
echo "y" | mount ~/owncloud-dav > /dev/null 2>&1

It is also possible to mount WebDAV shares using Nautilus 
in Gnome or Dolphin in KDE without any additional software. 
You’ll need to use davs:// URI prefix in Nautilus or 
webdav:// in Dolphin.

In the past year, about 300 developers have contributed 
new code to OwnCloud, which makes it one of the most 
active open source projects alive today and is a shining 
example of what open source can achieve.

As we conclude this tutorial, the OwnCloud Contributor 
Conference is underway in Berlin and the LXF crystal balls 
tell us that the hackathon here will fructify great things and 
squash many bugs. In a world where the big players and their 
massive data silos are hungry for your data, and are all to 
willing to move the goalposts on such trivial issues as privacy, 
maybe now is the time to make your data your own. LXF

 The Pictures 
app will tile 
your photos as 
sensibly as it can, 
but lacks a sort 
by date option.
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SeasonN/Show_Name_SxxEyy.ext. This enables Plex to 
sort them correctly and also to retrieve series and episode 
information from online databases.

Click the home icon and on the left of the screen you will 
see the server name with a + to its right. Click that, pick the 
type of media to add and click Add. Now you can add one or 
more folders containing your files. There are three different 
types for video: Movies, TV Shows and Home Videos. Plex 
presents these separately. It expects movies to be named 
in the format ‘Title (year).ext’ so it can retrieve the correct 
metadata, while the Home Videos category is for any other 
type of video, whether created at home or downloaded.

Playback
The web interface includes a basic player, so you don’t need 
any other software, but there are more capable options. If you 
have Chrome or Chromium installed, there is a web app that 
runs the player separately from the browser. There’s also a 
full-featured player called Plex Home Theatre. This is currently 
only officially available for Windows, but it is a derivative of 
XBMC and open source, so packages are available. If your 
distro doesn’t have one already, there are instructions for a 
number of distros at http://bit.ly/PlexLinuxBuilds. This 
include links to repositories, as well as build instructions, so 
it’s available for all distros if you don’t mind a little work.

One of the reasons for using a client/server arrangement 
is that you can keep your powerful PC that does the 
transcoding and other hard work out of sight (and hearing), 
and use a small, quiet, efficient device connected to your TV. 

Plex: Set up a 
media server

Plex Media Server Set up a centralised 
media server for movies, TV and more

Use your Linux computer as a server and enjoy your media collection from 
anywhere, on any device. Neil Bothwick gets to grips with Plex.

M any of us have collections of films and TV shows 
scattered across one or more computers. This 
presents two problems (in addition to finding the 

time to watch it all). The first is organising it so you know 
what’s there; the second is making it available to all your 
devices. There are several possible solutions. We’ve looked at 
XBMC before, but this time we’ll cover Plex Media Server.

Plex uses the classic client/server architecture. The server 
runs on the computer providing your media files, either 
stored locally or on mounted network shares. Clients run on 
whichever devices you use to view the videos. The Plex server 
is available for some makes of NAS as well as Windows and 
Mac OS, but we will naturally be using a Linux PC. The server 
does all the donkey work, maintaining a database of files, 
downloading metadata and transcoding video into a format 
that a client can play. If the file is stored in a format that your 
client can play, it will be used as-is. If not, Plex will transcode 
it on the fly, so you need a reasonably powerful system to run 
the server. Transcoding is also used to reduce the resolution 
or bit rate – when watching videos on a mobile device via 3G, 
for example, the client will request a suitable format.

Installing Plex
First, you should know that although the Plex Media Server 
software is free of charge, it isn’t open source, so free 
software purists may want to turn the page now. Packages for 
Ubuntu, Fedora and CentOS are available from the downloads 
section of http://plex.tv, but check your distro’s package 
manager first – many distros have packaged it. Once it’s 
installed and running, point your web browser at http://
localhost:32400/web (replace localhost with the hostname 
or IP address if you installed it on a different computer).

You need to set up a free account with Plex. Among 
other things, this helps when connecting to your server 
from outside your network, but you can choose to not be 
connected externally once initial setup is complete. You will 
probably need to forward port 32400 on your router to your 
Plex server; once again, you can remove this later if you don’t 
want to access your content from outside. When you are at 
the Plex web interface, click the Settings icon at the top right 
and go to the Connect section to give your Plex account 
details. You can browse the other settings, but the defaults 
are usually good to start with. Now you can start adding 
media. Plex expects files to be named in a particular way: 
specifically it wants TV shows organised as Show_Name/

 Channels are plug-ins that enable you to view or listen to 
content from different sources, all from the same program.

The On Deck 
section shows 
items you have 
recently added and 
those you are
part way through 
watching, making 
it easier to decide 
what to watch next.

Quick
tip

Our 
expert

Neil Bothwick 
has a computer in 
every room, but 
won’t disclose the 
location of his 
central server for 
security reasons. 
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The good news is that everyone’s favourite small and quiet 
Linux device, the Raspberry Pi, has a build available in the 
form of RasPlex (www.rasplex.com), an OpenELEC-based 
distro with Plex Home Theater. While I have found the Pi to 
struggle with vanilla XBMC, Plex’s transcoding means it only 
has to play formats that the hardware can handle, giving a 
much better experience. Setup is as simple as writing the 
image to an SD card, booting the Pi and logging in. You only 
need to log in once; it is used to authorise a permanent 
connection between RasPlex and your Plex server.

There’s more
Mobile devices are well catered for, with apps for Android 

and other, less popular, mobile devices. There is also a Roku 
app. If you want to watch on your TV but don’t mind using a 
browser or mobile device to start the process, Plex works with 
Google’s Chromecast too, starting the playback though a 
Chrome tab (using the Cast extension) or the mobile app.

In addition to playing various video formats, Plex does a 
good job of playing music and showing photos, but that’s not 

all. Look at the menu on the left of the home screen and you’ll 
see the option Channels. These are plugins to play content 
from online sources such as YouTube and BBC iPlayer. There 
are a few installed by default, but the Install Channels button 
on the Channels page offers many more. These are installed 
with a simple click, but there are some more experimental 
channels available. If you want Plex to be able to play your 
MythTV recordings, complete with metadata, or play from 
your Amazon video account, then search the forums for links 
to channels that you can download and install manually. Plug-
ins are tarballs that unpack to a .bundle directory. Unpack 
them into your plug-ins directory – usually at /var/lib/
plexmediaserver/Library/Application\Support/Plex\ 
Media\Server/Plug-ins/ – and restart the server. Yes, that 
really is the correct path – no prizes for guessing that Plex 
was not originally developed on Linux!

Once your server and client are set up, and there’s some 
content in your library, there are plenty of settings to try. In 
particular, if you want to play videos on mobile devices, you 
may want to set the transcoder bit rates and quality for this to 
avoid eating up your data allowance. The support section of 
the Plex website has plenty of documentation to help you get 
the most from it. Plex has an active community, with plenty of 
advice, help and information available in its web forums. LXF

 You can use the 
Plex Media Server 
web interface 
to view, edit 
and even watch 
your content.

 Watch your movies on the move! Android and other 
mobile clients mean you can watch your favourite videos 
anywhere, data connection permitting.

Plex Pass
While Plex is free of charge to use, there 
is a fee for extra services. Buying a Plex 
Pass (as a monthly, yearly or lifetime 
subscription) adds features, including 
the ability to sync media to your mobile 
devices for offline viewing, automatic 
upload of photos from your phone, 

shared media libraries and a few more 
extras. It also gives you a free app for 
Android – the standard one has a small 
charge. None of this is needed to use 
Plex, especially if you only want to use it 
over your home network, but the extra 
options may be worthwhile for you.
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Using HTML forms within our web pages will enable us to 
display fields that enable users to enter and ultimately submit 
data. If the data is to be submitted then we’ll need to 
provision both fields to collect data and some form of button 
to enable the data to be sent to the server.

The data that we submit may just be searching for 
information – just think of Google’s website for the moment. 
The Google welcome page displays a field, into which you 
enter data that is submitted using the search button. Many of 
us probably don’t really think of this as a form, but it is. It just 
has one field and one button.

Creating a form in HTML
We will start to develop something similar to the Google page. 
A little less ambitiously, though, we will create a form with a 
single field for user input and a Submit button. We’ll begin 
working with just HTML but will then progress to making a 
PHP-enabled page to convert temperatures from degrees 
centigrade to Fahrenheit. With PHP and forms under our belt 
we can progress to connecting to the MySQL Server in 
LXF191. I am sure you can hardly contain your excitement.

An HTML form is a container object created within the 
<body> of an HTML page. We will first create a new page on 
our website, which can be done by copying across the /var/
www/index.html to the new page /var/www/temp.html. 
We can adjust page data, such as the title and heading tags, 
to relate to temperature conversion tasks that we envisage. 
Later, we’ll rename this to a PHP page. This won’t be like the 
leading XML data tag, so we’ll also delete this first line of the 
file that sets the data type to UTF-8. Adding the <form> tag 

PHP: Server 
side forms

Nginx Create a PHP-enabled page with 
an HTML form to convert temperatures

Andrew Mallett takes his Nginx website to the next level by using  
a little PHP as part of the ever growing LEMP stack.

This is the third instalment in our series of four 
tutorials, and so we are already a little way into 
developing the LEMP stack on your Raspberry Pi or 

any other Linux server. Cast your mind back to LXF188 [see 
Tutorials, p72] when we installed the Nginx web server, and to 
LXF189 [see Tutorials, p80] when we looked at developing 
our web pages with XHTML and CSS. With this foundation in 
place we are ready to add forms and a little PHP to our 
website in order to create dynamic pages. We will develop a 
web page on a Pi or other server that will take a temperature 
in centigrade and convert it into Fahrenheit, and we won’t 
need a long table showing degrees centigrade and the 
corresponding US value, because a simple form will manage 
all this for us.

To begin our development, we’ll need to create some 
HTML forms. We will stick with using XHTML, which we 
looked at in the last issue. Note that although HTML5 is 
available to use in some browsers and the new features 
offered by it are especially beneficial for HTML forms, the sad 
fact is that support for the draft standard is still quite patchy 
and the final HTML standard could be as far away as 2022. 

 The anatomy of a form should enable us to display data, 
enter data and send data. The input element of a form 
provides this functionality.

If your PHP page 
is not working at 
all create a simple 
page with just the 
phpinfo() function 
similar to our 
efforts in LXF188. 
This can confirm 
PHP is indeed 
working.

Quick
tip

Andrew Mallett
is a Linux trainer 
with over 700 
videos on YouTube 
(http://bit.ly/
UrbPeng). You’ll 
also find his 
courses on www.
pluralsight.com.

Our 
expert

Display
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Send
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your network if you know the IP address or hostname that 
can be used to address the Pi. Unfortunately, Form doesn’t 
work well with the Midori browser supplied with the 
Raspberry Pi, hence we’re using Iceweasel for this tutorial, 
equally you could use Chrome/Chromium if you wish. In 
LXF188, we took you through the steps of installing the 
Iceweasel browser. If we use the browser on the Pi itself we 
can access the page as http://localhost/temp.html. We 
will be able to see the page with the input field and Convert 
button. We can click the button, but this will have little effect 
because we’ve not specified any action and the input field is 
not yet named. We did warn you that we were unlikely to be 
winning any awards with this initial form!

To initiate a little more action and excitement in our new 
born form we will need to refit our XHTML coding hats, and to 
return to our preferred text editor and knuckle down to 
adding just a little more XHTML before beginning some PHP. 
Returning to the first <input> element of our form – the one 
without any attributes that looks a little bare and miserable – 
we should now change the form code to read: 
<form>
  <input name=”centigrade”> </input> <br /> <input 
type=”submit” name=”submit” value=”Convert”> </input>
</form>

With the input field now identifiable with a name, we can 
see a little more action when we click the Convert button. 
Do not forget to refresh the page in the browser once the 
changes have been saved – we’re not sure how many hours 
have been lost in development time having forgotten to either 
save the page or refresh the browser. If we now enter some 
data into the field and click the Convert button, the URI in the 
location bar should read as http://localhost/temp.
html?centigrade=23. This is really important because it 
shows that the data from the form is submitted in name/
value pairs. The name of the field is centigrade and the value 
that we entered is 23. Sure, it still doesn’t actually do 
anything, but we’re getting somewhere and progress is being 
made. The question mark that we see within the location bar 
indicates that the URI contains query string parameters – 
you will often see this on the web when you use forms, even 
on simple WordPress sites.

Looking at the form code, we should also be able to see 
that the button has an input type set. The field we have 
named centigrade is currently using the default type of text, 
but we should correct this and explicitly set it to text: <input 
type=”text” name=”centigrade”> </input>. XHTML is 
limited to the following types: text, submit, password, 
checkbox, radio, image, reset, button, hidden and file. 
Although this seems quite extensive, it doesn’t compare to 
what will be on offer with HTML5 when additional types are 
included (color, date, datetime, email, month, number, range, 
search, tel, time, url and week). If you can control the browser 
being used to access the website, then you can code using 
features that you know are already supported in the client 
browser.

Form attributes
The form that we’ve created contains the input elements but 
it doesn’t have any attributes associated with the <form> tag 
itself. If the form is to do anything we will need to set it up with 
a few attributes. Think of this as the back to school basics 
that tell the form what to do with the data it receives. The 

Arrays and variables
An array is simply a multi-value variable. With a variable, we 
just have simple name and value pairs – the named variable 
may or may not have a value. An array is a variable with 
many values that can be referenced by a name or index 
number. The System array we use: $_GET will have two 
values – one for the centigrade field and one for the Submit 
button. If we have more fields in the form then the array 
would be sized accordingly.

below the exiting paragraph within the <body> of our page 
will make sense because the paragraph will act as an 
introduction to what information should be added to the form 
by the user. 

We will begin with the absolute basics of the form by 
creating an <input> element without any attributes, and 
another with the type and name of “submit”. This will then 
give us a single text field and a Submit button. The text 
displayed on the button will be set with the value attribute 
and “Convert”. The markup code for the page should be 
created similar to the following:
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 
Strict//EN” 
        “http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd”>
<html xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”>
<head>
    <title>Linux Format</title>
    <meta name=”Author” content=”Andrew Mallett” />
    <meta name=”Description” content=”Temperature 
Conversion” />
    <link rel=”stylesheet” href=”/style.css” />
</head>
    <body>
        <div id=”page”>
            <div id=”header” class=”frame”>
                <h1>Convert Temperatures</h1>
            </div>
           <div id=”menu” class=”frame”>
               <ul>
               <li><a id=”home” href= “/index.html”>Home</a></
li>
               <li><a id=”search” href= “/search.html”>Search</
a></li>
 </ul>
           </div>
           <div id=”content” class=”frame”>
                <p>You will need to enter a temperature in 
centigrade to be converted to Fahrenheit</p>
               <form>
                <input> </input> <br /> <input type=”submit” 
name=”submit” value=”Convert”> </input>
               </form>
            </div>
        </div>
    </body>
</html>

We now have established the basis of our form, albeit not 
particularly functionally and it’s unlikely to win any awards 
just yet. We can access this on our Nginx site using Iceweasel 
from the Raspberry or PC desktop, or from another host on 
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 A form element 
can contain 
attributes that 
include the 
Action, Method 
and the optional 
one Enctype.

 If you didn’t 
know already 
that 23°C was 
73F then you 
know now. 
Type another 
temperature 
in to see the 
limitless nature 
of your creation.

form will require two, or possibly three, attributes. These are 
action, method and enctype.

Action sets the URI, the address of where to send the data. 
Within our form, we’ll use a very simple process where the 
data will be submitted back to the same page. However, we 
could also submit data to other pages and servers where the 
dynamic code is hosted.

The method we can use is either GET or POST. In general, 
GET is used where the data being submitted is purely a query 
and isn’t modifying data on the server. With GET, the query is 
embedded into the URI and is the default – we have already 
seen this with the query string showing in the Location bar of 
the browser. Using this method, we also have the advantage 
that the query can be bookmarked for reuse later. 

POST is used, in general, for a query that will modify data 
on your server, such as adding an entry to a database or 
updating a profile. With these updates the query is embedded 
into the HTML header and doesn’t show in the URI or the 
browser’s location bar. As such, these queries can’t be 
bookmarked. If you use POST (and only POST) as the 
method, we can choose to set the enctype. If we omit this, 

then the default is set as application/x/www-form-
urlencoded. This describes the type of data that’s being sent 
to the server.

Here, we’ll be using GET and so we’ll set just the action 
and the method attributes to the form. The data collected on 
the form will be submitted back to this page itself. In other 
words, we will be adding PHP scripts to the page so that it can 
then process the information. For the PHP5-fpm service to 
process the page, the web page itself must end in .php. We 
configured the PHP5-fpm service to work with Nginx in 
LXF188. If you need to set this up, then go and check it out in 
your issue – we can wait for you here. To rename the page, 
we can use the following command: 
mv /var/www/temp.html /var/www/temp.php

We are now ready to start adding in some PHP code. So 
sit back and enjoy the ride. PHP was originally developed in 
1994 by Rasmus Lerdorf and named PHP Tools or Personal 
Home Page Tools. These tools provided a simple mechanism 
to help develop effective and dynamic web pages. We saw in 
LXF188 that we can easily create a page detailing the 
configuration of our web server using the phpinfo() function. 
In the same tutorial we looked at installing PHP onto the 
Raspberry Pi and, of course, you will need PHP installed to be 
able to use PHP pages on your Nginx server.

Adding a little PHP
PHP code is added between the opening tag <?php and 

can then be closed with the PHP tag ?>. Adding the 
phpinfo() function to our page would then be something 
similar to this: <?php phpinfo(); ?>. There’s no limit to 
number of lines that can exist between each tag. Here we’ve 
just a single line of code, and each line of code needs to be 
terminated with a semi-colon. Neither is there a limit to the 
number of PHP tags that we can have within a single page. In 
this way we can have separate elements of PHP embedded in 
the web page at the point that we need it.

In our page we will use two PHP tags, the first batch of 
code we add will interrogate the submitted data to see if we 
have sent information to be processed. This can be identified 
by looking at the values in the system array $_GET. If we’ve 

Action  The URI to send Data

Method  GET - Query in URI

 POST - Query in HTTP Header

Enctype
 application/x=www-form-urlencoded

 multipart/form-data

 text/plain
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submitted information then we’ll carry out the simple 
mathematics to convert the submitted temperature in 
Centigrade to the new value expressed in degrees Fahrenheit:
<?php if (isset($_GET[‘submit’])) {
    $c = $_GET[‘centigrade’];
    $f = (($c * 9)/5) + 32;
   echo “<p>$c C is <b>$f F</b></p>”; }?>

Looking at the PHP code piece by piece we start with a 
conditional if statement. The statement looks for the Submit 
button having been used in the system array $_GET, (an 
array is simply a collection of variables). We are looking for 
the name of submit in the array so this must also match the 
name of the input element used on the button on the form. 
If the condition is true and we are, in fact, submitting data to 
our little Pi, then we open up the brace (squiggly) brackets to 
define the PHP code that we should execute. 

The code within the brace brackets will retrieve the value 
from the centigrade field and store it as a variable we simply 
call $c. We then proceed to create a new variable that we 
name $f, (you get our cunning plan now: c for centigrade and 
f or Fahrenheit). The variable $f is the result of the maths 
used to produce the Fahrenheit value from the Centigrade 
inputted into the form. The echo statement is used to print 
the result back to the page and uses embedded HTML to 
format the output. We can use normal HTML tags within the 
echo statement and they will be read as HTML in the browser. 
You can see that we open and close a new paragraph and 
embolden some elements of the results. Each line of code is 
terminated as we mentioned before by using the semi-colon. 
Take care with the syntax of the code as errors can prevent 
the complete page from displaying.

The final element of PHP will need to be added into the 
<form> attributes themselves. This will tell the form to 
submit back to itself. Within the form tag we will set the 
method to ‘get’ and the action to submit data back to the 
same page using PHP system variables: 
<form method=”get” action=”<?php echo $_SERVER[‘PHP_
SELF’]; ?>”> 

Note: That the PHP code is syntax critical. Take a little time 
to type it out correctly, but remember it’s also available on the 
disc and website, and all we have to do now is to save the 

$_SERVER
The array $_SERVER that we use to determine the name of 
the page has many interesting values stored. We could use 
the value of $_SERVER(‘HTTP_USER_AGENT’) to 
determine the browser in-use by the client. Similarly, we 
could use $_SERVER(‘REMOTE_ADDR’) to return the IP 
address of the client used to read the page.

page, refresh the browser and fire in some conversions. With 
a little luck you will soon see that 23°C is 73.4°F. Using get we 
should also note the URI within the location bar of the 
browser: http://localhost/temp.php?centigrade=32&sub
mit=Convert. We are able to see the elements that make up 
the query and this can be bookmarked, if necessary.

We can also manipulate our query directly in the Location 
bar of the browser. As we are using the method get we embed 
the query into the query element of the page address or URI, 
Universal Resource Identifier. If we modify the URI in the 
location bar to something similar to: http://localhost/
temp.php?centigrade=17&submit=Convert. In this way we 
now will convert the 17°C to Fahrenheit. If we were using 
POST then the information submitted is embedded within the 
HTML header and as such is not available in the location bar.

If, like me, your typing is less than grade A then it’s 
possible that when you view the new page with PHP content 
is doesn’t look correct or, often, there’s no content displayed 
at all. As is always the case we can dig around in the log files 
to find a little guidance as to what may have gone awry.

A bit of troubleshooting
Using the command line tool tail, we can look at the end of 
the error log file for the Nginx web server. We can use the 
command: sudo tail /var/log/nginx/error.log. This will 
display the last 10 lines of the error log file which may supply 
some guidance. We can also follow the end of the log file and 
refresh the page in the browser to see the log file update in 
real time with: sudo tail -f /var/log/nginx/error.log. When 
you’ve finished reviewing the log you can stop following the 
file using the CTRL+C key sequence. If you see an error 
relating to an unexpected version string on line 1 then this will 
relate to the XML version and, if you recall, this isn’t 
compatible with PHP pages and you’ll need to remove the 
following line: <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>.

Along with the error log file, we also have an access log 
and this is used to record successful access to your website. 
You will be able to see the client IP address and browser used 
to access the PHP and other pages. Both the error and 
access log files are rotated daily so the current file will have 
the activity from today only. To see older information then we 
will need to unzip the appropriate archive file within the /var/
log/nginx/ directory. Should you want to adjust the rotation 
schedule of the files then take a look at the file /etc/
logrotate.d/nginx. Discussion of logrotate though is a 
subject for another tutorial. 

In LXF191, we’ll tie all of these elements together to create 
a PHP front-end linked to a MySQL database. All elements will 
be used, including creating more PHP pages to support the 
needs of the site, and learning how to create and add 
information to databases. LXF

Using PHP_SELF in 
the action attribute 
is perfect for a 
simple test, such 
as we run here 
but it is generally 
insecure so should 
be avoided. In the 
next instalment 
we’ll improve on 
this solution.

Quick
tip

 When it all goes 
wrong rest in the 
comfort that the 
log file exist to 
help you locate 
the problem. Log 
files are located 
in /var/log/nginx.
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still in use today. FreeBSD introduced the jail command 
which added to the concept and compartmentalised the 
system to a greater degree. Solaris, AIX and HP-UX all have 
their own variants too, but as you'd expect, Linux leads the 
way with a number of projects offering slightly differing 
implementations of the idea. These projects build upon a 
kernel feature known as cgroups, which (put very simply) 
provides a way of bundling a collection of processes together 
into a group and managing their consumption of system 
resources. Related to cgroups is yet another kernel feature: 
namespace isolation, which enables groups of processes to 
be isolated from others on the same system (so that they are 
not aware of the resources of other processes).

All about the apps 
Docker is one of the aforementioned projects but has a few 
differences from the others which have made it stand out. 
As stated in the Docker FAQ (http://docs.docker.com/faq), 
it’s not a replacement for the underlying LXC technology, but 
adds some useful features on top of it. Docker is very much 
focused on applications rather than fully blown operating 
systems, promising to combine container virtualisation with 
workflows and tooling for application management and 
deployment. It also enables containers (and hence 
applications) to be moved between systems portably and 
enable them to run unchanged. Add to this tools which enable 
developers to assemble containers from their source code, 
container versioning (in a manner very similar to git) and 
component re-use (use a container as a base image and build 
upon it) and it’s little wonder that Docker has captured so 

Docker: Build 
containers

Docker install Dockers and to get your 
apps running anywhere in containers

Anyone with a vague interest in the topics of 
virtualisation, ‘the cloud’ or DevOps will undoubtedly 
have heard mention of Docker and containers at 

some point in the last six months. In a rapidly evolving area, 
Docker has managed to grab the headlines and vendors have 
scrambled to point out that they are on board with the cool 
kids and developers in being able to run and in some cases 
enhance this new technology. But what is Docker, and why 
should you care? 

In the spirit of diving into something new to get an idea of 
how it works, in this tutorial we’re going to look at containers, 
some of the Docker functionality and build some examples. 
We used an Ubuntu 14.04 desktop system while writing this 
article, but Docker is very distro agnostic, so you should be 
able to follow these instructions on most systems.

Containers as a software concept have been around for 
some time on Unix. The venerable chroot (which was initially 
written in 1979) introduced the idea of running a program in a 
virtualised copy of the operating system for security 
purposes (although it involved some manual work for the 
system administrator in order to get up and running) and it’s 

 Inside our very first Docker container – probably the 
oddest looking top output you’ll ever see

The Docker project 
likes to compare it’s 
containers to the 
shipping equivalent: 
a box with standard 
properties - agreed 
dimensions and 
characteristics that 
can be lifted and 
shifted anywhere in 
the world no matter 
what it contains.

Quick
tip

Jolyon Brown looks at Docker, the project that promises to solve all  
manner of application development and deployment headaches.

Jolyon Brown
much to the 
dismay of his wife, 
recently quit his 
stable, respectable 
job in order to 
pursue a freelance 
career specialising 
in DevOps and 
OpenStack.

Our 
expert
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 Docker Tutorial

Hypervisors vs Containers – what’s the difference?
These days, there are a huge range of options 
available for a sysadmin to consider when asked 
to architect new infrastructure. Anyone can be 
forgiven for getting lost in the virtualisation maze 
So what exactly is the difference between a 
hypervisor- and a container-based system?

Hypervisors, which have their origins in the 
IBM systems of the 1960s, work by having a host 
system share hardware resources amongst 
guest systems (or virtual machines). The 
hypervisor manages the execution of guest 
operating systems and presents virtualised 
representations of the underlying resources to 
them. There are a couple of different types: 

 Type 1 hypervisors These are installed before 
any guest systems and work directly with the 
underlying hardware (VMWare is an example of 
this approach).

 Type 2 hypervisors Run on top of a traditional 
operating system, with the guests at another 
level above that (this is how Virtualbox works).

Containers however, work by having the kernel 
of an operating system run isolated processes in 
‘userspace’ (ie outside of the kernel). This can be 
just a single application and, therefore, doesn’t 
need the overhead of a full OS (which then needs 
maintenance, patching etc). Containers also have 
the bonus of being very lightweight. In fact, many 

containers can run on the same hardware but 
can’t run ‘other’ operating systems (eg Windows) 
and are, as a consquence, seen as not being as 
inherently secure as hypervisors. 

As usual, it’s a case of using what virtualisation 
technology is best for a particular situation or 
environment. Issues of cost, existing systems, 
management tools and skill sets should be 
considered. However the two approaches are not 
mutually exclusive and indeed can be 
complementary – quite a few adopters of Docker 
have confessed to running it within hypervisor 
based guests. Virtualisation is an active area of 
development, with open source at the forefront.

 The Docker website – no fail whale here – and includes a live online tutorial 
which runs through the basics in roughly 10 minutes.

If you missed last issue See www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/computer

much attention since being launched in 2013 – No more ‘Well, 
it worked on my machine’ type arguments between 
programmers and operations staff when a system goes live 
and fails to deploy properly in production!

Little boxes, little boxes 
With the promise of DevOps utopia ahead of us, let’s waste no 
further time and get on with the business of installing Docker. 
At the time of writing, Ubuntu 14.04 has version 0.91 of the 
software in it’s repositories. Let’s live a little more (or possibly 
less) dangerously and install from the project repo itself. One 
oddity to note: on Debian based systems, the maintained 
package is called docker.io, as the docker name was grabbed 
by a ‘system tray for kde/gnome docket applications’ some 
time ago. Red Hat based systems stick with ‘docker’. 

Docker provides a handy little script for ensuring our 
system can work with https apt sources and adds its repo to 
our sources and its key to our keychain before installing the 
package. Run the following to take a look at it (it’s generally 
good practice to give a program at least a cursory check 
before running it on your system).
curl -sSL https://get.docker.io/ubuntu/

Once you’re happy that it’s not installing the latest NSA 
backdoor or foreign Bitcoin stealing malware you can let it do 
it’s thing:
curl -sSL https://get.docker.io/ubuntu/ | sudo sh 

This will then install a handful of packages and start a 
docker daemon process, which you can confirm is running via 
the ps command. Instructions for other distributions can be 
found on the official site (http://bit.ly/DockerInstalls). Now 
let’s dive right in with the traditional ‘Hello, World!’ to give us 
confirmation that everything is working as intended! 
sudo docker run ubuntu /bin/echo “Hello, World!”

You will see a message saying that an Ubuntu image can’t 
be found locally, and one will be downloaded (via the Docker 
Hub) as well as a number of updates. Thankfully, once an 
image is downloaded it remains cached and subsequent runs 
are much quicker. Once everything is ready, the magic words 
will appear. But what’s happening here? The docker run 
command does exactly what you’d expect: it runs a container. 
We asked for an Ubuntu image to be used for the container, 
which Docker pulled from its hub when it couldn’t find a local 
copy. Finally, we asked for the simple echo command to be 

run inside it. Once Docker completed its tasks, the container 
was shut down. We can use this downloaded image in a more 
interactive way by using the -i and -t flags, which enable us to 
use the containers STDIN and give us a terminal connection.
sudo docker run -i -t ubuntu /bin/bash

This should give a root prompt almost immediately within 
the container itself. The speed with which that hopefully 
appeared is one of the reasons for Dockers popularity. 
Containers are very fast and lightweight. Many of them can 
co-exist on a system, many more than could be handled if 
they were more like traditional heavy virtual machines. This is 
partly due to Docker using union file systems which are file 
systems that operate by creating layers. This makes them 
extremely fast. As you would expect, Linux comes with more 
than one variant. Docker by default uses devicemapper, but 
also supports AUFS, btrs and vfs. 

From that prompt, run a few commands such as df -h, ls 
and finally top. While the first two should look pretty vanilla as 
far as output goes, top will show a rather odd situation of only 
two running processes: bash and the top command itself. 
Exit this strange matrix like situation by pressing q (to come 

LXC (LinuX 
Containers) can 
refer to both 
the underlying 
capabilities of the 
kernel (cgroups 
et al) and also to 
the project that 
maintains the 
userland tools – 
which is well worth 
a look and has 
reached version 1.0.

Quick
tip
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Tutorial Docker

In issue LXF191 Catch the second instalment of the Docker tutorial.

 The Docker 
Hub contains 
many predefined 
Linux containers 
from the usual 
suspects.

out of top, if you haven’t already) and then typing exit. 
Docker will then shut our container down. You can check that 
this is happened by running
sudo docker ps

which will show some headers and nothing running. Docker 
can, of course, handle daemonised processes which won’t 
exit as soon as we’ve finished with them, so let’s kick one off:
sudo docker run -d ubuntu /bin/bash -c “echo ‘yawn’;  
sleep 60”

This time Docker starts up our container using the -d flag 
and backgrounds it, returning to us a container id. Our simple 
command line runs on the container, sleeping away. We can 
now see that sudo docker ps gives us a bit more information, 
including a rather silly name that Docker has assigned our 
container (‘pensive_franklin’ in our test case). We can see 
what the container is doing using this name:
sudo docker logs pensive_franklin

which should return a barely stifled yawn from our short-lived 
process. Once the 60 seconds are up from the sleep 
command Docker once again wields the axe and the 
container is no more. If we supply a larger value for the sleep 
command and get sick of waiting for the processes nap time 
to complete, we can use the docker stop command in the 
follow way:
sudo docker stop pensive_franklin

We can try the docker run command a few more times, 
experimenting with different command lines. Once we’ve had 
enough of such japery, we run 
sudo docker ps -a

which reveals all the containers, including non-running ones. 
There are a bunch of other flags you can use, we’d suggest 
have a look at man docker-ps.

A more useful example
This is all very well and good, but what about something  
more useful? A great example of a lightweight application  
that sits nicely in a container is Nginx, [see page 76] the high 
performance web/cache/load balancing/proxy server. How 
easy is it for us to set up a brand new instance of Nginx, ready 
to serve pages on? Lets find out!

A quick look on Docker Hub (https://registry.hub.
docker.com) shows Nginx on the front page as having an 
official repository. We can pull this down to our local machine 
by using the pull argument to the docker command:
sudo docker pull nginx

A little while later (there are some reasonably sized layers 
to download) and our image should be available. We can see 
what images we have locally by issuing sudo docker images 
at the command prompt. Now, we can quickly verify Nginx is 
working by running: 
sudo docker run -d -p 8080:80 nginx
sudo docker ps

Assuming Nginx is reporting as being up, we can connect 
our desktop browser to http://127.0.0.1:8080 to see the 
default Nginx page. All well and good. But how can we add 
content to it? First, let’s stop our running container via the 
sudo docker stop <silly name> command and then include 
a really basic example file. Open up your favourite text editor 
and create the following, saving it as docker-example.html. 
It’s best to do this in a new sub directory – call it whatever 
you like – to avoid any other files lying around from confusing 
Docker in a moment. Then save this file in a sub directory 
below our new one, and call that content.
<html>
<head>
<title>Here is our dockerized web site!</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>We are running in a container</h1>
</body>
</html>

Is your Docker image broken?
One of the best things about open source and 
Linux are the plethora of opinions and ideas, 
particularly about the correct ways to run 
systems. One such example which caused a 
minor stir in the Docker world occurred when 
Phusion, the team behind the well known 
Phusion Passenger product/project, used 
extensively in Ruby on Rails and other web 
development setups, released its Docker image 
(available on Docker Hub at phusion/
baseimage). They argued that the common 

Docker practice of running a single application 
process (as evidenced by the top output in our 
tutorial) meant that many important system 
services wouldn’t be running in the container. 
Not least, the init process would be missing.

Now while the whole point of using containers 
is to have a very lightweight system – use a VM if 
you want a full-blown OS – init does the very 
important job of inheriting orphaned child 
processes, and should any of those appear in 
your container they’ll end up as zombies with 

nowhere to go. The Phusion team also argue 
that some processes are so vital (cron, syslog 
and ssh) that they should always be available to 
a Linux OS, no matter how lightweight, and that 
pulling the legs out from underneath a system 
rather than having it shutdown properly via init 
could well lead to corruption to data. Opinions 
varied as to whether this was making Docker 
containers too complicated and heavyweight, 
but the image has been popular on Docker Hub 
and is well worth a look.
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The Docker 
project maintains 
an online public 
image repository, 
similar to the likes 
of Vagrant, where 
anyone can store 
Docker container 
images if they 
register. You don’t 
need to register 
an account to 
download anything.

Quick
tip

 Nginx running 
in a Docker 
container. 
It may look 
like a humble 
beginning, but 
after a few 
tweaks we’ll 
be besieged by 
Silicon Valley 
acquisition 
offers, we’re sure.

Feel free to add to this epic example of a web page as you 
see fit. Now we are going to create a Dockerfile (the file must 
be named Dockerfile). This is just a text file that contains the 
commands that we’d otherwise enter at the prompt 
interactively. Instead, we can issue a docker build command 
instead, and have docker do the hard (?) work for us. This 
example is trivial of course, but adds our content directory to 
the existing Nginx image file. 
FROM nginx
ADD content /usr/local/nginx/html

Now run the docker build command
sudo docker build -t nginx-test

The -t nginx-test option here tells Docker what we’d like 
to call our new image, should the build be successful 
(hopefully it was). Now let us run it, and confirm it started:
sudo docker run --name whatever -d -p 8080:80 nginx-test
sudo docker ps

Making changes to containers
The --name flag allows us to call our new container a name of 
our choosing rather than the auto generated one from Docker 
(amusing though they are). The -p, as is probably obvious, 
maps port 8080 on our local host to port 80 inside the 
container. The container has its own internal IP address which 
we can see by running :
sudo docker inspect whatever

and this returns a whole bunch of information about the 
system in JSON format. We can now see the fruits of our 
labour by connecting to http://127.0.0.1:8080/docker-
example.html in our browser. While Facebook are probably 
not quaking in their boots at the site of our new website we’ve 
proven how quickly we can get a server up and running. We 
could, if we so wished, run dozens if not hundreds of these 
Nginx containers in a style reminiscent of the cheapest and 
most cut throat of web hosting companies. 

What Docker does here when running the build command 
is take our base image and add our changes to it – this new 
layer is then saved as it’s own container. Taking this further, 
we could have easily taken the Ubuntu image from earlier and 
installed a lot of software on it via many apt-get install lines 
in a Dockerfile. Each line would create an intermediate 
container, building on the one before it which would be 
removed once the change was committed, leaving us only 

with the end copy. This can also be done manually if required 
– we could start the Ubuntu image, make changes to it at the 
command line, exit it and then save the changes using the 
docker commit command. This git-like command gives us a 
kind of version control over our containers. When we’re done 
with a particular container, using the docker stop and docker 
rm commands cleans everything up for us. 

Containers of a feather, dock together
Of course, having a standalone web server isn’t that much 
use these days. What if we want to set up a dynamic site that 
reads data from a database? Docker has the concept of 
linking containers together. Assuming that we had a database 
container named data running say, MySQL, we could create a 
new Nginx container as follows:
sudo docker run -d -p 8080:80 --name whatever nginx-test 
--link data:mysql 

The Nginx system will now be able to reference the 
database using the alias mysql, and environment variables 
and a /etc/hosts entry will be created on the system for the 
database. Docker uses a secure tunnel for container to 
container traffic here, meaning that the database doesn’t 
need to export ports to the outside world. Docker takes care 
of all of this automatically. 

Docker also includes a Vagrant-like ability to share 
directories between the Docker host and containers running 
on it. The -v flag to the docker run command enables 
parameters such as -v /home/web/data:/web/data which 
will result in the container seeing a mount point /web/data. 
The -v flag can also create standalone volumes in the 
container (eg -v /data). For persistent data, the advice 
appears to be to create a dedicated container to er… contain 
it and to then make that data available to other containers. 
They can see it by use of the --volumes-from option to 
docker run command.

Now that we’ve had a whirlwind tour of some of the basic 
Docker functionality, in next month’s tutorial we’ll look at 
some of Docker’s more advanced features and use-cases for 
this software. Until then, enjoy experimenting with your new 
found container skills and take a look at the options available 
for the docker command. There’s also plenty of extra, 
in-depth information to be plundered from the official Docker 
website (www.docker.com). Happy docking! LXF
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there will be an entry called FractalFlake, so go ahead and 
click it, if you haven't already, you impatient devil. You will be 
greeted with a new dialogue – don't worry about the Image 
and Drawable options, these are irrelevant for plug-ins that 
output new. In fact, don't worry about any of the options for 
your first snowflake, just click go ahead and OK and watch the 
script work away.

When you’re done admiring your handiwork, have a fiddle 
with the parameters: Size corresponds to the pixel size of the 
square canvas produced by the plugin (of which the 
snowflake occupies about 60%), Minimum Length is the line 
length of each straight line in your fractal. This corresponds to 
the base case for the recursion (see below), if you have a 
larger image, and a smaller minimum length, then the image 
will take longer to produce. The random wobble will randomly 
deviate the vertices of the snowflake by up to this number of 
pixels, making for a more organic look, or a bit of mess if you 
set it too high.

Recursion, see recursion
Now that you've satisfied all your snowflake-rendering desires 
and are ready to learn what's going on behind the scenes, 
let's take a deep breath and think about recursion. A recursive 
function is one which calls itself. "Shenanigans!", I hear you 
cry, "Only an infinite loop of despair could result from such a 
confabulation". And you would be quite correct, were it not for 
a (good) recursive function calling itself with different 
parameters and having a non-recursive base case. The 

Python: Gimp 
gets snowflakes
Winter is coming. Set your White Walker traps and snares, hunker down and 
admire some fractal snowflakes with Jonni Bidwell.

It's been a few issues [LXF188] since our last Gimp 
Python-Fu tutorial, and as the temperatures begin their 
steady decline it seems a reasonable excuse to draw 

some snowflakes. The canonical snowflake of choice for 
programmers is based on a fractal curve invented by the 
Swedish mathematician, Helge von Koch. As well as making a 
pretty picture, this tutorial serves as a gentle introduction to 
recursion, one of the trickier programming paradigms.

On the LXFDVD (side B, in the /tutorials/GIMP 
directory) you'll find a file called kochflake.py. Assuming you 
have the newest version (2.8) of Gimp installed, then copy 
this file to your ~/.gimp-2.8/plug-ins folder and give it the 
chmod +x treatment. If you don't have Gimp installed, then it 
will certainly be in your distribution's repositories (it will be 
also be there if you do have it installed, incidentally) so let fly 
with apt-get install, pacman -S, yum install, or whatever is 
your weapon of choice.

When you start Gimp have a meander to the Filters menu, 
and there you should find a new sub-menu called My Filters 
(when you start playing with lots of plug-ins, the Filters menu 
can easily get crowded, so it's a good idea to annex off your 
custom additions in this way). Inside the My Filters menu 

 [Following steps derived from a binary sequence, our 
Turtle can trace an ever more convincing von Koch curve.

See more on 
the Thue-Morse 
connections on 
a blog piece by 
Zachary Abel
http://bit.ly/
ThueMorse

Quick
tip

Jonni Bidwell
has been running 
around Iceland, 
which lacked ice 
or snow, so 
decided to draw 
his own in Gimp.

Our 
expert
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Fibonacci sequence example in our Mathematica tutorial  
[see p88] provides a reasonable example, (we won't say a 
good example, because it's hideously inefficient), the j-th 
Fibonacci number F(j) is defined as the sum of the (j-2)-th 
and (j-1)-th Fibonacci numbers, so F(j)=F(j – 1) + F(j - 2). This 
definition as it stands is not satisfactory, until we first specify 
two initial Fibonacci numbers, traditionally F(0) := 0 and F(1) 
:= 1. Armed with this knowledge, we can work out F(3) as the 
sum F(2) + F(1), F(2) we don't know, but it is F(1) + F(0) = 2, 
so F(3) = F(1) + F(0) + F(1) = 2.

Another example which might be closer to some of your 
hearts is a recursive directory listing: Print a list of files in the 
current directory, then for each directory do the same, 
possibly with some indentation. Here the base case is when 
the current directory contains no subdirectories, and applying 
the procedure will traverse down a directory and give a 
lengthy listing of its entire contents.

So once we have our base cases sufficiently well-defined, 
then recursion is all good. Granted, its much easier for 
computers to understand than humans, so have a peruse at 
the step-by-step guide [see p86] to see how the von Koch 
curve is constructed. The snowflake is just three of these 
curves arranged around an equilateral triangle.

Understanding the code
The code contains a number of housekeeping lines which 
might be initially distracting, so let's jump straight into the 
fractalflake() function, which is where all the action is. All 
Python-fu plugins accept the timg and tdraw arguments 
(respectively an image and a drawable), even though they are 
not relevant for functions like this which output new, rather 
than acting on existing, images. So forgetting about these 
arguments we have size, min_length and rnd which are 
exactly what the user passes to GIMP via the initial dialogue.

Our first tasks are to set up an RGB image and a layer to 
draw on, and start an undo group so that the whole process is 
seen as one operation, not several hundred carefully directed 
little lines. We also set up a temporary paintbrush, since 
drawing lines 1 pixel thick is otherwise tricky, and set the 
foreground colour to snow white. 

This is all dealt with in the first nine lines of fractflake() 
after that we have our recursive step, drawStep(), which we 
will skip over for a minute so we can see how it is called. The 
code on line 52 refers to three points (ax,ay), (bx,by) and 
(cx,cy). The first two are the base of our triangle, located 75% 
of the way down the image and at 20% and 80% in the 
horizontal direction. The point (cx,cy) is horizontally centered, 
and up top, 25% down the page.

We call our drawStep() function to draw three von Koch 
fractals between these points, and there is where the magic 
happens. So let's now delve into this function. We first 
calculate the distance, using the Pythagorean theorem, 
between the two points passed to drawStep, then we see if 
this length is greater than the supplied min_length:
dy = y2 - y1 
dx = x2 - x1 
length = math.sqrt (dx ** 2 + dy **2)
if length > min_length:

First, pay attention to what happens if this isn't the case 
(skipping over the mess down to line 48), so the points are 
sufficiently close together. This is our base case and involves 
nothing more than drawing a straight line:
    pdb.gimp_pencil(layer,4,[x1,y1,x2,y2])

The syntax is a little strange – the 4 refers to the number 
of co-ordinates, hence half of the number of points. So now 
we can tackle the recursive case. This looks ugly, but that’s 
just geometry. We define some new points (px,py), (qx,qy) 
and (rx,ry): the first two divide the line segment into thirds, 
and the latter (which is tricky to calculate) is located 
perpendicular to the midpoint at a distance such that an 
equilateral triangle is formed by these points.
    if length > min_length: 
        px = x1 + dx / 3. 

 The plug-in’s output with a minimum line length of five.

Turtles and the Thue-Morse sequence
The von Koch curve is a little less messy to 
program if you forget about geometry and think 
like a turtle. If you have Python's turtle module 
installed together with the tk graphical toolkit we 
can do it in the following snippet of code:
import turtle
def von_koch(t, order, size):
    if order == 0:

        t.forward(size)
    else:
        for angle in [60, -120, 60, 0]:
           von_koch(t, order - 1, size / 3)
           t.left(angle)
von_koch(turtle,5,400)

This enables us to see a connection with the 
binary sequence obtained by starting with a 0 

and adding the sequences complement at each 
stage. Thus 0, 01, 0110, 01101001, and so on. This 
is known as the Thue-Morse sequence. And if we 
interpret a 0 as an instruction to move the turtle 
forward by one unit, and a 1 to rotate 60° counter 
clockwise, then a term sufficiently far down the 
Thue-Morse sequence begins to look uncannily 
von Koch like, as in the image below-left.
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In issue LXF191 Cython – C extensions for Python (not an alien invasion).

        py = y1 + dy / 3. 
        mpx = x1 + dx / 2. 
        mpy = y1 + dy / 2. 
        h = length / 3 * math.sqrt(3)/2 
        qx = px + dx / 3. 
        qy = py + dy / 3. 
        rx = mpx + h * (y1 - y2) / length 
        ry = mpy + h * (x2 - x1) / length

Next, we consider if we are adding a random wobble. If so 
we make a list of 10 random numbers in the required range, 
if not we make a list of 10 zeros. We then do the recursive call 
with the new points perturbed, if requested.
        if rnd > 0: 
            r = [random.randrange(0,rnd) for j in range(10)] 
         else: 
            r = [0 for j in range(10)] 
        drawStep(x1 + 0,y1 + 0,px + r[2],py + r[3]) 
        drawStep(px + r[2],py + r[3],rx + r[4],ry +r [5]) 
        drawStep(rx + r[4],ry + r[5],qx + r[6],qy + r[7]) 
        drawStep(qx + r[6],qy + r[7],x2 + 0,y2 + 0)

Notice that we don't let the random wobble affect the end 
points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2). You are welcome to do this, using 
x1 + r[0], y1 + r[1] and x[2] + r[8] and y[2] + r[9], but the 
resulting curve will not be closed, which looks a bit odd.

And there you have it, barring some trivial housekeeping 
tasks at the end of the function, fractals and snowflakes are 
your oysters. There are all manner of other fractals you can 
draw In this way. Trees and ferns are particularly popular.

The register() function at the end is used to register the 
plug-in in the Gimp Procedure Database. The first argument 
here is the main function name prefixed by python_fu. Then 
we have fairly self-explanatory entries for a descriptive name, 
a more verbose description, an author, a licence and a date. 
After this we need to specify where in the menu structure the 
plug-in will appear, if (as in our case) the plug-in has some 
options then it is customary to indicate this by adding an 
ellipsis at the end of the menu entry. 

The next entry specifies which type of images the plugin 
works on, and we have set this to an empty string since it is 
irrelevant in our case. Then, more interestingly, we have a list 
of arguments to pass to our function. The PF_SPINNER type 
gives a neat way of entering an integer. The first number is 
the default an then we have a triplet consisting of the 
minimum, maximum and step size for manipulating the 
spinner. The same structure works for PF_SLIDER, which 
controls the input with a sliding bar. Other useful types are 
PF_TOGGLE, for boolean (on or off) options, as well as the 
self-explanatory PF_FONT, PF_BRUSH and PF_LAYER. LXF

1  Beginning at order 0 (or a line)
The von Koch curve of order 0 is just a humble straight line. There 
really isn’t that much more one can possibly say about it aside from it 
being rather peaceful and reminds us of Flatliners…

2  An order 1 curve (pointy)
If we divide this line into thirds and form an equilateral triangle with 
the middle third we get the order 1 curve. This curve is made up of 
four order 0 curves at one third scale.

3  Order 2 curve (emergent snowflake)
Now subdivide each order 0 curve, so that our order 2 curve is 
constituted of four order 1 curves, or 16 order 0 curves. We can see 
the familiar snowflake-edge pattern emerging.

4  Order 3 curve (or pretty)
The order 3 curve, composed of 64 order 0 curves. Definitely things 
are getting more complicated, and you’ve probably got the idea by 
now: The von Koch curve of order n has 4n straight lines, and is pretty.

Ordering up the perfect snowflake
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M athematica is a fearfully powerful symbolic 
computation package. It’s published by Wolfram 
Research and has been on the scene for over 25 

years, during which time it seen heavy adoption by both  
academia and industry. Powered by the general-purpose 
Wolfram language, it provides a simple platform which can 
solve, simulate, approximate or decorate pretty much 
anything you can throw at it.

While we at LXF are not usually inclined towards 
proprietary software (we are the ‘No.1 for Free Software’, after 
all), but we make an exception in this case because Wolfram 
made the decision, in November 2013, to release a free 
version of Mathematica (and indeed the Wolfram Language) 
for the Raspberry Pi. If your views on free software are 
sufficiently austere, then consider yourself free to not use it.

Still here? Okay then, if you have a reasonably new release 
of Raspbian then good news: You already have Mathematica 
installed. If not you can get it with a simple
$ sudo apt-get update
$ sudo apt-get install wolfram-engine

Make sure you have enough space though as the whole 
install weighs in at about 600MB.

Up and calculating
The package will install two programs, Mathematica and 
Wolfram Language. Mathematica will start a notebook style 
graphical interface, and Wolfram Language will start a 
terminal based one. The Wolfram Language is instrumental in 
powering the Wolfram Alpha knowledge engine as well as the 
new Wolfram Programming Cloud. It strives to maximise 
automation and unification with the goal that, in Stephen 
Wolfram's own words "once a human can express what they 
want to do with sufficient clarity, all the details of how it is 
done should be handled automatically". If you're familiar with 
the package then beware, to quote Stephen again: "the 
Raspberry Pi is perhaps 10 to 20 times slower at running the 
Wolfram Language than a typical current-model laptop and 
sometimes even slower when it’s lacking architecture-specific 
internal libraries". In sum, prepare to be patient.

We'll begin with showing the basics of Mathematica. In its 
most simplest form, you can use it as a calculator: Click on 
the worksheet and type 3 + 2 (or some other suitably 
complicated expression) at the In[1]:= prompt, press Enter, 
or select Evaluate Cell from the Cell menu, and you should 
see something like Out[1]= followed by the correct answer. 
Naturally, the program is capable of much more taxing 
calculation. Try 2014 ^ 2013, and be amazed at how quickly 
the little computer spits out a big answer. It would also be 

Mathematica: 
Visualise data
Jonni Bidwell shows you how to do some serious calculating with the Pi.

 Everybody’s 
favourite fractal 
is easy to draw 
and colourise in 
Mathematica.

Jonni Bidwell
is an amateur 
algebraist and 
cryptographer by 
day. By night, he 
is a vagabond of 
the lowest order.

Our 
expert
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remiss of us not to do something pi-related here, so lets 
calculate the first one million decimal digits of that 
transcendental:
pi = N[Pi, 1000000];

On our Raspberry Pi this took all of 12 seconds (Note that 
the semicolon suppresses outputting this rather lengthy 
result, which would significantly increase the time taken). 
We can define our own functions too, for example we could 
make a very naive Fibonacci number implementation like so:
F[0] = 0;
F[1] = 1;
F[x_] = F[x -1] + F[x -2];

We use the underscore to indicate that x is a user-supplied 
argument. This function works – we can quickly work out the 
first terms of the sequence as 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 etc – but things 
rapidly grind to a halt when we want to find, say, the 1,000th 
Fibonacci number. You could write a better function, but no 
need to reinvent the wheel:
Fibonacci[1000]

will swiftly answer your query.

Now for equations
Remember simultaneous equations from school? Something 
like solving 2x + 3y = 11 and 3x - y = 0? While this example is 
child's play, if we have more variables then the situation 
becomes harder. We form a matrix of coefficients and if 
possible invert it. This is a tedious process to do by hand 
(using the method of Gaussian Elimination, and that’s got 
nothing to do with classic Bullfrog title, Syndicate), commonly 
suffered by hungover undergrads and involving lots of 
scribbling out. It is also the very same task that a significant 
proportion of the world's supercomputing time is devoted to, 
since so many models are based on linear systems.

We can solve our simple linear system above (if you 
haven't already done so) with a simple:
m = {{2,3},{3,-1}}
minv = Inverse[m]

Calculate in the cloud
If the things you want to compute start grinding 
the Pi to a halt or saturating its memory, then it’s 
possible to send certain queries to the Wolfram 
Alpha knowledge engine. Where possible, 
responses are sent back in a form that you can 
continue to work with in Mathematica. Naturally, 
this requires your Pi to be connected to web.

Wolfram Alpha is capable of understanding 
natural language queries as well as those in the 
Wolfram Language (eg Mathematica input), so 
you can ask it about anything you like. For 
example, rather than risk looking out of the LXF 
towers window to see external conditions, we can 
simply type:

WolframAlpha["weather bath uk"]
Bear in mind that there’s a limit to how much 

free compute time you're allowed, so you won't 
be able to calculate the answer to life. But the 
cloud technique is nonetheless useful for 
calculations which intermediately use a lot of 
memory, but return an easy to swallow answer.

 This is the Echidnahedron, which the Mathematica logo (also known as Spikey) 
is based on, albeit with some hyperbolic jazz thrown in.

minv * {{11},{0}}
Mathematica will return the vector {{1},{3}}, meaning x = 1 

and y = 3.
For no real reason, let's try and make Mathematica invert 

a 20x20 matrix of random floating point values.
m = RandomReal(1,{20,20})
Inverse[m]

It’s nice to visualise the matrix as a rectangular array, 
rather than a list full of curly brackets. Doing this is a simple 
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question of adding:
m // MatrixForm

Besides linear algebra, Mathematica can help you with 
your calculus homework. In particular it’s very good at 
integrating and differentiating things. We use the function call 
D[f,x] to differentiate the function f with respect to the 
variable x, so you can do something simple like:
D[cos[x] + x^2, x]

which will obtain the solution -sin[x] + 2x. Or you can try 
something a little harder, such as:
D[tan^-1[x^x],x]

You can also find the (lengthy) second and third 
derivatives of this function using:
D[tan^-1[x^x],{x,2}]

and 
D[tan^-1[x^x],{x,3}]

You can also use the D[] function to do partial derivatives, 
or even implicit differentiation:
D[x^2 + (y[x])^3,x]

Students often find integration harder than differentation, 
and for many years now have been using the online integrator 
at http://integrals.wolfram.com to do their homework. 
As you would expect, Mathematica can symbolically integrate 
pretty much any function where this makes sense (there are 
exceptions; such as things like x^x whose integral has no 
symbolic representation). However, all the elementary 
functions are handled as you would expect:
Integrate[x^2,x]

Integrate[sin^-1[x],x]
Integrate[log[x],x]

Remember: Don't forget the constant of integration. 
Furthermore, you can even get complicated expressions for 
things which don't integrate so nicely. For example
Integrate[ln[cos[x]]]

evaluates to a rather ugly complex expression involving 
polylogarithmic functions. One of Mathematica's most 
impressive capabilities is its ability to produce graphics. 
Graphs, surfaces, networks, maps are all just a couple of lines 
away. We can plot a period of the sine function with a simple:
Plot[Sin[x],{x,0,2 * Pi}]

You can also make nice weather charts Mathematica's 
built in WeatherData[] function. For example, to plot the 
daily mean temperatures for this year's great British 
Summer:
DateListPlot[WeatherData["Bath (United Kingdom)","MeanT
emperature",{{2014,6,1},{2014,9,1},"Day"}],Joined->True]

We can even venture into three dimensions and plot the 
following function:
Plot3D[Sin[x]+Cos[y],{x,0,2 * Pi},{y,0,2*Pi}]

One can draw two (or more) lines or surfaces on the same 
plot by adding them to the relevant Plot function. For 
example, if you need reminding about how the sine and 
cosine functions are related:
Plot[Sin[x],Cos[x],{x,0,2 * Pi}]

Shapes are easy too, thanks to Mathematica's extensive 
library of polyhedra. To draw a red Echidnahedron (an 

 Adding sines 
and cosines is 
what Fourier 
analysis is 
all about.

Check out the 
regularly updated 
http://blog.
wolfram.com to 
see some weird 
and wonderful 
Mathematica 
excursions, 
including how 
to win at Rock, 
Paper, Scissors.

Quick
tip
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 Mathematica Tutorial

1  Stream plot
Here is a stream plot that shows the directions of wind across 
Australia. The higher wind speeds are represented by brighter 
colours. To do this yourself, the outline function needs to be 
manually entered, but you can find all the details on how to do this on 
the Wolfram blog. Stream plots are commonly used to visualise 
differential equations (http://bit.ly/WeatherPatterns).

2  Sunspot Cycle
Witness the 11-year sunspot cycle using publicly available data. 
Between 1640 and 1710 there were abnormally few sunspots, which 
coincided with the European ‘mini ice age’. In general, if you’re looking 
for frequencies in noisy data, a good trick is to convolve your data 
with a moving average kernel to smooth it out before using Fourier 
analysis (http://bit.ly/SunspotNumbers).

3  Celestial Navigation
There is an old Maori proverb: “Before you embark on a journey, 
make sure that you know the stars”. In this demo you can learn to get 
your bearings by measuring the angles of altitude to planets, stars or 
the moon at a specific time. The celestial sphere is approximated by 
the Earth moving through a circular orbit at constant speed, 
otherwise things get ugly (http://bit.ly/CelestialNavigation).

4  Snowflakes
Continuing this issue’s wintry theme (See Tutorials, p84) have a play 
with some different kinds of snowflakes. This one is generated using 
hexagonal cellular automata. All snowflakes exhibit hexagonal 
symmetry due to hydrogen bonding in water molecules. When they 
freeze, the crystals are formed into a hexagonal arrangement due to 
the layout of the charges (http://bit.ly/SnowflakeLikePatterns).

Things to try with Mathematica

icosahedron stellation having 92 vertices, 270 edges, and 180 
faces) do:
Graphics3D[{Opacity[.8], Glow[RGBColor[1,0,0]], 
EdgeForm[White], Lighting -> None, 
PolyhedronData["Echidnahedron", "Faces"]}]

Raspberry special
For the most part, the Pi edition of Mathematica is a diet 
version of the full product. However, it does some features 
which are exclusive, namely the ability to talk to devices 
connected via the GPIO pins and the CSR connected PiCam 
module. All this invocation happens through the DeviceRead 
and DeviceWrite commands, eg to set pin 14 to high:

DeviceWrite["GPIO", 14 -> 1]
replacing 1 with 0 to set it to low. To read the status of GPIO pin 14 
(GPIO14 in the BCM numbering, take care here), do:
status = DeviceRead["GPIO", 14]

and the variable status will take on the value 0 or 1 as appropriate.
You can take import an image from the camera module into 

Mathematica as follows:
img = DeviceRead["RaspiCam"]

And then you can export it as a JPEG, or whatever format you like 
using the following:
Export["/home/pi/img.jpg", img]

And here we end our quick journey through the Pi edition of 
Mathematica. LXF
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#1 for Free Software

Win!

Got a question about open source? Whatever your level, email it to lxf.answers@futurenet.com for a solution.

1  Thunderbird 
dictionaries
2  X forwarding to 
Android
3  Screenlets
package

4  Autorunning 
CDs for install
5  Recovering 
deleted files

 Rescuing a 
deleted folder

1  Mind your language
 I have just upgraded to Linux Mint 17 

(Qiana 64-bit) with Thunderbird 
31.0, which has the US English 

dictionary. I have tried installing a UK English 
version without success by going to Edit > 
Preferences > Composition > Download 
More Dictionaries. At the dictionaries and 
language packs there are two British 
dictionaries available of different sizes, 
namely 235.3K and 234.0K. Selecting either 
moves to a new page where there is a 
Download button. Unfortunately, when I go 

to select either of the two dictionaries 
nothing seems to happen.

Is this a glitch with the Mozilla website or 
is it a bug in this version of Thunderbird? 
Additionally, is that it then for the moment 
or is there any other way that I can install a 

UK English dictionary in this version of 
Thunderbird?

It all seems very mysterious as I have 
been using Thunderbird for the last decade 
and I have never experienced any problem 
with downloading a UK dictionary version 
with previous Linux distros and earlier 
versions of Thunderbird. It also seems odd 
to have two dictionaries apparently available.
John Yates
 The second (slightly smaller) 

dictionary claims to be an improved 
version of the original, compatible with 

the latest Firefox and Thunderbird releases, 
with a much later release date, so that's the 
one I'd go for. The original, version 1.19.1, is 
almost four years old and may well give you 
problems with the current release, while the 
fork is version 1.19.5 and much newer. 
You shouldn't see a Download button, only one 
for Add to Thunderbird, if you reached this 
page through Thunderbird's preferences. When 
you click that button Thunderbird will ask for 
permission to install the software, then you 
should see a message near the top of the 
window that it has been installed successfully. 
However, when I installed Mint 17, Thunderbird 
already gave English/United Kingdom as a 
choice in the Preferences Spelling window, 
although it defaulted to English/Australia.

If you select Add-ons Manager from the 
main menu and go to the Dictionaries section, 
you should see the British English dictionary 
you just installed. If it doesn't appear, type 
British English into the search box and you 

Enter our competition

Linux Format is proud 
to produce the biggest 
and best magazine 
about Linux and free 

software that we can. A word count of 
LXF185 showed it had 67,790 words. About 
as much as Heart of Darkness and Animal 
Farm combined, but with way more Linux, 
coding and free software!

That’s more than most of our competitors, 
and that’s how we know that we’re big. As for 
the best, well… that’s a subjective claim, but it’s 
one we’re happy to stand by.

if ($letter == winner) 
    get $books

Because we’re nice chaps as well as 
Linux gurus, and because our offices have 
very little storage space, we’re giving one 
lucky reader each issue the chance to  
win some of the books that get sent to  
us for review. They’re mostly reference  
books that will give your shelves an air  
of computational gravitas. For a chance  
to win, email your question to  
lxf.answers@futurenet.com, or post it to  
www.linuxformat.com/forums to seek 
help from our lively community of readers.  
 See page 94 for our star question.

Get your questions answered and exploit our generosity.

 This month we   
 answer questions on:

 The Thunderbird Add-ons Manager shows which dictionaries are installed and available.
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I
n any online discussion involving hardware 
or driver issues, it won’t be long before 
someone asks “What does dmesg say?” 

So you type dmesg in a terminal and several 
thousand lines of pure, unadulterated 
geekspeak fly by. This is the contents of the 
kernel log, a list of all the messages from the 
kernel. If you pipe the output from dmesg to 
a pager, you can see the various hardware on 
your system being detected and the 
corresponding driver modules being loaded.

Dmesg pumps out a lot of information, 
so we need a way to find the relevant parts. 
There are three main options, the first being 
to pipe the output to a pager:
dmesg | less

This will enable you to search (press / in 
less) for strings matching the device or driver 
you need to know about. An alternative to 
less is to use grep to filter the output, so if 
you are looking for information on a 
particular USB device, then the following is a 
good start:
dmesg | grep -i USB

You could also add the -e or -T option to 
dmesg. These both tell dmesg to use human 
readable timestamps, but in slightly different 
ways. The third option is available only with 
recent releases of util-linux (the package 
that provides dmesg) – from version 2.22 
onwards. This adds a new option to dmesg, 

-w or --follow. With --follow, dmesg displays 
the kernel message buffer as before but then 
continues to display any new messages as 
they are sent. You can run dmesg --follow 
and then connect your hardware and see 
what the kernel thinks of it in real time.

A X is a client/server 
system – the programs 
run on the client and 

are displayed on the server. In 
normal use, client and server 
are the same machine, but they 
can be separate, as is the case 
when using X forwarding. That 
means you need an X server on 
the device displaying the 
output, and Android does not 
use X. Fortunately, there is an X 
server available for Android. It 
does not provide a complete 
implementation of X but it 
handles enough of it for most needs. The one 
to look for is called X Server by Darkside 
Technologies. This can handle X forwarding 
with the Pro version of JuiceSSH.

We assume you already have a connection 
set up in JuiceSSH. So go to the connection list 
in JuiceSSH Pro and swipe right to the Port 
Forwards list. Create a new one using the 
connection for your Pi, a suitable name and 
these settings:
Port (from): 6001
Destination: 127.0.0.1
Port (to): 6000
Open in browser: No

Save this and activate it. Start the X server, 
then go back to JuiceSSH and activate your 
SSH connection. Then you can start a program 
with
env DISPLAY=:1 yourprogram

Now switch back to the X server to see the 
program open. There may be a little delay 
before the window first opens. The DISPLAY 
number is related to the From port used in your 
port forward profile – if your From port is 6002, 
you would use DISPLAY=:2.

When you have finished, go back into 
JuiceSSH and disable the port forward. X 
Server is small and lightweight but, as 
previously mentioned, not fully complete. 
There is a far more heavyweight alternative 

called XServer XSDL, which may handle 
programs that X Server fails to, but we have  
not tested this.

3  Stubborn screenlets
 I have used screenlets on Linux Mint 

editions for quite a few upgrades 
and had no problems. With Mint 17, 

I have difficulty moving some of the 
screenlets around on the desktop. The 
Stocks screenlet is one example – it won’t 
move from the middle of the screen. I have 
tried screenlets on several computers with 
several Mint editions. Mate 32-bit is my Mint 
choice. I also have compositing turned on. 
Is there something else I can do?
Wayne Kuehl
 There have been a few reports of 

problems with screenlets such as 
you’re having, but there isn’t much in 

the way of consensus for a solution. There are 
three things you can attempt. First, check that 
the screenlet is not locked. Even if you have 
already done this, trying locking and then 
unlocking it again. Some users have reported 
that this frees up ‘stuck’ screenlets. The next 
option is to right-click on the screenlet and 
open the Properties window. Under the 
Options tab, there are settings for the X and Y 
positions. Either enter new numbers in here or 

should see both of the choices, with an Install 
button for each. If installing this way still fails, 
it is likely something is preventing the 
installation, such as incorrect permissions 
preventing it being written to your home 
directory. In that case, try running Thunderbird 
from a terminal and watch for any errors when 
you try to install the dictionary. It would also be 
worth trying to install a different add-on, to 
determine whether this is a general problem or 
specific to those dictionaries.

2  Ex-Android
 In LXF185 you gave a quick 

reference to X forwarding, which was 
thought-provoking. I have a 

Raspberry Pi which I connect to from my 
Nexus 10 Android tablet with SSH and I do 
this using an excellent app called JuiceSSH, 
which gives me a text console. But is there 
any way that I can use SSH X forwarding 
using the Nexus as the client so that I can 
run GUI programs on the Raspberry Pi 
without needing to start up the LXDE 
desktop and see and interact with the 
graphical application on the Nexus?
Luke Stapley

A quick reference to...

Terminals and 
superusers

We often give a solution as commands to type in  
a terminal. While it is usually possible to do the same 
with a distro’s graphical tools, the differences between 
these mean that such solutions are very specific. 
The terminal commands are more flexible and, most 
importantly, can be used with all distributions.

System configuration commands often have to be 
run as the superuser, frequently called root. There are 
two main ways of doing this, depending on your distro. 
Many, especially Ubuntu and its derivatives, prefix the 
command with sudo, which asks for the user password 
and sets up root privileges for the duration of the 
command only. Other distros use su, which requires the 
root password and gives full root access until you type 
logout. If your distro uses su, run this once and then run 
any given commands without the preceding sudo.

dmesg

 Mint’s screenlets have some handy widgets, but some can 
be a little temperamental at times.
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Star
Question

with apt-get? I thought that I was. Should I 
be using root or not for this purpose? And 
does root mean that I’m in some kind of 
Admin mode?

I think antivirus for Linux is going to be a 
necessity if many of us untutored-in-
programming people make the change as 
you are urging us to do.
Marg Binks

A Opinion is divided on whether an 
antivirus program is necessary for 
Linux, but it won’t do any harm to run 

one – being over-cautious is better than 
complacency. Root is a little like Admin mode 
in Windows, except it’s a separate user. Linux is 
a multi-user operating system, with each user 
having their own storage space and abilities. 
The root user, or superuser, is the only one that 

 A 12GB oops!
 I’m stuck having deleted a folder of 

important stuff along with what I 
meant to delete. I’ve lost around 

12GB. Forums on Linux Mint suggest I use 
Recuva or PartedMagic, but then the 
arguments start and it gets geeky for me! 
I’m using Mint 14 32-bit, which just works 
out of the box, no messing about with 
command lines. I have a spare drive for a 
fresh install/upgrade to Mint 17 to avoid 
overwriting the folder on the original drive 
but beyond that I’m at a loss. As a 62-year-
old, disabled bloke whose brain is getting 
slow on a good day, doing a quick shutdown 
to answer a call-out after a day of 
temperatures of 27°C in the shade, it was 
not my finest hour!
Tim Williams 
 Recuva is a Windows program,  

Parted Magic is commercial software 
and not really meant for this type of 

rescue. There are tools available to do this with 
Linux, but you will need to use the command 
line. (This makes sense: if you have deleted 
something relating to your graphical 
environment, you may only have the command 

This month’s winner is Tim Williams. Get in touch with us to claim your glittering prize!Winner!

line.) Don't worry, though, the command line 
really isn’t that scary, just a little different.

The first thing to do is stop writing to the 
drive. When you delete files, you only remove 
the references to them in the filesystem’s 
index; the data is untouched. However, the 
space occupied by that data is marked as 
available, so any further writes could destroy it. 
If you have the space on another drive or 
partition (not another folder on the same 
filesystem) then you can make a backup of the 
entire filesystem with dd:
dd bs=4k if=/dev/sda2 of=/media/
externaldrive/backup.img

Then you can use the image for your recovery 
efforts. If you are using the ext3 or ext4 
filesystem extundelete, available in most 
distros' repos, is a simple choice. You can use it 
on an unmounted filesystem or an image file. 
The brute force option is to restore everything:
extundelete /media/externaldrive/backup.img 
--restore-all

or
extundelete /dev/sda2 --restore-all

Any deleted files it finds are restored to a 
directory called RECOVERED_FILES in the 
current directory. If you want files from a 

particular directory, you can use:
extundelete /media/externaldrive/backup.
img --restore-directory path/to/directory

The path is relative to the root of the 
filesystem: if you have a separate home 
partition it would be something like 
username/importantstuff but if you have 
home on the root partition, you would use 
home/username/importantstuff. To see all 
the options, run:
extundelete --help

If extundelete doesn't help, one of the most 
thorough tools for recovering deleted files is 
photorec, (see p68 for a serendipitous 
tutorial) part of the testdisk package. This 
scans the entire filesystem and saves any 
files it finds. Because of the way it works, and 
because you’ve removed the filesystem table 
entries, photorec recovers only the contents 
of files, not their metadata. A file’s metadata 
includes things like ownership, permissions 
etc and, most importantly, the files’ names – 
so some detective work will be needed. If the 
files you need are of a specific type, you can 
use the file to identify them, so:
file * | grep JPEG

 For example, to find all JPEG files.

 If you want to run a Linux distro installer, boot from the DVD and then pick Install.

use the arrows to alter the values, and you 
should see the screenlet move as the settings 
change. This solution is a little fiddly but seems 
to work for everyone.

If all else fails, try to get some clue from the 
your system’s logging as to what is going 
wrong. There are two places you can look for 
this: each screenlet keeps a log file in 
~/.config/screenlets and you can run 
screenlets-manager from a terminal window 
and watch its output as you try to move the 
screenlet from the Properties window. 
Problems where the system refuses to do what 
you tell it but gives you no feedback are the 
hardest to deal with, but these should give a 
clue as to where the problem lies, if the 
previous suggestions do not work.

If the problem affects only certain 
screenlets, it sounds like a bug in the individual 
screenlet. This may be fixed by now, so it is 
always worth removing the recalcitrant item, 
doing a system update and then adding it back.

4  Root problem
 In LXF184 you advise using an 

antivirus, so I am trying to install 
Avast on a newly-built system 

without Windows or Linux or any other OS. 
When I tried installing using a terminal 
window I was asked ‘Are you Root?’ How do I 
know if I'm root or not when installing Avast 
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Help us to help you

 Some distros use sudo while 
others use the more traditional 
su command to run root 
programs. Which is better?
It’s not really a case of which is 
better; they do slightly different 
jobs. Sudo is excellent for giving 
root access to a specific user in 
order to do what they need 
without giving out the root 
password. This supplies the admin 
with fine control over who can do 
what. On the other hand su gives a 
user access as another, usually 
root, user. 
 That’s fine, but I want full 

superuser access, so su is the 
obvious choice, right?

Not as obvious as you might 
think. su doesn’t stand for 
superuser but for switch user. 
It can be used to enable any user 
work as another user, provided 
that they know that user’s 
password. It defaults to root if no 
username is given, but that’s not 
its only use. Admins can use it to 
log in as a user to fix something in 
their setup without having to know 
their password (su from root to 
user doesn’t need a password). 
For example, you could fix a user's 
crontab with:
su fred -c "crontab -e"

 That’s interesting, but I still 
want full root access, so su is 
the right command for me?
Not exactly. su called on its own 
gives you the superuser’s 

privileges, but you still have 
essentially the original user’s 
environment. Any variables set for 
the existing user, along with the 
current directory, stay the same 
and the path is reset to /sbin:/
bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin, so 
anything you installed in /usr/
local is no longer directly available.

 I didn’t know that, but it may 
explain some occasional odd 
behaviour. How do I get a full 
root login from an X terminal on 
the user’s desktop?
Add - to the su command. This has 
to appear after any other options. 
You can also use --login, which is 
more readable but slower to type. 
(Which of these  you prefer 
probably depends on whether you 

think like a Perl programmer or a 
Python fan.) This option gives you 
almost a full login environment – 
99% of the time it is equivalent to 
a direct login as root, or whichever 
user you specify. 
 That’s more like it! But while 

you’re here, I sometimes need to 
run graphical programs as root 
but I get errors about DISPLAY 
not being set. How do I get 
round this?
You can use xhost or other 
DISPLAY trickery to enable your 
su’d root user to use your desktop, 
but there’s a simpler solution: 
Install sux (pronounced as ‘su ex’) 
and use it instead of su. It accepts 
all the same arguments as su does 
but sets up X access before calling 
su for you.

5  Risky autorun
 Being impatient and not waiting for 

you to have a DVD with Mint 17 on, I 
downloaded Mint 17 XFCE ISO and 

transferred it onto a USB stick. When I did 
this for Mint 16, it ran as expected with just a 
click on the icon and I could install it to disc. 
This time I just get a message (after the run 
prompt) saying ‘Cannot find autorun’. I've 
tried searching for ‘autorun’ in the system, 
but what appears suggested in possible 
downloads looks much too complex for 
someone of my capabilities.

I wondered if it was a peculiarity of Mint 
16, so I also tried it on Mint 15, which worked 
before, but got the same message. Any help 
you can give would be very welcome.
Philip Glover
 The Linux Mint ISOs do not contain 

autorun files. We have checked 15, 16 
and 17. Autorun files are a bit of a 

Windows kludge to automatically run a 
program when a CD is mounted. When you 
think about it, this is a rather large security risk. 
The apparently innocuous CD you were given 
could run any sort of malicious software. 
That is why most Linux distros default to not 
allowing anything to be run from CD and DVDs.

You do not install Mint, or any other binary 
distro, from within a running operating system; 
you have to boot the computer from the install 
disc – that’s all the autorun file would do 
anyway. It’s possible to change the order in 
which the BIOS looks for devices to boot from, 
so that it will always boot from an inserted CD 
or USB device first, but that’s not a good idea 
for the reasons we’ve already mentioned. 
When you boot the computer, you can hold 
down a key, usually one of the Function keys or 

can do things like install software to the 
system. (Some software can be installed by 
users in their home directories, but that's 
another topic.)

You have to be root to install software with 
apt-get, and the fact that it’s asking means 
that you are not. While it is possible to log in as 
root to administer a system, the preferred 
method is to use the sudo command, which 
runs the following command as root but then 
drops back to your normal rights. This makes 
it less likely you will do something ‘unfortunate’ 
by logging in as root and then forgetting to log 
out when you have finished. It also means that 
users can be given access to selected 
administrative rights without giving them the 
root password.

The standard approach for Linux command 
line programs is ‘succeed quietly, fail noisily’, 
so if apt-get starts asking about root, it means 
that you aren’t root. The solution is simple: 
prefix the command with sudo.
sudo apt-get install somesoftware

This will prompt sudo to ask for your password 
(not the root password) before proceeding. 
If you need to run several commands with 
sudo, it will ask for the password only the first 
time, until you go a certain amount of time 
without using it, usually five minutes. If you try 
to run a graphical program that needs root 
privileges, it will usually pop up a dialog for you 
to give your password – sudo itself is normally 
only used directly in a terminal.

You don't need to understand programming 
to use Linux – the source code may be 
available but you don't have to use it. The main 
change from Windows is that Linux is not 
Windows, so you need to stop thinking about it 
the way you are used to.

We receive several questions each month that we are 
unable to answer, because they give insufficient detail 
about the problem. In order to give the best answers to 
your questions, we need to know as much as possible.

If you get an error message, please tell us the 
exact message and precisely what you did to invoke it. 
If you have a hardware problem, let us know about the 
hardware. If Linux is already running, you can use the 
Hardinfo program (http://hardinfo.berlios.de) that 
gives a full report on your hardware and system as an 
HTML file you can send us.

Alternatively, the output from lshw is just as useful 
(http://ezix.org/project/wiki/HardwareLiSter). 
One or both of these should be in your distro’s 
repositories. If you are unwilling, or unable, to install 
these, run the following commands in a root terminal 
and attach the system.txt file to your email. This will  
still be a great help in diagnosing your problem.

uname -a >system.txt
lspci >>system.txt
lspci -vv >>system.txt

Frequently asked questions…

Esc, to pop up a boot menu, from which you 
can select which device to boot from. 
Unfortunately, we cannot tell you which key to 
press as it is different for each BIOS 
manufacturer, but it is usually displayed at the 
bottom of the screen when you boot. If not, 
check the manual or fall back on the old 
standby of trial and error.

There is an extra wrinkle if you are using a 
newer computer that has UEFI instead of BIOS. 
In this case you may need to enable legacy 
booting mode, sometimes referred to as CSM, 
in your BIOS settings menus. Once again, these 
are accessed by holding down a key at bootup; 
to find which one to use, follow the same 
advice as for the boot menu key.

Once you have booted from the optical or 
USB medium, you can proceed with the 
installation as usual. LXF

su
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Distros, apps, games, podcasts, miscellany and more…

On the disc

Linux Mint D.E.This month's 
LXFDVD 
contains 

seven very different distros. They 
are not only different in appearance 
but from different families. Yet at 
their heart they are all GNU/Linux, 
they all have similar versions of the 
Linux kernel at their heart and all 
use the same GNU toolkit on top of 
that. If there's only one Linux, 
referring to the kernel here, why do 
we need quite so many distros?

You only have to try them to 
learn the answer to that. They have 
the same software at the core and 
they do the same job (they are all 
desktop distros, after all) but they 
do it in different ways. If an 
operating system, or any other tool, 
only works in one way, you have to 
adapt yourself to it. If you have 
several tools that achieve the same 
ends, but work differently, you get 
to use the one that fits in with your 
preferences, not the other way 
around. And with a little effort, you 
can even change things further to 
suit yourself.

George Bernard Shaw once said 
"The reasonable man adapts 
himself to the world: the 
unreasonable one persists in trying 
to adapt the world to himself. 
Therefore all progress depends on 
the unreasonable 
man." I think we 
must be a pretty 
unreasonable 
bunch then.

The best of the internet, crammed into a massive (doubled-sided) 9GB DVD.

The mighty minty one

The screaming root and the pure blood

The last time we included the Debian Edition of 
Linux Mint (LMDE) on the Linux Format DVD, it was 
the desktop megamix where we crammed as many 
desktops as we could into it. This time we ‘ve the 
vanilla Cinnamon experience, just as the Linux Mint 
developers intended. This is also the 32-bit version 

so everyone can try it. The Cinnamon desktop 
needs a graphics card with reasonable 3D 
performance, which isn't a problem with most 
hardware, but may be slow if you try running it in a 
virtual machine. If you want to try the MATE, we 
have include the version of Korora 20 that uses it.

It may be hard to imagine, but there was a time 
when Ubuntu was not the most popular 
distribution to grace our cover discs and that 
honour actually belonged to Mandrake. Since then 
Mandrake has gone through some turbulent times, 

Defective discs
In the unlikely event of your Linux Format 
coverdisc being in any way defective, 
please visit our support site at 
www.linuxformat.com/dvdsupport for 
further assistance. If you would prefer to 
talk to a member of our reader support 
team, email us at discsupport@futurenet.
com or telephone +44 (0) 1225 822743.

Important
NOTICE!

Column

and a few mergers and name changes, but at 
some point it was forked into Mageia in an 
attempt to revive the original spirit of Mandrake.

Mageia is one of those distros that does KDE 
right. By that we mean, it doesn't go with the 
somewhat uninspiring defaults but it does set up a 
good desktop experience that shows what KDE 
should be like, or at least one way of how it can be.

Linux is free, in both senses of the word, but 
most distros will tend to include non-free code 
somewhere for convenience, even if it is just the 
Adobe Flash Player. Trisquel is a totally free distro 
that's fully open source and has no proprietary 
code or 'binary blobs', either in the kernel or 
anywhere else. As well as being a showcase for 
free software in its purest form, Trisquel is also a 
good distro for daily use, even allowing you to 
watch cat videos on YouTube.

Mageia 4.1 and Trisquel 6.0

32-bit

64-bit
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New to Linux?
Start here

CentOS 7.0

Are you reading 
this on a tablet?
Download your DVD from 
www.linuxformat.com

The enterprising one

The lizardy one and the slacker’s friend

Side two of the DVD contains three heavyweights 
of the Linux world, or at least their derivatives. 
CentOS is built from the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
(RHEL) sources. RHEL is probably on more 
company desktops than any other distro and this is 
RHEL with the Red Hat branding removed and no 

support contract. In all other respects, when you 
install CentOS, you are getting RHEL. Korora was 
originally based on Gentoo, but changed to Fedora 
as a base a few years ago – that’s quite a switch! 
Korora tracks Fedora’s version numbering, so this 
is Korora 20, based on the latest Fedora release.

The third heavyweight represented here is not a 
derivative of one of the big guns but the real thing, 
OpenSUSE 13.1. SUSE, in its various incarnations, 
has long been a popular distro, particularly in 
Europe. SUSE is one of the most integrated distros, 
thanks to its YaST (Yet another Setup Tool) system 

 What is Linux? How do I install it?
 Is there an equivalent of MS Office? 
 What’s this command line all about?
 How do I install software?

Open Index.html on the disc to find out

that brings all system set up and administration 
operations under the control of one program. 
YaST takes care of everything from network 
configuration to software updates, and even 
handles the distro installation. YaST is the main 
reason people love or hate SUSE – it’s the Linux 

equivalent of Marmite.
Salix doesn’t boot into a live desktop 

environment but straight into an installer. 
The installer expects to be running from a 
Salix CD, so a little trickery is needed. 
Select the option to install from a hard disk 
partition, rather than a CD. When asked for 
the partition, enter /dev/sr0  (assuming 
you’re using your first or only DVD drive). 
When asked for the path use /Salix. 
Alternatively, write the Salix ISO image to a 
CD or USB stick and boot from that.

OpenSUSE 13.1 and Salix 14.0

And more!
System tools
Essentials
Checkinstall Install tarballs with your 
package manager.

GNU Core Utils The basic utilities that 
should exist on every operating system.

Hardinfo A system benchmarking tool.

Kernel Source code for the latest stable 
kernel release.

Memtest86+ Check for faulty memory.

Plop Use this simple boot manager to 
start operating systems.

RaWrite Use this tool to create boot 
floppy disks in Windows.

SBM An OS-independent boot manager 
with an easy-to-use interface.

WvDial Connect with a dial-up modem.

Reading matter
Bookshelf
The Cathedral and the Bazaar Eric S 
Raymond’s classic text explaining the 
advantages of open development.

Linux Kernel in a Nutshell An 
introduction to the kernel written by 
master-hacker Greg Kroah-Hartman.

Debian Administrators’ Handbook  
An essential guide for sysadmins.

Linux Dictionary The A-Z of everything 
to do with Linux.

Dive Into Python A masterclass in 
this popular language.

Bourne Shell Scripting Guide  
Get started with shell scripting.

Advanced Bash Scripting Guide  
Go further with shell scripting.

Intro to Linux Essential pointers for 
new Linux users.

System Administrators Guide Get 
your system to do what you want.

Tools Summary An overview of  
GNU tools.

64-bit
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LXF191 will be on sale Tuesday 
28 Oct 2014

#1 for Free Software

You love the Pi, we love the Pi, now take your 
knowledge to the next level with in-depth tinkering!

Contents of future issues subject to change – we might have spent all our time dancing in the street.

Pro-level music production 
Turn your Linux box into a music recording studio, 
enhanced audio, enhanced quality, enhance and zoom!

Discover Cython 
Python code a bit lack lustre? Loops taking too long? 
Add a little Cython to super-speed your code.

Best music players Roundup 
Enjoy your music collection with the best open source 
players and library options GIT Hub has to offer. 
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